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The title  of  this  dissertation makes a direct  reference to the most
influential book in the history of biology published with the title "On The
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection''  (Darwin, 1859). Snakes
are intriguing organisms, feared and loved, yet their ecological origin and
evolutionary radiation remained uncertain for centuries.  This debate  has
since the late 1990s received renewed attention due to controversies about
the  interpretations  of  fossils,  the  homology  of  anatomical  structures,
paleoecologies, and unstable phylogenetic topologies. 
The publications included in this dissertation were the first to use
geometric  morphometrics  of  squamate  skulls  to  address  the  ecological
origin  and  radiation  of  snakes  from  lizards.  I  sampled,  quantified,  and
compared  numerous taxa,  lineages,  and developmental  stages of  lizards,
snakes, and tuatara.
I  evaluated  four  hypotheses.  i:  skull  shape  convergence  evolved
between lizards and snakes among their fossorial species;  ii: skull shapes
and ecologies are correlated so that paleoecologies could be estimated from
skull shape parameters; iii: snakes evolved from either a fossorial, marine,
or terrestrial ancestor; and iv: heterochrony underlies the snake skull shape
development, consequently, evolution.
In  agreement  with  set  expectations  based  on  qualitative  data,
fossorial lizards and snakes were highly convergent. Moreover, a significant
correlation was detected between skull shapes in general and the range of
coded  habitats.  Thus,  it  was  possible  to  estimate  with  high  statistical
confidence the ancestral  ecology of  snakes from skull  shape  parameters.
Surprisingly,  snakes  were  estimated  to  have  most  likely  evolved  from a
terrestrial lizard-like ancestor. The crown-snake ancestor was most likely a
small and fossorial (not as specialized as observed in extant blind snakes).
A  marine  origin  was  rejected  on  the  grounds  of  our  data  and  results.
Importantly,  the  new  ecological  scenario  has  broken  the  traditional
thinking about  the origin of  snakes because the early ancestral  ecologies
were  significantly  different.  Before,  stem  and  crown  ancestors  were
commonly equated in their ecology. Finally, heterochrony was detected. It
is most likely associated with the process of peramorphosis and linked with
a mechanism of acceleration in skull shape development in alethinophidian
snakes.  Conversely,  scolecophidians  were  either  paedomorphic  or  have
simply retained the ancestral condition for the rate of development that is
seen among lizards.
From those results, skull form and function are seemly correlated,
but the same ecologies seen in lizards are related to different skull and body
shapes in snakes, except for most fossorial taxa. Thus, it was hypothesized
here  that  snakes  broke  the  developmental  constraints  that  kept  other
fossorial squamate forms limited within the lizard morphospace. A fossorial
ancestry for snakes did not fully limit their posterior increase in disparity,
ecological radiation, and skull innovations. Besides, the radiation of snakes
seemly reflects a balance between the acceleration of the skull development
and the influence of natural selection that is associated with habitat, but,
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most importantly in later snake evolution, dietary shifts. Integrated skull
shape  changes,  but  particularly  those  observed  on  the  quadrate  bone
(anteroposterior  elongation  of  the  shaft  and  projection  of  its  ventral
articular surface), are compatible with the evolution of large-gape sizes that
would have contributed to caenophidian snakes, boas, and pythons to prey
on large homeothermic animals (mammals and birds). This scenario is also
supported by the estimation of the ancestral skulls - the deep and crown
snake  ancestors  both  most  likely  had  a  limited  gape-size.  Skull  shape
changes can be then seen as a precondition for the successful radiations of
alethinophidian snakes. Ultimately, the ophidian skull can be considered an
evolutionary novelty.
Additionally,  in-depth  inspections  of  the  literature  as  further
detailed in this dissertation, revealed core evolutionary misconceptions that
seem to hamper ecological  interpretations and have provided misleading
ecological hypotheses. They include misinterpretations of phylogenies and
the type of ecological information that can be extracted from fossils both
concerning  the  ecology  and  phenotype  of  snake  ancestors.  Those
misconceptions  are  linked  with  the  "sister-group  fallacy";  reductionist
views  on  the  mode  of  phenotypic  evolution  as  linear  (basal/derived,
primitive/advanced) as well as purely gradual (only small additive changes
in a gradient); and fossils as "missing links" of a sequence of phenotypic
changes,  even  if  implicitly,  including  a  mosaic-view  of  organism  traits.
Finally, the insistence in evaluating the evolution of snakes solely based on
morphology  and  the  fossil  record  should  be  seen  as  an  unreasonable
resistance to integrative approaches.  
Future research may dissect the mechanisms linked with fast skull
development in snakes, sexual shape dimorphisms, the microevolutionary
dynamics linked with the early evolution of snakes, the specific type of deep
terrestrial  ancestor  of  snakes,  the  relationship  between  diet  with  skull
shapes in snakes, and analyzing newly described and reconstructed fossils.
All that said, this dissertation opened new avenues and approaches
to investigate snake and vertebrate evolution. Classical examinations of the
relationship  between  form  (shape),  development  (ontogeny),  function
(ecology),  and evolution (phylogeny)  such as “The Origin  of  Species”  by
Charles  Darwin  (1859),  “On  Growth  and  Form”  by  D’Arcy  Thompson
(1917), and “Ontogeny and Phylogeny” by Stephen Jay Gould (1977), have
not included the evolution of the snake skull. This dissertation filled in that
knowledge gap with intelligible, plausible, and fruitful outcomes. 
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1) INTRODUCTION
“(...) from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful 
and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.”
Charles Darwin, 1859, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for
Life. 
1.1) THE GROWTH OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT
François Jacob wrote in “Evolution and Tinkering” (1977):
Whether mythic or scientific, the view of the world that man constructs is
always largely a product of imagination. For the scientific process does not
consist simply in observing, collecting data, and in deducing from them a
theory.  One  can  watch  an  object  for  years  and  never  produce  any
observation of scientific interest. To produce a valuable observation, one
has first to have an idea of what to observe, a preconception of what is
possible. Scientific advances often come from uncovering a hitherto unseen
aspect of things as a result, not so much of using a new instrument, but
rather of looking at objects with a different angle. (p. 1161).
A scientist  is  aided  by a  combination  of  an imaginative  scientific
imagination anchored by conceptual thinking. A concept  is  a thought or
notion that is conceived in the mind (Margolis & Laurence, 2007). Ernest
Mayr (1982) saw biological concepts as central to the growth of biological
thought.
Thomas  Kuhn  (1970)  laid  the  theoretical  grounds  for  the  rise  of
Conceptual Change Theory (Posner et al., 1982). It posits that acceptance of
new  scientific  concepts  requires  dissatisfaction  with  their  anomalous
versions.  New  concepts  are  embraced  if  intelligible  (the  learner
understands  it),  plausible  (it  has  explanatory  power  to  solve  misfits
between  expectation  and  observation),  and  fruitful  (applicable  to  other
fields). 
Conceptual changes can culminate in scientific revolutions:
Each  of  them  [scientific  revolutions]  necessitated  the  community’s
rejection  of  one  time-honored  scientific  theory  in  favor  of  another
incompatible with it.  Each produced a consequent  shift  in the problems
available  for  scientific  scrutiny  and  in  the  standards  by  which  the
profession determined what should count as an admissible problem or as a
legitimate  problem-solution.  And  each  transformed  the  scientific
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imagination  in  ways  that  we  shall  ultimately  need  to  describe  as  a
transformation of the world within which scientific work was done. Such
changes,  together  with  the  controversies  that  almost  always  accompany
them, are the defining characteristics of scientific revolutions. (Kuhn, 1970,
p. 6).
Scientific  revolutions  begin from a scientific  crisis  -  a  widespread
lack  of  consensus  about  a  "solution"  to  an  old  and  complex  scientific
problem (Kuhn,  1970).  A problem in  biology that  has  been  debated  for
more  than  a  century  is  the  nature,  tempo,  and  mode  of  the  ecological
changes  that  took  place  in  the  early  evolution  of  snakes  from  lizards
(Bellairs & Underwood 1951, McDowell, 1972; Rieppel, 1988; Irish, 1989;
Greene,  1997;  Caldwell,  1999;  Coates  & Ruta,  2000;  Greene  & Cundall,
2000;  Holman,  2000;  Rieppel  et  al.,  2003;  Rage  &  Escuillié,  2003;
Caldwell, 2007; Cundall & Irish 2008; Palci, 2014; Evans, 2015; Caldwell et
al., 2019). Ecological hypotheses and evolutionary scenarios have coexisted,
or even been recombined. 
In biology, lack of consensus is recurrent and conceptual changes are
harder  to  take  place  (Mayr,  1982;  Kuhn,  1970).  This  is  understandable
based on the nature of the scientific inquiry. “On the contrary, it is just the
incompleteness and imperfection of the existing data-theory fit that, at any
time, define many of the puzzles that characterize normal science.” (Kuhn,
1970, p. 146). Normal science defines the notion of scientists and their ideas
revolving  around  a  current  paradigm  (Kuhn,  1970).  In  this  sense,  the
ecological  origin  of  snakes  and evolution  has  been  studied  mostly  from
similar  types  of  data  for  centuries  (e.g.,  linear  measurements,
morphological  descriptions,  and phylogeny),  so within the framework of
normal science. That combination of data has advanced our understanding
of snake evolution but remained with conflicting scenarios.
As expected, new sources of data, analytical approaches, and use of
new technologies have been more recently sought to deal with this old and
complex scientific problem (e.g., Scanferla & Bhullar, 2014; Werneburg &
Sanchez-Villagra,  2015;  Yi  &  Norell,  2015;  Hsiang  et  al.,  2015).  Those
studies, in addition to Bhullar et al. (2012) and Barros et al. (2011), have
greatly  inspired  my  approach.  The  research  results  and  discussion
described in the accompanying publications and this dissertation text can
be understood to have deeply broken the pattern of normal science in the
field of snake evolution because of its innovative and integrative design that
produced  well-supported  results.  State-of-the-art  technologies  and
analytical  procedures  that  are  available  to  investigate  geometric  shapes
were  interconnected  with  large-scale  phylogenetic,  paleontological,
ecological,  and  developmental  data.  A  new  ecological  hypothesis  and
evolutionary  scenario  emerged  regarding  the  early  origin  of  snakes  and
their subsequent ecological radiation.
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However, by no means the debate is over. It can be claimed that now
we have an integrative  foundation.  Indeed,  hardly  so,  consensus  can be
achieved  in  biology.  An  exception  seems  to  be  the  theory  of  evolution
(Darwin,  1859).  Theodosius  Dobzhansky  (1973)  wrote  in  his  influential
publication "Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution
that  “Seen in the light of evolution, biology is,  perhaps, intellectually the
most satisfying and inspiring science. Without that light, it becomes a pile
of  sundry  facts-some  of  them  interesting  or  curious  but  making  no
meaningful picture as a whole." (p.129).
Although consensus does take a long time to be achieved,  if  ever,
refutability  is  more  commonplace.  The  falsification  principle  states  that
hypotheses  cannot  be  guaranteed  status  of  eternal  and  immutable
acceptance but  should be stated  so  that  they could be falsified (Popper,
1959). 
Karl Popper (1959) dissected falsifiability in “The Logic of Scientific
Discovery”:
I shall certainly admit a system as empirical or scientific only if it is capable
of being  tested by experience. These considerations suggest that not the
verifiability but the falsifiability of a system is to be taken as a criterion of
demarcation. In other words: I shall not require of a scientific system that
it shall be able to be singled out, once and for all, in a positive sense; but I
shall require that its logical form shall be such that it can be singled out, by
means of empirical tests, in a negative sense:  it must be possible for an
empirical scientific system to be refuted by experience. (p. 18).
We can  now  access  scientific  hypotheses  using  modern  statistics.
Hypotheses  that  fall  out  of  a  demarcation  point  are  rejected.  P-values
became the norm of demarcation following the rise of statistics in the early
20th century (Salsburg, 2001). It is though currently under debate if the p-
value can be used in isolation or if other metrics need to be employed all
along (Altman & Krzywinski, 2017; Amrhein et al., 2019). Complementary
metrics  are  indeed being suggested  (Halsey  et  al.,  2019).  This  debate  is
though still  ongoing,  and the p-value continues being accepted  as  a  key
statistical metric for biologists. In this dissertation, biological comparisons
and  tests  of  hypotheses  relied  on  mathematical  and  statistical
formalizations that generate p-values, but it is also supported by a variety of
other independent sources of evidence. 
In an attempt to unify those two approaches, Kuhn (1970) wrote:
Furthermore,  it  is  in that  joint  verification-falsification process that  the
probabilist’s comparison of theories plays a central role. Such a two-stage
formulation has, I think, the virtue of great verisimilitude, and it may also
enable  us  to  begin  explaining  the  role  of  agreement  (or  disagreement)
between fact and theory in the verification process. (...) It makes a great
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deal of sense to ask which of two actual and competing theories fits the
facts better. (p. 147).
Popper  (1959)  stated  something  alike  but  from  a  Darwinian
framework  that  “Its  aim  [empirical  method]  is  not  to  save  the  lives  of
untenable  systems  but,  on  the  contrary,  to  select  the  one  which  by
comparison is the fittest, by exposing them all to the fiercest struggle for
survival.” (p. 20).
In sum, in the philosophical spirit described above, the field of snake
evolution undergoes a scientific crisis. New types of data, technologies, and
integrative approaches to address complex problems tend to pay off. Thus,
this  dissertation aimed at producing  the first  large-scale  and integrative
macroevolutionary study of the skull shape evolution of snakes and lizards.
It  addressed  the  old  and  complex  problem  of  the  ecological  origin  and
radiation of snakes. I proposed a new ecological hypothesis (terrestrial-to-
fossorial  scenario),  rejected  previously  proposed  hypotheses  on  snake
origins, and pointed out some major conceptual flaws present in the field of
snake evolution (e.g., misinterpretation of phylogenies and fossils).  
To achieve a  full  appreciation of  the problem dealt  herein,  in the
following sessions, I introduced the general biology of lizards and snakes,
reviewed the history of  the problem, and showcased the previous  use of
geometric morphometrics in squamates - an approach capable of capturing
quantitative variation (shape and size = form). It was  a priori  envisioned
during the research included in this dissertation as having great potential to
generate  new  insights  regarding  the  ecological  origin  and  radiation  of
snakes.
1.2) SQUAMATA: LIZARDS AND SNAKES
Figure 1 shows a phylogeny of extent taxonomic groups and relevant
fossils. Centuries of morphological and phylogenetic studies demonstrated
that snakes evolved from lizards (Pough et al., 2004; Cundall & Irish 2008).
Snakes  are  then  specialized  lizards  (Greene,  1997).  I  adopted  the
terminology of lizards and snakes for simplicity. They form the Squamata -
a diapsid Order with species differing dramatically in their skull temporal
region  (Oppel,  1811);  and  with  Rhynchocephalia  (Sphenodon  and  fossil
relatives) form Lepidosauria (Evans, 2003). 
Dated phylogenies in combination with the fossil record indicate that
lepidosaurs  might  have  appeared  before  the Permian/Triassic  extinction
event (Irisarri et al., 2017; Simões et al., 2018, 2020), and diversified in the
Triassic  (Simões  et  al.,  2020;  Evans  2003).  Squamates  might  have
appeared near the Permian/Triassic boundary and diversified in the Upper
Triassic (Irisarri et al., 2017; Simões et al., 2018, 2020), or they might have
originated in the Lower Jurassic (Burbrink et al., 2020). Snakes most likely
appeared in the Jurassic (Garberoglio et  al.,  2019; Harrington & Reeder
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Rhynchocephalians have likely persisted in Gondwana until the end
of the Cretaceous while went extinct in Laurasia, only to be found nowadays
in New Zealand (Apesteguia & Novas, 2003). Lizards were interpreted to
have  already  played  a  major  ecological  role  at  that  time  in  Gondwana
(Simões et al., 2015b). Snakes might have radiated in Gondwana whereas
lizards  in  Laurasia  (Martill  et  al.,  2015;  Simões et  al.,  2015b).  It  is  also
debated if snakes originated in Laurasia or Gondwana (Hsiang et al., 2015;
Martill et al., 2015). Currently, squamates have a global distribution but in
the polar regions (Pianka & Vitt, 2003; Uetz & Hošek, 2020).  
The diversity of lizards and snakes is astonishing, extant lizards and
snakes are represented by 7K and 3.8K species, respectively (Uetz & Hošek
2020;  see  alternative  estimates  in  Wallach  et  al.,  2014).  They  display
striking  diversity  in  almost  every  aspect  of  their  biology  (Greene,  1997;
Pianka  &  Vitt,  2003).  For  example,  multiple  evolutionary  origins  and
convergences  took  place  concerning  their  body  length-shape,  limb-digit
reduction,  venom, parthenogenesis,  and mode of  reproduction (Wiens &
Slingluff, 2001; Wiens et al., 2006; Losos et al., 2009; Kearney et al., 2009;
Kohlsdorf et al., 2010; Sites et al., 2011; Pyron & Burbrink, 2014). 
1.2.1)  THE SNAKE BODIES 
As a research trend, more focus has been given to integrating results
for the postcranial skeleton, meaning that an integrative picture of vertebral
development with ecomorphologies and qualitative-quantitative phenotypic
evolution is better defined than for the skull. 
Snakes  have  long  bodies  linked  with  a  ‘clock-and-wavefront’
mechanism  in  which  higher  rates  of  somitogenesis  generate  more  and
smaller  somites  for  a  longer  time  (Gomez  et  al.,  2008).  Somites  also
differentiate into vertebrae and so snakes have a higher number of them
than  lizards  (Müller  et  al.,  2010).  Snakes  have  also  shorter  caudal  and
cervical  regions  whereas  an  elongated  thoracic  region  in  comparison  to
lizards (Müller et al., 2010). This peculiar pattern has been associated with
the homogenization of Hox gene expression domains (Cohn & Tickle, 1999)
and retention of the standard vertebrate  Hox domains  of  expression but
with  downstream  regulatory  alterations  (Di-Poï  et  al.,  2010;  Woltering,
2012; Guerreiro et al., 2013). The body shapes of sea snakes seem to diverge
by both mechanisms (Sherratt et al., 2019a). Moreover, snakes would have
lost  most  of  their  axial  regionalization  (Cohn  &  Tickle,  1999),  but  the
comparison  of  vertebral  shapes  through  geometric  morphometrics  in
comparison to  Hox gene expression domains suggests that it has been at
least partially retained (Head & Polly, 2015). 
The size and qualitative morphology of vertebrae in snakes can also
provide  indications  of  snake  ecologies.  Small  vertebrae  with  low  neural
arches are associated with fossoriality (e.g., Martill et al., 2015). Laterally
compressed bodies with heavily ossified vertebrae and ribs (pachyostosis)
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indicate marine habitats (e.g., Scanlon et al., 1999). Moreover, vertebrae of
snake  fossils,  for  example,  the  enormous  Titanoboa,  have  been  used  to
reconstruct paleoclimates and indicated global warming in the Palaeocene
neotropics  (Head  et  al.,  2009).  Furthermore,  ecomorphs  of  lizards  and
snakes are distinguishable from linear  measurements  and ratios of  their
bodies (Wiens et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2011; Grizante et al., 2012; Losos
et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2016; Moon et al., 2019). Anolis emerged as a model
organism for eco-evo-devo due to those correlations of form and function
(Losos, 2009).
Most lizards have fore- and/or hindlimbs. Some species of  Bachia
are an exception because they have only forelimbs. Recurrent evolution of
limbless  species  happened  in  all  major  lineages,  except  for  Iguania
(Brandley et al., 2008; Evans, 2015). Snakes lack forelimbs in all living or
fossil species (Brandley et al., 2008), but for the putative four-limbed fossil
Tetrapodophis (Martill  et  al.,  2015).  Some  extant  snakes  (e.g.,  pythons,
boids,  and  blind  snakes)  have  vestigial  hindlimbs  (Leal  &  Cohn,  2016).
Several snake fossils had different numbers of hindlimb elements such as
Pachyrhachis,  Eupodophis,  Haasiophis,  and  Najash  (Zaher et  al.,  2009;
Palci et  al.,  2013a,  b).  The loss of  limbs correlates with body elongation
(Wiens et al., 2006), fossoriality or sand-swimming behavior (Macaluso et
al.,  2019),  changes in the structure and/or domain of expression of  Hox
genes (Cohn & Tickle, 1999; Di-Poï et al., 2010), as well as modifications of
regulatory sequences with arresting of limb development (Kvon et al., 2016;
Leal  & Cohn,  2016;  Roscito  et  al.,  2018).  Furthermore,  changes  in  limb
proportions can evolve quickly, for example, due to unexpected events such
as hurricanes (Donihue et al., 2018). Finally, the dynamic pattern of digit
loss and gain has been shown for lizards to break Dollo's law (Brandley et
al.,  2008; Kohlsdorf et al.,  2010).  Tetrapodophis and  Haasiophis  are the
only known snakes to have preserved digits (Martill et al., 2015; Tchernov
et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2016).
1.2.2)  THE SNAKE SKULLS 
The skull of lizards and snakes have been extensively described in
qualitative terms and integrated mostly with phylogenetic and taxonomic
studies (Rieppel,  1993a; Evans, 2008; McDowell,  2008; Cundall  & Irish,
2008;  Gans & Montero,  2008).  Figure 2  shows  a  few skulls,  a  tiny  but
representative fraction of the variation seen in ~11K species of squamates. 
More  attention  has  been  given  to  the  relationship  between  skull
phenotype  and  diet.  Habitats  and  development  received  much  less
attention.
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Figure 2 Morphological diversity in the skull of lizards: a -  Leposternon, b -  Acontias, c -
Iguana,  d  -  Aeluroscalabotes,  e  -  Varanus;  and  snakes  f  -  Letheobia
(Scolecophidia), g - Tropidophis, h - Python, i - Cylindrophis, j - Boa, k - Boaedon,
l -  Bitis.  Lizards and snakes variably lost elements of their temporal region and
other  skull  parts.  Reacquisitions  have  occurred,  for  instance,  for  the  lower
temporal  bar in fossils (Simões et al.,  2016b). The snake skulls show a bone-
enclosed  brain  (partially  convergent  with  fossorial  lizards,  for  instance,
amphisbaenians), higher flexibility and mobility of bone and skull parts (at variable
degrees and to some extent convergent with lizards, e.g., geckos), a larger gape
size  (at  variables  degrees,  for  instance,  substantial  differences  exist  between
"scolecophidians"  and  alethinophidian  snakes.  Absence  of  the  epipterygoid
(linked with reduction of the chondrocranium) and loss of the temporal bars as
well  as  fenestras  (see  also  for  lizards  e.g.,  amphisbaenians)  (Rieppel,  1993;
Evans, 2008; McDowell, 2008; Cundall & Irish, 2008; Gans and Montero, 2008).
Curiously, snakes lack external  ears but have a hearing mechanism based on
transmit ground-borne vibrations (Christensen et al., 2012). The lack of tympanic
membrane/cavity is seen, for example, also in chameleons (Wever, 1968). 
Skull  bone  conformation  and  size  are  linked  with  lizard  diets
(Metzger & Herrel, 2005; Herrel, 2007; Kohlsdorf, 2008). Herbivory has
exclusively, but rarely, evolved in lizards (most of them are insectivorous)
(Espinoza et al., 2004). Furthermore, lizards evolved more tooth types than
snakes  (multicuspid  and  crested)  that  benefit  in  their  exploitation  of
variable diets, including eating plants (Zahradnicek et al., 2014). Snakes are
carnivorous  and prey on diverse  animal  sizes  by  whole-body ingestion -
from insect  larvae to large mammals  (Greene,  1983; Moon et  al.,  2019).
Food  items,  particularly  in  snakes,  are  dependent  on  the  whole  skull
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features  (size,  shape,  and  gape  size)  but  also  habitat,  geographical
distribution,  sex,  constriction,  and presence of  fangs with venom glands
(Moon et al., 2019). 
Interestingly,  new  feeding  mechanisms  evolved  in  snakes  like
mandibular  racking (Kley  & Brainerd,  1999),  the  differential  function of
asymmetric maxillae (Hoso et al., 2010), mandibular sawing (Kojima et al.,
2020), specialized fangs (Vonk et al., 2008), independent movements (left
and right palatine, pterygoid, maxilla),  larger gape size,  and constriction
(McDowell,  2008;  Cundall  &  Irish,  2008;  Moon  et  al.,  2019).  Venom
delivery  systems  have  evolved  higher  complexity  within  helodermatid
lizards  and  colubroid  snakes  (Sites  et  al.,  2011),  while  venom  itself  is
understood to have had a single early origin in Squamata (Fry et al., 2006).
Rear  and  front  fags  are  homologous  based  on  gene  expression  and
ontogenetic allometric patterns of the maxilla and pterygoid bones (Vonk et
al., 2008). 
Regarding  habitat,  variable  degrees  of  fossoriality  are  associated
with skull  miniaturization,  conformational  changes,  and loss of  bones in
lizards and snakes (Rieppel,  1984; Gans & Montero, 2008; Barros et  al.,
2011).  Loss  of  skull  bones  is  a  common  trend  in  Squamata  (Rieppel  &
Gronowski,  1981;  Herrel  et  al.,  2007;  Evans,  2008;  McDowell,  2008;
Cundall & Irish, 2008). In fact, most likely product of convergence (Figure
2).  The relationship between habitat  and skull  morphology became clear
after  quantification  and  analysis  of  skull  shape  with  geometric
morphometrics (see section 1.5). 
Regarding  the  skull  development,  lizards  and  snakes  have  been
mostly described based on the chondrocranium (Bellairs  & Kamal,  1981;
Diaz & Trainor, 2019). Skull bones in other vertebrates, presumably also for
snakes and lizards, are mostly dermal (dermatocranium: e.g., premaxilla),
but  some  are  endochondral  (neurocranium,  for  instance,  braincase;
splanchnocranium,  for  instance,  quadrate)  (Helms  &  Schneider,  2003;
Piekarski et al., 2014). Most bones in the skull originate from neural crest
cells (Abzhanov et al.,  2007; Piekarski et al., 2014), but, for example, the
parietal  and  frontal  bones  vary  among  vertebrates  (neural  crest  and/or
mesoderm cells) (Piekarski et al., 2014; Maddin et al., 2016). The origin of
the cells of the neural crest (e.g., mandibular, hyoid, etc.) making up the
same homologous skull bones can also vary among vertebrates, which has
been pointed out as an example of 'developmental system drift', in which
interspecific  divergence  in  developmental  processes  that  underlie
homologous  characters  occurs  with  little  or  no  change  in  the  adult
phenotype (Piekarski et al.,  2014). Cranial  neural-crest cell  fate mapping
remains  to  be  undertaken  in  lizards  and  snakes.  There  is  also  little
information about the development of the dermal skull bones in lizards and
snakes in terms of mechanisms. 
In terms of known developmental processes, the onset of ossification
differs between lineages, for example, for the snout bones (Werneburg &
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Sánchez-Villagra, 2015). Moreover, the frontal and parietal are known to be
the  last  bones  to  complete  ossification  in  the  postnatal  development  of
lizards  (Maisano,  2001).  Additionally,  it  was  confirmed  in  a  large-scale
study that the frontal-parietal suture corresponds to the separation of the
fore-midbrain  frontier  throughout  the  skull  development  of  "reptiles",
indicating a close association between ossification of the skull rooftop and
brain development (Fabbri et al., 2017). The oestrogen pathway underlies
the evolution of exaggerated male cranial shapes in  Anolis  (Sanger et al.,
2014). 
Studies  of  embryonic  skull  bone  development  have  been  mostly
focused on qualitative descriptions of ossification series for making staging
tables,  offering  limited  information  on  evolutionary  processes  and
developmental  mechanisms.  Among  lizards,  total  or  partial  embryonic
description of the morphology and ossification levels of the skull bones are
available  for  Chamaeleonidae:  Chamaeleo  hoehnelii (Rieppel,  1993b);
Gymnophthalmidae: Nothobachia ablephara (Roscito & Rodrigues, 2012),
Calyptommatus sinebrachiatus (Roscito & Rodrigues, 2012),  Vanzosaura
rubricauda  (Roscito,  2010),  Ptychoglossus bicolor (Hernández-Jaimes et
al.,  2012);  Gekkonidae:  Cyrtodactylus  pubisulcus  (Rieppel,  1992a),
Tarentola  annularis (Khannoon  &  Evans,  2020);  Iguanidae:  Iguana
iguana (Lima, 2015); Polychrotidae:  Polychrus acutirostris (Alvarez et al.,
2005).  Leiosauridae:  Anisolepis  longicauda  (Guerra-Fuentes,  2006),
Liolaemidae:  Liolaemus scapularis (Lobo et al., 1995),  Liolaemus quilmes
(Abdala  et  al.,  1997),  Scincidae:  Liopholis  whitii  (Hugi  et  al.,  2010),
Acontias  meleagris (Brock,  1941),  Mabuya  capensis (Jerez,  2015);
Tropiduridae: Tropidurus sp. (Guerra-Fuentes, 2006); Varanidae: Varanus
panoptes (Werneburg  et  al.,  2015);  Lacertidae:  Lacerta  agilis (Rieppel,
1994),  Zootoca  vivipara  (Rieppel,  1992b),  Teiidae:  Salvator  merianae
(Arias  &  Lobo,  2006).  Recently,  one  fossil  embryo  of  an  Anguimorpha
lizard with a well-preserved skull was described (Fernandez et al., 2015).
Among  snakes,  such  studies  are  available  for  Acrochordidae:
Acrochordus granulatus (Rieppel & Zaher, 2001); Elapidae: Naja kaouthia
(Jackson,  2002),  Naja  haje (Khannoon  &  Evans,  2015);  Pythonidae:
Python  sebae (Boughner  et  al.,  2007),  Lamprophiidae:  Psammophis
sibilans (Al  Mohammadi  et  al.,  2019;  Kamal  &  Hammouda,  1965),
Pantherophis  alleghaniensis (described  in  the  publication  as  Elaphe
obsoleta) (Haluska & Alberch, 1983),  Boaedon fuliginosus (Boback et al.,
2012); Colubridae: Crotaphopeltis hotamboia (Brock, 1929), Natrix natrix
(Sheverdyukova, 2017, 2019), Helicops leopardinus (Di Pietro et al., 2014);
Viperidae:  Bothropoides  jararaca  (Polachowski  &  Werneburg,  2013);
Cerastes cerastes (Khannoon et al.,  2020);  and one snake fossil  embryo
although without its skull, the Cenomanian forest-dwelling snake Xiaophis,
was reported (Xing et al., 2018).
As exceptions to purely intra-specific descriptive approaches, snakes
and  lizards  have  been  shown  to  have  the  species-specific  ordering  of
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external  morphological  traits,  making  macroevolutionary  comparisons
based  on  staging  tables  impracticable  or,  at  least,  very  challenging
(Andrews et al., 2013). External traits used to define embryonic stages have
been shown to have a limited phylogenetic signal  (Skawiński  & Borczyk,
2017).  Even  the  phylotypic  stage,  which  is  considered  a  trademark  of
vertebrate evolution, has been called out based on close-up examination of
external  morphology  (Richardson  et  al.,  1997).  Conversely,  a  phylotypic
period  has  been  supported,  for  example,  by  transcriptomes  (Irie  &
Kuratani, 2011). Objections to macroevolutionary comparisons of embryos
based  on  discrete  stages  have  been  raised,  suggesting  that  comparisons
between embryos should focus on causal traits (Alberch, 1985). From this
point of view, one could perform comparisons of phenotypic skull changes
such  as  shape  and  other  causal  features  (e.g.,  sequential  closure  of
pharyngeal slits and growth of the maxillary prominence) in embryos soon
after their oviposition, hatchlings, and mature adults. 
In sum, previous to the publications included in this dissertation, the
skull  lacked  a  macroevolutionary  integrative  approach  that  could  unite
morphology, ecology, paleontology, phylogeny, functional morphology and
the  development  of  lizards  and  snakes.  This  also  hampered  our
understanding  of  the  early  ecology  of  snakes  and  snake  evolution  as  a
whole. Following, I reviewed studies on this problem. 
1.3) A REVIEW ON THE ECOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF 
SNAKES
The ecological origin of snakes is one of the most controversial topics
in  vertebrate  evolution  (Bellairs  &  Underwood,  1951;  McDowell,  1972;
Rieppel, 1988; Irish, 1989; Caldwell, 1999; Coates & Ruta, 2000; Greene &
Cundall, 2000; Holman, 2000; Rieppel et al., 2003; Rage & Escuillié, 2003;
Caldwell, 2007; Cundall & Irish, 2008; Palci, 2014; Evans, 2015; Caldwell et
al., 2019). 
Posed ecological hypotheses based on modern phylogenetic methods
are terrestrial with fossorial behaviour (Forstner et al., 1995; Heise et al.,
1995; Wiens et al., 2012; Longrich et al., 2012; Martill et al., 2015; Reeder et
al., 2015); terrestrial but with uncertain behaviour (Vidal & Hedges, 2004;
Apesteguía  &  Zaher,  2006;  Conrad,  2008;  Zaher  &  Scanferla,  2012);
aquatic (but likely meant marine based on  later publications by the same
authors) (Caldwell  & Lee,  1997; Caldwell,  1999);  marine or semi-aquatic
(Lee & Caldwell, 2000; Lee & Scanlon, 2002b); marine (Lee et al., 1999a;
Caldwell, 2000; Rage & Escuillié, 2003; Lee, 2005a,b; Lee, 2009); marine
or terrestrial (Scanlon et al., 1999; Lee, 1999b); marine or terrestrial (but
non-fossorial) (Scanlon & Lee, 2000); marine and terrestrial (Caldwell et
al., 2015); marine for the most recent common ancestor of all extinct and
extant  snakes  (maybe  fossorial  for  the  crown  snake  ancestor)  (Lee  &
Scanlon,  2002a);  semi-aquatic  in  coastal  environments  (Caldwell  et  al.,
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2019); terrestrial or fossorial (perhaps semi-fossorial) (Hsiang et al., 2015);
non-fossorial (Palci et al., 2013a); non-marine (Wiens et al., 2010); unclear
(Tchernov et al., 2000; Palci et al., 2013b; Werneburg & Sánchez-Villagra,
2015; Lee et al., 2016).
1.3.1) THE HISTORY OF THE DEBATE
The history of this heated debate dates to the 19th century and some
of the methodological and conceptual problems that confused the debate at
the  time persist  today.  Initially,  the  marine  ecology of  early  snakes  was
interpreted  by taking into  consideration  the identified close  relationship
between large marine lizards (e.g., mosasaurs) and snakes (Nopcsa, 1908,
1923). This conclusion stemmed from earlier findings of a Pythonomorpha
clade  (Cope,  1869),  and  its  historical  debate  (Owen,  1877;  Cope,  1878;
Caldwell, 1999). Cope (1869) has often been associated with the birth of the
marine  hypothesis,  but  he  held  a  different  view  "that  terrestrial
representatives now unknown to us, inhabited the forests and swamps of
the Mesozoic continents, and strove for mastery with the huge dinosaurs,
that  also  sought  their  shades,  is  probable".   Marine  fossil  lizards  were
proposed at the time (and resurfaced by some contemporary authors) as the
"perfect"  transitions  between  lizards  and  snakes,  implying  that  snakes
would have evolved from a marine ancestor. 
This  limited  deduction  generated  a  heated  debate.  Alternative
hypotheses soon emerged at the time. A terrestrial ancestor that inhabited
areas  with  thick  vegetation  and  perhaps  had  a  semi-fossorial  behavior
(Janensch,  1906);  a terrestrial,  grass-living,  anguimorphid lizard  (Camp,
1923); or a fossorial ancestor (Mahendra, 1938).
Eye  anatomy (Walls,  1940,1942;  see  also  recent  studies  for  more
complex views on that matter; Simões et al., 2015a; Simões et al., 2016a;
Caprette et al., 2004) and other anatomical sources also seemly supported a
fossorial  origin  (Bellairs  &  Underwood,  1951;  Underwood,  1967;
Underwood,  1970,  Senn  &  Northcutt,  1973).  However,  views  continued
partially  differing:  a  fossorial  or  marine  (McDowell,  1972),  a  secretive
(perhaps semi-fossorial) (Rieppel, 1978), and non-marine ancestors (Haas,
1980a,b).  The fossorial  origin  of  snakes  became the most  accepted  over
time,  meaning  that  fossorial  lizards  would  have  given  rise  to  fossorial
snakes (Rieppel, 1988; Irish, 1989; Forstner et al., 1995; Heise et al., 1995;
Kardong et al., 1997; Greene, 1997).
That was about to change when mosasaurs were found again to be
the sister group of snakes in a modern phylogeny, although that did not
lead first to an explicit suggestion of a marine origin of snakes (Lee, 1997),
it did become quickly so after the redescription of the marine fossil snake
Pachyrhachis problematicus (Caldwell  & Lee,  1997).  Thus, an aquatic or
marine  origin  of  snakes  was  resurfaced  solely  supported  by  the
interpretation of the sister-group position of this fossil concerning all other
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snakes (Caldwell & Lee, 1997; Lee, 1998; Lee & Caldwell, 1998). 
Those findings were met with criticism but also quick acceptance. In
a  reanalysis  of  the  fossil,  Pachyrhachis  was  recovered  nested  in  crown
snakes (Zaher, 1998). His criticism was focused on what was for the author,
the unreasonable  definition of characters,  and the exclusion of  Dinilysia
patagonica (a  well-known  terrestrial  fossil  already  at  the  time)  for  no
explicit  reasons.  On  the  other  hand,  the  redescription  and  phylogenetic
treatment  of  another  marine  fossil  snake  Pachyophis  woodwardi
supported it as the sister species, and together with Pachyrhachis, of all the
other  snakes  (Lee  et  al.,  1999b).  This  time,  however,  a  marine  or  a
terrestrial origin of snakes were considered equally parsimonious. This was
also concluded after a paleoecological reexamination of Pachyrhachis in the
context  of  bed  sediments  and  paleofauna  (Scanlon  et  al.,  1999).
Pachyrhachis,  despite further criticism (Zaher & Rieppel,  1999), became
quickly  known  as  a  “well-preserved  transitional  taxon”  (Scanlon  et  al.,
1999; Lee et al., 1999b). Additionally, mosasaurs continued being stated as
an "intermediate  stage",  so that  it  was used to claim a marine origin  of
snakes and polarize the evolution of the ophidian feeding mechanism (Lee
et al., 1999a). 
Early on, it becomes apparent that the same authors were reaching
variable conclusions about the early ecology of snakes after examining the
same fossils. Surely, the debate intensified about sample size, interpretation
of anatomical features, the definition of characters, presence of homoplasy,
and trait correlations out of important incongruences (Lee, 1998; Zaher &
Rieppel, 1999; Zaher & Rieppel, 2000).
Igniting, even more, the polemics, the description of a new marine
fossil snake,  Haasiophis terrasantus,  and its phylogenetic analysis based
on a new morphological matrix, showed that it was nested, and together
with Pachyrhachis, within crown snakes (Tchernov et al., 2000). These two
marine fossil  snakes were then considered by those authors to “have no
particular  bearing  on snake-mosasauroid relationships  or snake origins.”
(Tchernov et al., 2000). The debate simply intensified but continued to be
restricted to morphology and phylogeny (Zaher & Rieppel, 2000; Rieppel &
Zaher, 2000; Lee & Caldwell, 2000).
The  redescription  of  the  fossil  snake  Wonambi naracoortensis,
which  was done together  with  the new  description  of  skull  parts  of  W.
Barriei,  supported the position of  Pachyrhachis and Pachyophis as stem-
snakes,  and  more  inclusively,  Wonambi itself  (Scanlon  &  Lee,  2000).
Again, a large marine or terrestrial ancestor of snakes were both considered
likely, but authors explicitly excluded a fossorial origin. 
The  description  of  Eupodophis  descouensi,  and  its  inclusion  in  a
phylogenetic  framework,  recovered  the  marine  fossil  snakes  either  as  a
clade that is sister to all snakes or individually branched out as stem species
(Rage & Escuillié, 2000). Those authors suggested that “the macrostomatan
condition of the skull more likely represents the primitive condition within
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Ophidia” (p. 515), without discussing its ecology.
Eventually, Caldwell (2000) replied to the criticisms of Zaher (1998).
He ratified character definitions and modified others but criticized Zaher
(1998)  for  not  having  provided  a  data  matrix  for  reexamination.
Interestingly, Caldwell (2000) wrote in his reply that "a marine origin for
snakes is now a reasonable alternative to the received position that snakes
originated from a burrowing or fossorial ancestor" (p. 189). In support of
his assertion, he cited Lee (1997), Caldwell and Lee (1997), Caldwell (1999),
and Lee and Caldwell  (1998). Surprisingly, Lee (1997) in addition to Lee
and Caldwell (1998) did not explicitly discuss the marine origin of snakes,
as both works were focused on the phylogenetic position of marine fossil
lizards.  Thus,  implicitly,  snakes  were  seen  in  those  studies  as  having  a
marine origin. 
In response to Caldwell (2000) as well as Scanlon and Lee (2000),
reanalyses  of  the  marine  fossil  snakes  by  Zaher  and Rieppel  (2002)  in
addition to Wonambi by Rieppel et al. (2002), have both recovered a nested
position of those fossils inside crown snakes. They interpreted those fossils
available held little information about the ecological origin of snakes and
were an indication that a large snake ancestor was unlikely to be the case. 
Furthermore,  Zaher  and  Rieppel  (2002)  incisively  criticized  the
research  approach  by  Caldwell  (2000),  which  for  them  consisted  of
reanalyzing  Zaher  (1998)  based  on  Caldwell's  own interpretation  of  the
coding of characters. Second, they pointed out that "there exists no rational
basis  for  excluding  Dinilysia from  any  analysis  of  higher-level
interrelationships of snakes, especially as relationships of fossil snakes are
addressed” (p. 105). 
Finally, Rieppel et al. (2002) commented: 
problems of character coding for madtsoiids, based primarily on Wonambi,
are related to the referral of fully disarticulated material to this taxon, and
to inferences about missing elements drawn from neighboring bones. The
basis for inferences about missing elements may furthermore be prejudiced
by a priori hypotheses of relationships. (p. 813). 
Ultimately, Zaher and Rieppel debated choices of character coding,
acknowledging  changes  while  reaffirming others.  Thus,  one  can see  that
improvements were being made in the morphological data matrices out of
these  debates  and  an  increasing  number  of  snake  fossils  were  being
described, but the ecology of early snakes remained troublesome. Lee and
Scanlon  (2002a)  reanalyzed  the  phylogeny  of  squamates  and  recovered
again that Pachyrhachis, Pachyophis, and Haasiophis were sister species of
all the other snakes, proposing then a non-fossorial  origin of snakes and
macrostomy as the ancestral state. 
Criticism of the phylogenetic position of  Pachyrhachis as the sister
species of snakes was summarized after a complete anatomical description
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of Haasiophis regarding other snakes (Rieppel et al., 2003). These authors
claimed  arbitrary  down  weighting  of  characters  linked  with  fossoriality,
disregard of developmental data (e.g., interpretation of snakes having an
extended neck instead of a thoracic region), differential interpretations of
anatomical  features  for  the  same  specimens,  inconsistent  definition  of
homologous  structures,  and  exclusion  of  relevant  fossil  taxa.  They
highlighted that the ecology of early snakes was not possible to be sorted
out with confidence from fossils and the phylogenetic hypotheses available
at  the  time.  Instead,  Rieppel  et  al.  (2003)  suggested  that  molecular
phylogenies  would  be  key  to  address  the  problem  and  circumvent
convergence (homoplasy). 
Different  from  expectation,  molecular  phylogenies  led  to  distinct
ecological propositions: fossorial (Forstner et al., 1995; Wiens et al., 2012)
or terrestrial (but is unclear if it meant terrestrial with fossorial behavior)
(Vidal & Hedges,  2004).  A marine origin of  snakes  was suggested to be
supported by  molecular  data,  but  the molecular  phylogeny  of  Vidal  and
Hedges (2004) was instead only used to constrain the morphological data
and so a new molecular phylogeny had not been produced (Lee, 2005a). 
Later,  Scanlon  (2005)  amended  anatomical  interpretations  for
Wonambi based on new fossil findings. Without a phylogenetic treatment,
this author defended its stem position together with marine fossils versus
the topology estimated by Rieppel et al. (2002). Improving his assertion,
with  the  description  of  the  non-marine  snake  fossil  Yurlunggur  sp.,  he
found that it was grouped with  Wonambi  (Scanlon,  2006), and, in turn,
they formed the sister clade of the clade composed by  Dinilysia + crown
snakes. The marine fossil snakes were found as the sister species of all the
other snakes. The ecology of this new fossil and the snake ancestors were
not discussed,  perhaps indicating his perception that those fossils would
offer limited resolution about the early ecology of snakes. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  description  of  the  snake  fossil  Najash
rionegrina, interpreted to have a subterranean or surface-dwelling lifestyle,
was initially considered to have significantly overturned previous ecological
and phylogenetic findings (Apesteguia & Zaher, 2006; Zaher et al., 2009).
Najash was found to be the sister species of all the other extant and extinct
snakes.  Dinilysia, the marine fossil snakes, and  Wonambi were all found
nested inside crown snakes. Those authors suggested a terrestrial origin of
snakes. However, after the description of new fossil remains of Dinilysia,
those  findings  were  met  with  criticism  about  the  way  that  Najash
characters  were  described,  which  were  based  on  disarticulated  samples
from  different  localities  (Caldwell  &  Calvo,  2008).  Caldwell  and  Calvo
(2008)  went  on  to  suggest  that  Najash would  be  instead  found  to  be
grouped  with  Dinilysia  in  future  phylogenetic  analyses. This  type  of
prediction  without  analyses  had  been previously  criticized  as  potentially
reflecting research bias (Rieppel et al., 2002).
It  became  clear  that  analyzing  small-scale  morphological  or
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molecular features in isolation, even with new fossil findings, would not be
enough to provide a clear ecological scenario for the early origin of snakes.
Thus, the first combined molecular and morphological phylogeny emerged,
in  which  it  was  found  that  the  marine  pachyophiids,  Dinilysia,  and
Wonambi were  the sister  species  to  all  living  snakes  (Lee et  al.,  2007).
However,  Najash  and  Yurlunggur were  not  included.  Lee  (2009),  in  a
subsequent  combined  phylogenetic  analysis,  recovered Haasiophis and
Pachyrhachis again as the sister species of the other snakes. Also, all snakes
were  nested  inside  a  clade  of  large  marine  lizards,  which  was  seen  as
indicative of a marine origin of snakes. 
In  opposition,  a  large-scale  phylogenetic  tree  based  on
morphological  characters  recovered  all  above  mentioned  fossils  nested
inside crown snakes and the ancestor was interpreted to be terrestrial based
on the close relationship between snakes with burrowing lizards (Conrad,
2008). However,  Najash was not analyzed but that was acknowledged in
his monograph. In agreement, a combined phylogenetic inference with new
molecular  and  published  morphological  data  (Conrad,  2008)  recovered
again  Dinilysia,  Wonambi,  and  Pachyophiidae  snakes  nested  inside  of
crown snakes (Wiens et al., 2010). 
Wiens et al. (2010) rejected the marine hypothesis and went on to
criticize that: 
Lee  (2009)  assumed  that  the  marine  fossil  snakes  Haasiophis and
Pachyrachis are outside of  a clade formed by other snakes (i.e.,  snakes
exclusive of these two genera were treated as a single terminal taxon, such
that no analysis can contradict this assumption). (p. 686).
Departing  from  the  traditional  discussions  of  the  early  habitat
ecology of  snakes, the description of the terrestrial fossil  snake,  Sanajeh
indicus, demonstrated  that  snakes  could  feed  on  hatchling  sauropod
dinosaurs  already  in  the  Upper  Cretaceous  (Wilson  et  al.,  2010).
Phylogenetic  analysis  showed that  Sanajeh,  Dinilysia,  madtsoiid  snakes,
pachyophiid snakes, and Najash were all nested within crown snakes. 
The redescription of the fossorial snake fossil  Coniophis precedens,
previously  exclusively  known from vertebral  remains,  but  now including
also skull fragments, and its inclusion in the snake phylogeny, yielded it as
the sister species of all extant and extinct snakes (Longrich et al., 2012). All
the  other  fossil  snakes,  except  for  Najash,  were  found  nested  within
Alethinophidia. These authors interpreted this topology as supportive of a
fossorial origin. At this point, the marine hypothesis had already become
less accepted by most of the scientific community.
Furthermore,  Zaher  and  Scanferla  (2012)  described  new  fossil
findings  for  Dinilysia  and a  new phylogenetic  analysis  showed it  as  the
sister  taxon  of  all  extant  snakes.  Najash  was  recovered  as  the  first
evolutionary  offshoot  in  the  snake  phylogeny.  Yurlunggur,  Haasiophis,
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Eupodophis,  Pachyrhachis, and Wonambi were all found nested in crown
snakes. The authors suggested a terrestrial origin of snakes and their results
rejected the proposition by Caldwell and Calvo (2008) that  Dinilysia and
Najash would be found grouped.
Another large-scale morphological tree, which included CT-scanned
samples,  did  not  recover  the  same  topology  as  the  molecular  data,  and
convergence was discussed as an important issue for squamate phylogenies
(Gauthier  et  al.,  2012).  Najash and  Dinilysia were  found  as  the  sister
species  of  all  the  other  snakes,  while  Simoliophiidae  were found nested
inside  the  crown-snake  clade.  The  authors  partially  reviewed  studies  on
snake evolution but did not express any conclusion on the ecology of early
snakes,  perhaps  sensing  those  tree  topologies  and  their  relativist  fossil
placements  were  not  enough to  address  this  old  and  complex  problem.
Another significant input of this study was the generation of many digitally
reconstructed  skulls  that  were  uploaded  to  Digimorph
(http://digimorph.org/index.phtml).  It  later  benefited  several  studies  on
snake evolution, including this dissertation. 
The  description  of  the  snake  fossil  Kataria  anisodonta,  and  its
phylogenetic analyses, found it to be nested within crown snakes, same for
Madtsoiidae  and  Pachyophiidae  (Scanferla  et  al.,  2013).  Najash and
Dinilysia were  found  as  representatives  of  the  sister  lineages  of  crown
snakes. Instead of the early ancestor, Kataria offered information about the
ecological  radiation  of  “macrostomata”,  demonstrating  that  considerable
changes in the maxillary bone were already underway in the early Tertiary.
These  studies  were  followed  by  a  series  of  redescriptions  and
phylogenetic  reanalysis  of  fossil  snakes  that  were  meant  to  address
differential  anatomical  descriptions.  The  reexamination  of  the  type  and
referred materials of Najash found that marine fossil snakes were “the most
basal” even though results were uncertain as two other equally supported
phylogenies  had  soft  polytomies  (Palci  et  al.,  2013a).  These  authors
criticized the use of disarticulated elements to describe fossil species and
interpreted that the long body length of  Najash  would preclude it to have
been  a  fossorial  (see  Albino,  2011).  A  redescription  of  Pachyrhachis,
Haasiophis, and Eupodophis found them to be either the sister group of all
other  snakes  or  nested  inside  crown  snakes  (Palci  et  al.,  2013b).  It  is
interesting to notice that uncertainty in phylogenies was acknowledged in
these studies and alternative results from the same analyses were openly
described. The redescription of Dinilysia led to the claim of the absence of a
Crista Circumfenestralis  in that fossil - a trait commonly associated with
snake morphology (Palci & Caldwell, 2014).
It becomes clear that the problem of the ecological origin of snakes
was becoming ever more intractable based on qualitative morphology and
phylogenetic  analyses  of  fossils  together  with  extant  species.  Not
surprisingly, new approaches to tackle the problem of the origin of snakes
began to appear like ontogeny,  ancestral  state estimation, and geometric
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morphometrics.
The ontogenetic description of  Dinilysia fossils was a step forward
from  the  pure  qualitative  descriptions  of  adult  specimens  and  their
phylogenetic analyses. The investigation of a few post-natal specimens led
to the suggestion that snakes developed faster (Scanferla & Bhullar, 2014). 
Another innovative approach to the field, the statistical estimation of
snake ancestors,  which was  inferred from multiple methods of ancestral-
state estimation, indicated that early ancestors were nocturna and did not
have  capacity  to  constrict  (Hsiang  et  al.,  2015).  They  likely  ingested
vertebrate  and  invertebrate  prey  with  a  soft  body  and  were  terrestrial
(although they might have also exhibited semi-fossorial behavior but were
very unlikely aquatic/marine).  It  was estimated to have inhabited warm,
well-watered, and well-vegetated environments. In terms of the phylogeny,
they found that Coniophis, Najash, and Dinilysia were the sister species of
all  the  other  snakes  (including  Madtsoiidae  and  Simoliophiidae,  both
nested inside Alethinophidia).  Previously,  studies deduced the ecology of
snakes based on the sister-group position of fossil taxa or extant species, a
particularly problematic approach (see discussion).
Another innovative  approach was devised by Yi  and Norell  (2015)
who analyzed  the  inner-ear  shape  of  extant  snakes  and  Dinilysia.  They
found  an  association  between  its  shape  and  habitat.  They  used  that
correlation to estimate the paleoecology of  Dinilysia, which was estimated
to be a fossorial species, despite its large body size. They pointed out that
this finding supported a fossorial origin for crown snakes. However, that
conclusion was later disputed based on more samples, but no clear scenario
was favored  in  this  last  case:  semiaquatic  or  semi-fossorial  (Palci  et  al.,
2017).
In the tradition of increasing the number of samples in phylogenies,
a large-scale combined phylogenetic study found that all  included fossils
were nested within crown snakes while mosasaurs were the sister-group of
snakes  (Pythonomorpha)  (Reeder  et  al.,  2015).  The  ecology  of  snake
ancestors  was  not  discussed,  but  instead  the  importance  of  large-scale
combined analyses.
The  redescription  and  reinterpretations  of  fragments  are  now
attributed  to  Jurassic  snakes  (Parviraptor  estesi,  Diablophis  gilmorei,
Eophis  underwoodi,  and  Portugalophis  lignites),  and  their  phylogenetic
analysis, retrieved all of them as the sister species of all the other snakes
(Caldwell et al., 2015). This led to the suggestion that snakes had undergone
an  early  ecological  and  morphological  radiation  in  insular  as  well  as
continental  areas.  Furthermore,  the  snake  ancestor  was  hypothesized  as
being altogether marine and terrestrial, perhaps implying a semi-aquatic or
semi-terrestrial ecology.
Another  controversial  discovery  was  the  description  of  the  four-
legged fossil Tetrapodophis amplectus, whose body structure and size were
interpreted as a snake adapted to a fossorial behavior (Martill et al., 2015).
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In a phylogeny,  it  was recovered to be the sister species  of  all  the other
snakes. The Jurrassic  fossils  were not  added.  They suggested a fossorial
origin of snakes. 
Another innovative approach to the field of early snake evolution was
the use of linear morphometrics analysis to investigate the body ratios of
Tetrapodophis amplectus in comparison to fossorial snakes and lizards of
different ecologies (Lee et al., 2016). Their quantitative results supported a
fossorial  ecology  for  this  fossil,  compatible  with  its  initial  ecological
description (Martill et al., 2015). Surprisingly, Lee et al. (2016) concluded
that  a  fossorial  over  a  marine  hypothesis  could  not  be  favored.  Their
discussion added extra confusion around a fossil that was under scrutiny by
the  scientific  community  due  to  legal  concerns  and  disputes  about  its
taxonomy,  but  no  publications  in  peer-reviewed  journals  have  yet
challenged conclusions by Martill et al. (2015).
To unite  molecular and morphological  data in phylogenies,  Pyron
(2017) analyzed several snake fossils species in a combined analysis  that
was calibrated by fossil dates and found that all analyzed snake fossils were
nested inside the crown-snake clade or then that Najash and Dinilysia were
the only stem snakes. On the other hand, in a combined phylogenetic tree,
Harrington and Reeder (2017) found that Jurrasic snake fossils,  Najash,
and  Coniophis were the sister lineages of all  the other snakes. They also
performed  ancestral  state  estimation  and  found  that  the  earliest  snake
ancestors had a limited gape, whereas the alethinophidian ancestor was a
macrostomata,  and that multiple independent losses of  this feature were
linked with fossoriality in snakes. 
A description of a new lizard fossil  Megachirella wachtleri led to a
new phylogenetic hypothesis  based on morphology in which  Najash and
Pachyrhachis  were grouped, and with Dinilysia, were the sister species of
all the other snakes (Simões et al., 2018). The authors claimed that, for the
first  time,  morphological  and molecular  data  agreed regarding  the early
squamate evolution.
More  recently,  Garberoglio  et  al.  (2019a)  analyzed  new  fossils
findings attributed the snake Najash. The estimated phylogeny is unique so
far in recovering a sister clade to crown snakes composed of fossils with
different  ecologies.  Other  researchers  will  need to  investigate  those new
findings independently. As shown above, interpretations of the same fossils
differ  significantly  among  paleontologists  and  phylogeneticists.  For
instance,  Garberoglio  et  al.  (2009b)  provided  very  different  phylogenies
with  nested  simoliophiids  among  crown  snakes  instead.   They  do  not
discuss the ecological origin of snakes but for the interpretation that it likely
had a wide-gape size. 
Finally,  heterochrony  -  changes  in  the  rate  and  onset-offset  of
developmental processes - had been also associated with the origin of the
snake body plan. Irish (1989) hypothesized that the ophidian skull evolved
by  local  and  global  heterochronic  patterns.  The  first  formal  attempt  to
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investigate the role of heterochrony concerning the early ecology of snakes
was inconclusive, but the analysis of ossification sequences pointed out for
local  heterochronic  patterns,  for  example,  in the snout  of  snakes,  linked
with  dissociations  of  bone  sutures  and  enhanced  skull  flexibility
(Werneburg  &  Sánchez-Villagra,  2015).  This  feature  is  thought  to  have
contributed to the radiation of snakes (Irish, 1989; Werneburg & Sánchez-
Villagra, 2015).
In sum, phylogenetic methods and interpretations of the same fossils
can lead to different results and conclusions. It is also clear that the analysis
of morphology combined with phylogenies would not be enough to detangle
the ecological origin of snakes. Rieppel and Kearney (2001) wrote that "The
origin of  snakes has  recently  become a  palaeontological  'hot  potato'"  (p.
110). Morphology, paleontology, and phylogenetic analysis are relevant, but
hold three major caveats that have been the source of many ambiguities: I)
sampling, II) methodological, and III) conceptual. 
1.3.2) MAJOR CAVEAT (I): SAMPLING 
Snake skulls are less represented in the fossil record than vertebral
remains (e.g., Rage & Werner, 1999; Rage & Escuillié, 2003; Caldwell et al.,
2015).  For  example,  Simoliophis  (marine),  Lapparentophis  (terrestrial),
Coniophis  (fossorial), Seismophis,  Lunaophis (aquatic)  and  Titanoboa
(semi-aquatic)  are  better  known  from vertebrae  (e.g.,  Hoffstetter,  1960;
Cuny et al., 1990; Vullo, 2019; Lee & Scanlon 2002a; Longrich et al., 2012;
Head et al., 2009; Hsiou et al., 2014; Rage et al., 2016; Albino et al., 2016).
The earliest skull fragments attributed to snakes were dated to the
Jurassic: Parviraptor estesi, Diablophis gilmorei, Eophis underwoodi, and
Portugalophis lignites  (Caldwell  et  al.,  2015);  all  previously  classified as
lizards  (Evans,  1994).  Some  authors  consider  them  as  putative  snakes
(Martill et al., 2015; Evans, 2015). 
Fossilized skull  fragments  have been described for the Cretaceous
(Cenomanian) marine Pachyophis woodwardi (Nopcsa, 1923; Rage, 1984;
Lee  et  al.,  1999b;  Caldwell  &  Albino,  2001;  Houssaye,  2010;  Rieppel  &
Zaher,  2000);  the  Cretaceous  (Cenomanian)  marine  Mesophis  nopcsai
(Bolkay, 1925); an unidentified Cretaceous snake (Rage & Werner, 1999),
the Upper Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) fossorial snake Menarana nosymena
(Laduke et al., 2010), the  Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) fossorial  Coniophis
precedens (Longrich  et  al.,  2012,  Palci  et  al.,  2013b),  the  Palaeocene
(Danian) Kataria anisodonta (Scanferla et al., 2013) (Figure 3A1, 3A2), the
Oligocene  Rottophis  atavus (Szyndlar  &  Böhme,  1996),  the  Eocene
Ogmophis compactus (Smith, 2013), Eocene Booids (McCartney &Seiffert,
2015), snakes from different families spamming from the Cretaceous to the
Paleogene (Scanlon, 1996; Scanlon & Lee, 2002; Scanlon, 2003), and the
Miocene snakes Nanowana godthelpi and N. schrenki (Scanlon 1997).
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Figure 3 The skulls of two snake fossils. A1: photograph of the skull of Kataria anisodonta
(MHNC 13323) and A2: half-tone drawings in left lateral view.  Source: Scanferla
et al.,  (2013).   License: open-access article distributed under the terms of  the
Creative  Commons  Attribution  License,  which  permits  unrestricted  use,
distribution,  and reproduction in any medium, provided the original  author  and
source are credited. B: Najash, a skull with atlas-axis in right lateral view (MPCA
500). Source: Garberoglio et al. (2019).  License: open-access article distributed
under  the  terms of  the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial  license,
which permits use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, so long as the
resultant use is not for commercial advantage and provided the original work is
properly cited.
Discoveries  or  redescriptions  of  articulated  skulls  with  different
levels of taphonomic issues and missing elements were also reported: the
Cretaceous  fossorial  Tetrapodophis  amplectus (Martill  et  al.,  2015);  the
Cretaceous  (Cenomanian)  marine  Eupodophis  descouensi  (Rage  &
Escuillié, 2000; Rage & Escuillié, 2002; Rieppel & Head, 2004; Houssaye
et al., 2011; Palci et al., 2013b);  the Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) terrestrial
Sanajeh indicus (Wilson et al., 2010); the Eocene minute boas Messelophis
variatus,  Rieppelophis  variatus, and  R.  ermannorum (Baszio,  2004;
Schaal  &  Baszio,  2004;  Scanferla  et  al.,  2016);  the  Eocene  terrestrial
Eoconstrictor fischeri (Smith & Scanferla, 2016; Scanferla & Smith, 2020);
the  Eocene  aquatic  (perhaps  terrestrial,  see  Massalongo,  1859)
Archaeophis proavus (Massalongo, 1859; Janensch, 1904; Janensch, 1906;
McDowell & Bogert, 1954) and A. turkmenicus (Tatarinov, 1963; Tatarinov,
1988).
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A few species with articulated elements, yet with differential levels of
taphonomic disturbances, have described and reconstructed skulls:
a) Pachyrhachis  problematicus  was  re-described  as  a  marine
simoliophiid snake and dated from the Cretaceous (Cenomanian) of
Israel. A complete, yet crushed skull was preserved (Caldwell & Lee
1997; Caldwell & Albino 2001). Originally, this fossil was classified as
a  lizard  (Haas,  1979,  1980a,b;  Wallach,  1984).  Its  skull  has  been
reconstructed in lateral view (Scanlon, 1996; Caldwell & Lee 1997;
Polcyn et al., 2005; Palci et al., 2013b).
b) Haasiophis  terrasanctus is  a  marine  simoliophiid  snake
described  from  the  Cretaceous  (Cenomanian)  of  Israel  and  with
preserved skull elements but also a crushed skull (Tchernov et al.,
2000;  Rieppel  et  al.,  2003).  Its  skull  was reconstructed in  lateral
view (Conrad, 2008).
c) Dinilysia  patagonica is  a  fossil  snake  described  from  the
Cretaceous  (Santonian-Campanian)  of  Patagonia  (Argentina)  that
was described from articulated and disarticulated skull parts (Smith-
Woodward, 1901; Estes et al., 1970; Frazzetta, 1970). New specimens
have  been  described  and  compared  (Caldwell  &  Albino,  2002;
Caldwell & Calvo, 2008; Zaher & Scanferla, 2012; Palci & Caldwell,
2014; Albino, 2011; Albino & Brizuela,  2014; Triviño et  al.,  2018),
including ontogeny (Scanferla & Bhullar, 2014) and geometric shape
of  the  inner  ear  (Yi  &  Norell,  2015;  Palci  et  al.,  2017).  The
paleoecology  of  this  fossil  is  debatable:  terrestrial  (Caldwell  &
Albino, 2001), fossorial (Zaher & Scanferla 2012; Yi & Norell, 2015),
aquatic (Frazzetta, 1970) or semi-aquatic (Palci et al., 2017). Its skull
was reconstructed in lateral view (Zaher & Scanferla, 2012).
d) Najash rionegrina (Figure 3B) is a Cretaceous (Cenomanian–
Turonian)  snake  from  Patagonia  (Argentina)  and  had  been
previously  described  based  on  skull  fragments  (e.g.,  braincase)
(Apesteguia & Zaher, 2006; Zaher et al., 2009; Palci et al., 2013a)
and more recently by a nearly complete and well-preserved skull in
three-dimensions  (Garberoglio  et  al.,  2019a,b).  This  snake  is
interpreted  as  being  terrestrial:  surface  dwellers  and/or  fossorial
(Apesteguia & Zaher 2006; Zaher et  al.,  2009; Palci  et al.,  2013a;
Garberoglio et al., 2019a,b). The shape of the skull is well-preserved,
not requiring major reconstructions. Sadly, it could not be analyzed
in time to be included in this dissertation.
e) Wonambi sp. (Figure 4B) is a madtsoiid fossil described from
the  Pliocene-Pleistocene  (W.  naracoortensis) and  the  Oligocene-
Miocene (W. barriei) of Australia that, have preserved disarticulated
skull elements (Barrie, 1990; Scanlon & Lee, 2000; Scanlon, 2003;
Scanlon, 2005). Only about half the skull is available from the best-
known species of W. naracoortensis (Scanlon & Lee, 2000; Scanlon,
2005).  The  ecology  of  this  snake  has  been  debated  as  climbing
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(Barrie, 1990), semi-aquatic or terrestrial (Scanlon & Lee, 2000), or
unresolved  (maybe  generalist?)  (Palci  et  al.,  2018).  Its  skull  was
reconstructed in lateral view and is a chimera of W. naracoortensis
and W. barriei (Scanlon & Lee, 2000) or lacks important skull parts
(W. naracoortensis) (Palci et al., 2018). 
f)  Yurlunggur  sp.  (Figure  4A)  is  an  Oligocene-Miocene
madtsoiid snake from Australia that has been described from two
partial skeletons which together represent almost the complete skull
(like  lacking  a  supratemporal)  (Scanlon,  2003;  Scanlon,  2006).
Paleoecological inferences based on its inner-ear shape found it to be
of  uncertain  habitat  ecology,  perhaps  semi-aquatic  and/or  semi-
fossorial  (Palci  et  al.,  2018).  The  original  fossil  is  partially
disarticulated,  and  its  skull  was  reconstructed  in  lateral  view
(Scanlon, 2006; Palci et al., 2018).
Figure 4 Skull reconstruction of snake fossils. Digital renderings of the reconstructed skulls
(based on known elements) of (A)  Yurlunggur sp. (QMF45391, QMF45111) and
(B) Wonambi naracoortensis (SAMA P30178A, SAM P27777). Source: Palci et al.
(2018).  License: published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License - unrestricted use, credit author, and source.
Conrad  (2008)  stated  that  incomplete  taxon  sampling,  including
fossils, is likely a major contributing factor to the absence of a consensus
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about squamate interrelationships. On the other hand, Simões et al. (2017)
defend that more than an increasing number of taxa and characters, special
attention  should  be given  to  the definition  of  characters  and homology.
Thus, methodological approaches play a relevant role as introduced below.  
1.3.3) MAJOR CAVEAT (II): METHODOLOGICAL
The  evolutionary  relationships  of  snakes  and  lizards  have  been
extensively investigated by  molecular (Forstner et  al.,  1995; Heise  et al.,
1995; Macey & Verma, 1997; Saint et al., 1998; Hedges & Poling, 1999; Rest
et  al.,  2003;  Vidal  &  Hedges,  2004,  2005,  2009;  Fry  et  al.,  2006;
Kumazawa, 2007; Albert et al., 2009; Castoe et al., 2009; Voronov et al.,
2011; Mulcahy et al., 2012; Wiens et al., 2012; Pyron et al., 2013; Zheng &
Wiens, 2016; Irisarri et al., 2017; Streicher & Wiens, 2017),  morphological
(Estes et al., 1988; Caldwell & Lee, 1997; Lee, 1997, 1998, 2000, 2005a,b;
Zaher, 1998; Lee & Caldwell,  1998; Lee et al.,  1999a,b; Zaher & Rieppel,
1999; Caldwell, 1999; Scanlon et al., 1999; Lee & Caldwell, 2000; Tchernov
et al., 2000; Scanlon & Lee, 2000; Rage & Escuillié, 2000; Caldwell, 2000;
Lee & Scanlon, 2002a,b; Zaher & Rieppel, 2002; Rieppel et al., 2002; Rage
&  Escuillié,  2003;  Scanlon,  2006;  Apesteguía  &  Zaher,  2006;  Conrad,
2008; Zaher et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010;  Longrich et al., 2012; Zaher &
Scanferla,  2012; Gauthier  et  al.,  2012; Scanferla et  al.,  2013; Palci et  al.,
2013a,b;  Martill  et  al.,  2015;  Caldwell  et  al.,  2015;  Simões  et  al.,  2017;
Skawiński & Borczyk, 2017; Simões et al., 2018; Garberoglio et al., 2019a,b)
and combined inferences (Lee et al., 2007; Lee, 2009; Wiens et al., 2010;
Jones et al., 2013; Hsiang et al., 2015; Reeder et al., 2015; McMahan et al.,
2015;  Harrington et  al.,  2016;  Pyron,  2017;  Harrington & Reeder,  2017;
Koch & Gauthier, 2018; Garberoglio et al., 2019a; Burbrink et al., 2020).
Despite  this  large  effort  that  began  in  the  1980s,  phylogenies  continue
contradicting  each  other  in  significant  ways,  particularly  between
morphology  versus  molecular  inferences,  and  the  position  of  fossils  in
combined analyses.
In an overview, attempts to resolve the affinities of  snakes within
squamates  have  suffered  from: choice  of  the  type of  data  and  analysis;
variation in the interpretation of anatomical features,  which affects  their
coding - perhaps the most contentious aspect for morphological data; and
discordances  between  morphologists,  paleontologist  and phylogeneticists
regarding strategies to cope with convergence (homoplasy). This is an issue
particularly relevant for fossils which has been known to affect dramatically
the phylogeny of  snakes and lizards  as introduced for the history of  the
debate of the ecological origin of snakes. 
Giant taxon-character matrices have become more common for the
generation of phylogenetic hypotheses for squamates. Simões et al. (2017)
discussed in detail that problematic definition of characters can reduce the
capacity of phylogenetic analyses to generate well-supported clades. Those
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authors observed that when characters from other matrices (Conrad, 2008;
Gauthier  et  al.,  2012)  are  reinterpreted  or  deleted,  as  expected,
phylogenetic reconstructions were impacted. 
Simões  et  al.  (2017)  also  reviewed  problematic  definitions  of
characters  and  character-states,  fitting  them  into  two  types:  Type  I
(discrete)  and Type II  (continuous).  Some of  the problematic  characters
would include conjunction (two or more structures are present in the same
individual and are considered homologous even though they are not serial),
continuous data unjustifiably treated as discrete, biogeographic characters,
characters with vague explanations, taphonomy-biased characters, among
others.  Others  can  be  considered  subjective  like  problems  with  the
interpretation of the morphology during character construction. 
Differential  use of  phylogenetic data,  methods,  and approaches  to
analyze phylogenetic informative data can influence tree topologies (Losos
et al., 2012; Lee & Palci, 2015; Simões et al., 2017). That is not limited to
morphological  characters.  Differences  can  be  substantial  between
phylogenies  inferred  based  on  nuclear  genes,  mitochondrial  genes,  and
morphology  (e.g.,  Lee,  2009).  For  example,  for  molecular  studies,  two
common approaches for estimating phylogenies in species-rich groups are
to sample  many loci for  few species  (e.g.,  phylogenomic approach)  (e.g.,
Wiens et al., 2012), or sample many species for fewer loci (e.g., supermatrix
approach) (Pyron et al., 2013). These approaches have been combined and
found that missing data did have a great impact in the topology of higher-
level relationships and the tree statistically resembled more that of the first
approach (Zheng & Wiens, 2016).
Combined phylogenetic inferences are becoming the scientific norm.
Wiens et al.  (2010) showed that combined data can alter the location of
extinct and extant species in the topology and so produce a truly combined
phylogenetic hypothesis.  However, differences in the placement of fossils
are significant between studies to the extent that downstream comparative
analyses  require  taking  into  consideration  alternative  hypotheses.
Moreover,  it  is common that rogue taxa are fossils, which reduce overall
tree support (Reeder et al., 2015; Pyron, 2017). In this regard, Pyron (2017)
assertively  discussed  that  different  morphological  data  sets  produced  by
different authors do contain both different characters and different states
for  the  same  or  similar  characters,  resulting  in  dramatically  different
placements for many important fossil lineages. This agrees with Simões et
al. (2017) and Lee and Palci (2015). The author urged for extra efforts to
standardize  ontology  for  morphology  that  is  expected  to  resolve
incongruences in a robust phylogeny. 
Additionally,  Zaher  et  al.  (2009)  discussed  the  impact  on
phylogenies of a priori evolutionary expectations for coding of limb versus
skull  anatomies  and  setting  what  is  to  be  considered  “primitive”  or
“derived”  features,  which  can lead to  major  phylogenetic  disagreements.
For instance, there is an ongoing debate if the macrostomate skull or limbs
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have  reappeared  or  been lost  several  times (e.g.,  Coates  &  Ruta,  2000;
Rieppel  et  al.,  2003).  This  debate  was  configured  into  the  head-first
(Caldwell  et  al.,  2015) and body-first  hypotheses  (Longrich et  al.,  2012).
Thus,  interpretation  of  anatomy  can  be  extremely  variable  between
anatomists, paleontologists, and morphologists. 
Lee (2000) wrote that "the caveat must be made that any separation
of characters  into  distinct  'datasets'  for  analysis  might  be subjective and
artificial" (p. 102). That conclusion is also backed by Rieppel and Kearney
(2002) and  Rieppel  et  al.  (2003),  who  equally  stated  that  “Because  the
assessment  of  morphological  characters  necessarily  entails  a  conceptual
element of abstraction, there is also a threat that preconceived notions of
phylogeny  influence  character  analysis.”  (p.  59).  The  problem  of
interpretation of the homology of skull bones can be also exemplified by the
uncertainty  of  the  presence  or  absence  of  a  jugal  and  crista
circumfenestralis in fossil snakes (Caldwell & Lee, 1997; Zaher & Rieppel,
1999; Tchernov et al., 2000; Caldwell & Albino, 2002; Polcyn et al., 2005;
Caldwell, 2007; Zaher & Scanferla, 2012; Palci & Caldwell, 2014).
Finally, convergence offers core methodological issues (Lee, 1998),
and  a  detailed  definition  and  contextualization  of  this  biological
phenomena are shown in the section covering geometric morphometrics. As
of  general  note,  Gauthier  et  al.  (2012)  stated  that  "Longbodied,  limb-
reduced,  "snake-like"  fossorial  lizards—most  notably  dibamids,
amphisbaenians,  and  snakes—have  been  and  continue  to  be  the  chief
source of character conflict in squamate morphological phylogenetics" (p.
3). Although morphology seems more prone to convergence, molecular data
can also be subject to it (Castoe et al.,  2014). Thus, homoplasy has been
pointed  out  to  overcome  the  phylogenetic  signal  and  lead  to  spurious
groups (Wake et al., 2011; Wiens et al., 2006). 
All in all, relying only on fossils and phylogenies to investigate the
ecological origin and radiation of snakes is not enough. It should then be
combined  with  other  approaches  with  a  clear  conceptual  framework.
However,  as  introduced below,  the field of  snake evolution suffers  from
evolutionary misconceptions that goes beyond the definition of characters,
character-states, and homology. 
1.3.4) MAJOR CAVEAT (III): CONCEPTUAL 
The two previous caveats are intrinsic to any study, although some
are  products  of  subjectivity.  There  are  approaches  to  circumvent  or
minimize  them,  which  are  gradually  being  considered  to  produce
phylogenetic trees and the description of morphological features in larger
datasets.  However,  a  core  conceptual  issue  influences  research  design,
expectations, hypotheses, interpretation of results, focus of discussions, and
conclusions.  Conceptual  issues  are  hard  to  be  tackled,  as  presented  in
section 1.1., and mostly uncomfortable to be pointed out (see discussion). 
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A major conceptual issue is that most ecological inferences of snake
ancestors were made by simply implying that a sister-group taxon position
in cladograms and phylogenetic trees, particularly of fossils, is enough to
grant that tit represents the same or very similar ancestral ecomorphology
for  all  the  other  crown  or  ingroup  snakes.  The  most  representative
exceptions to this conceptual pattern are Werneburg and Sánchez-Villagra
(2015),  Hsiang  et  al.  (2015),  Yi  and  Norell  (2015),  and  Harrington  and
Reeder (2017), which all have employed ancestral state estimations instead
of  being  limited  to  assumptions  associated  with  a  hierarchical  rationale
linked with assumptions of phenotypic evolution. Sadly, these studies did
not provide enough resolution to distinguish between the posited ecological
hypotheses  for  the  origin  of  snakes  (Hsiang  et  al.,  2015;  Werneburg  &
Sánchez-Villagra,  2015),  but  they  strongly  rejected  a  marine  origin  for
snakes  (Yi  &  Norell  2015;  Hsiang  et  al.,  2015).  Of  note,  ancestral-state
estimation  is  not  to  be  taken  as  the  sole  evidence,  more  details  to  be
cautious  about  this  methodology  is  shown  in  the  discussion  and
contextualized to the present research and methodological issues such as
“the sister-group fallacy”.
I  hope  to  convince  you  in  my  dissertation  that  the  mentioned
conceptual issues have been extremely resistant to conceptual change. They
are  usually  connected  to  misleading  notions  of  phenotypic  evolution,
incorrect  notions  of  primitive  versus  derived lineages  or  organisms,  and
implicit  notions  of  "missing  links"  or  perfect  intermediate  forms.  These
issues are found within peer-reviewed scientific publications, detailed in the
discussion, and is particularly explicit in the scientific news. The following
examples illustrate my point: (i) “"It could very well be that what you would
see in terms of the missing link features is that this animal would have had
four  legs  and  a  short  body,"  Caldwell  said.”  (Casey,  2015);  (ii) “These
primitive snakes with little legs weren’t just a  transient evolutionary stage
on the way to  something better,” Professor Lee said.” (StreetWise Media,
2019).
So, an integrative approach with a strong conceptual framework was
needed previous to this research program. In this regard, the analysis of the
skull  anatomy  using  geometric  morphometric  approaches  and  that
associated with modern comparative analyses seemed to have the potential
to  shed  light  on  the  early  ecology  of  snakes  based  on  other  studies  in
different  groups  (Klingenberg,  2010).  In  support  of  the  relevance  of
anatomical  shape  to  understand snake  evolution,  the comparison  of  the
inner-ear  shape  of  snakes  showed  a  partial  correlation  between  it  and
habitat ecology (Yi & Norell, 2015; Palci et al., 2017). Additionally, recent
geometric morphometric studies have combined different sources of data
and generated insights about skull evolution in several  lizards and snake
lineages,  but  never  for  both  groups  together,  neither  the  ancestral
ecomorphologies of snakes (e.g., Stayton, 2005; Sanger et al., 2013; Hipsley
& Müller, 2017; Esquerré & Keogh, 2016; Fabre et al., 2016; Klaczko et al.,
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2016).  Thus,  these  studies  provided  clues  that  an  integrative  approach
using geometric morphometrics could be a promising alternative. 
1.4) GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRICS 
Geometric morphometrics  is an approach that is used to quantify
shape and size, which together make up biological "endless forms of most
beautiful".   In  the  next  section,  I  reviewed  the  concept  of  form-shape,
morphometrics, and their applications in the study of skull evolution and
development  in  squamates.  This  approach  was  proved  valuable  for  the
study of snake origin.
Kendall (1977) was a pioneer in the study of shape, and he stated that
"if we are not interested in the location, orientation or scale of the resulting
configuration, then we find ourselves working with a continuous stochastic
process  describing  its  change  of  shape."  (p.  428).  Thus,  in  geometric
morphometrics,  a  shape  can  be  summarized  as  all  the  geometric
information that remains  when location,  scale,  and rotational  effects  are
filtered  out  from  a  biological  structure  (Zelditch  et  al.,  2004).  The
minimum geometric unit of shape analysis in geometric morphometrics is a
triangle  of  landmarks  but biological  structures tend to be more complex
(Bookstein, 1989).
In landmark-based geometric morphometrics, the shape is a feature
of the whole configuration of landmarks (Zelditch et al., 2004). Landmarks
are a set of coordinates that are comparable between biological structures
(Zelditch et al., 2004). In biology, landmarks are discrete anatomical loci
that  can  be  identified  across  species  through homology  (Zelditch  et  al.,
2004).  Homology is  likeliness  because  of  common descent,  so  ancestry,
with a hierarchical structure departing from genes to the phenotype (Hall,
2013). Regarding skeletal structures, homology is ascertained commonly by
bone topology and sutures between bones. Landmarks can describe shapes
in  two-dimensions  (2D)  and  three-dimensions  (3D)  by  cartesian
coordinates  (Zelditch  et  al.,  2004).  2D  landmarks  (x,y)  are  placed  on
pictures (dorsal, ventral, or lateral view) (Figure 5).
Precision is increased by exploring 3D landmarks (x,y,z) in digitally
reconstructed structures. The Procrustes Generalized Least-Square method
became  the  norm  for  the  superimposition  of  landmark  configurations
(Rohlf & Slice, 1990). It eliminates non-shape variation (Figure 5). Out of
feeding curiosity, the name Procrustes is prevenient from Greek mythology
(Zelditch  et  al.,  2004).  Procrustes  used  to  fit  his  victims  to  a  bed  by
stretching  or  compressing  them,  and  so  he  minimized  the  difference
between the bed itself and its victims (although he painfully interfered in
their body shapes). In a nutshell, this mathematical treatment minimizes
the  differences  between  landmark  configurations  in  comparison  to  a
referential  shape,  as  the  algorithm iteratively  overlaps  configurations  so
that homologous landmarks match as closely as possible. 
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Figure 5 Procrustes  superimposition  of  two  triangles  that  represent  two  biological
structures. Landmarks: a, b and c. (I) the two landmarked triangles; (II) the same
two triangles  after  being  translated,  rotated,  and  rescaled;  (III)  superimposed
shapes. (Modified from Zelditch et al., 2004).
1.4.1) A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ANALYSIS OF FORM AND SHAPE 
The concept of form is first formalized in the occidental tradition by
Plato (c. 428–c. 348 BCE) (Oxnard et al., 2000) and later Aristotle (384–
322 BCE), who studied at Plato’s  Academia.  In  Timaeus (360 BC), Plato
compared the five elements (earth, air, water, fire, and plasma) that were
understood to compose our imperfect reality with regular geometric forms
(cube,  octahedron,  icosahedron,  tetrahedron,  and dodecahedron) (Lamb,
1925),  some  sort  of  form  and  function  relationship.  In  the  Socratic
dialogues documented in The Republic (375 BC), Plato presents us with the
allegory of the cave. Arguably, it is the most famous analogy in the history
of  philosophy,  in  which  the  process  of  being  educated  about  forms  is
narrated (Shorey, 1969). Perceived forms are projections of the perfect ones
outside  of  the  cave  or  the  world  we  are  imprisoned  in.  This  resonates
strongly  within  the  field  of  morphometrics.  In  Metaphysics,  Aristotle
narrated Plato’s  view on forms as  the one perfect  instance of  what  they
referred to (Taylor, 1801), but, differently, chose to divide objects into form
and matter. 
Interestingly, parallels with the concepts of early Greek philosophers
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can be drawn concerning current biology. First, the holotype of species is
somehow  analogous  to  Plato's  form.  Moreover,  genus  and  species  were
coined by  Aristotle  himself  in  The  History  of  Animals  (4th century  BC)
(Thompson, 1910; Gill, 1911). Aristotle had indeed some things to say about
the ecomorphologies of snakes and lizards. He wrote, "further, in respect to
the locality  of  dwelling place,  some creatures dwell  underground,  as the
lizard and the snake; others live on the surface of the ground, as the horse
and the dog."  (Book I,  part  1),  and "the serpent  genus is  similar  and in
almost all respects furnished similarly to the saurians among land animals,
if one could only imagine these saurians to be increased in length and to be
devoid  of  legs"  (Book  II,  part  17).  Second,  the  association  between
geometric forms with functional outcomes is sound for biological shapes as
they  are  often  correlated  with  ecological  functions  (form-and-function
relationship)  (Russell,  1916;  Thompson,  1917;  Banavar  et  al.,  2014;  Ball,
2016), so common that an applied (engineering and technology) field was
developed  from  this  association:  biomimetics  (Benyus,  1997;  Bhushan,
2009); alike  influencing designers  and artists (Verma & Punekar,  2019).
Third, Plato's narrative that regular shapes did not transform equally into
each other has  parallels  with the phenotypic evolution of complex traits
(Alberch, 1980). These parallels are not to say that Plato and Aristotle had
the current understanding of the relationship between shape and ecology,
but that the geometric approach for comparative biology has a long history.
Comparative anatomy plays a fundamental role in the investigation
of form and function. The early debate between the functional approach of
Georges  Cuvier,  which  held that  function  is  the  primary determinant  of
form, and the transcendental approach of Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,
which  in turn posited  that  form determines  function,  is  one that  would
become of major relevance within the framework of evolutionary biology
(Cooke &  Terhune,  2015).  Comparative  anatomy is  then in  the heart  of
evolutionary  biology  (Darwin,  1859),  in  which  that  dichotomic  debate
turned  into  of  adaptationism  (natural  selection)  versus  structuralism
(constraints) (Gould, 2002), as well as a combination of both in the context
of  evo-devo  (Alberch,  1980;  Salazar-Ciudad  &  Marín-Riera  2013).  Yet,
morphology  and  its  association  to  function  have  been  traditionally
described  by  discrete  traits  and  their  linear  metrics,  limited  for
quantification of biological shapes (Cooke & Terhune, 2015). 
The interest  for populational data and quantitative traits began to
grow between the 19th and 20th centuries, which created the conditions for
the rise of statistics and traditional morphometrics (Oxnard  et al., 2000).
Morphometrics can be defined as the quantitative description, analysis, and
interpretation  of  shape  and  shape  variation  in  biology  (Rohlf,  1990).
Bookstein (1991) defined morphometrics as the statistical analysis  of the
covariance  between  shape  and  causal  factors.  Rohlf  and  Marcus  (1993)
redefined  morphometrics  as  the  study  of  biological  shapes  using
multivariate  analysis  of  object  configurations.  In  other  words,  linear
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morphometrics, or traditional morphometrics, deals with analyzing linear
measurements of biological structures in a multivariate fashion to describe
their shape (Claude et al., 2008). For example, systematic measurement of
the  cranium  of  humans  and  their  statistical  treatment  became
commonplace  in  biometrics,  and,  unfortunately,  derailed  towards  racist
ideologies such as eugenics and Nazism (Gould, 1996). Overcoming those
biases, by the 1960s, analysis of complex biological shapes was benefited by
the rise of computers and programming languages (Claude et al., 2008). 
Figure 6 Image from “On Growth and Form”. “Fig. 381 [left] is a common, typical Diodon or
porcupine-fish, and in Fig. 382 [right] I have deformed its vertical co-ordinates into
a system of concentric circles, and its horizontal  co-ordinates into a system of
curves which, approximately and provisionally, are made to resemble a system of
hyperbolas.  The  old  outline,  transferred  in  its  integrity  to  the  new  network,
appears  as  a  manifest  representation  of  the  closely  allied,  but  very  different
looking,  sunfish,  Orthagoriscus  mola.  This  is  a  particularly  instructive  case of
deformation or transformation.” (Thompson, 1917, pp. 751-752). License: Public
Domain, available at https://www.gutenberg.org/files/55264/55264-h/55264-h.htm.
In contemporary times, linear morphometrics has been successfully
employed  in  a  variety  of  evolutionary  studies  of  lizards  and snakes,  for
example,  Anolis lizards  (Losos  et  al.,  2009)  and  greater  Antillean  boas
(Reynolds  et  al.,  2016).  Currently,  it  is  complemented  by  geometric
morphometrics, which describes biological shapes with a clear definition of
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size, provides better resolution of quantified shapes, and controls for non-
shape variation (Zelditch et al., 2004).
Geometric  morphometrics  can be traced to the seminal  book "On
Growth and Form" by D'Arcy Thompson (1917), in which was applied the
concept of "deformation grids" to describe morphological changes between
species and of one species into another (Figure 6). 
A  lengthy  and  amusing  series  of  descriptions  of  mathematical
transformations of biological forms were compiled and culminated in his
"theory of transformations". D'Arcy Thompson saw the form of an object as
a "diagram of forces",  stating that by stretching and distorting one focal
form, one produces closely related forms. However, Thompson's approach,
and as acknowledged by himself, had been anticipated in the field of visual
arts by the pioneering work of the German artist Albrecht Dürer in the 16th
century (Abzhanov, 2017). In biology, it was pioneering to map biological
forms  onto  a  mathematical  grid  to  describe  and  predict  forms  by
deformation,  changing,  as  it  would  be  later  better  acknowledged,  our
perceptions  of  morphological  changes  throughout  development  and
evolution  (Arthur,  2006).  His  approach  was  formalized  by  geometric
morphometrics only in the late '80s and since then it has become widely
used  (Bookstein,  1989).  A  scientific  revolution  took  place  in  the
quantification of morphological variation due to Geometric Morphometrics
(Bookstein, 1998; Rohlf & Marcus, 1993; Adams et al., 2004; Klingenberg,
2010; Adams, 2013; MacLeod, 2017). 
In 1993, Rohlf and Marcus proclaimed a scientific revolution: 
We are now in the midst of a revolution in morphometric methodology.
The new approaches are more effective in capturing information about the
shape of an organism and result in more powerful statistical procedures for
testing for differences in shape. (p. 129).
In 2004,  Adams and collaborators reinforced it  in the publication
“Geometric morphometrics: ten years of progress following the ‘revolution’:
In  the  1980s,  a  fundamental  change  began  in  the  nature  of  the  data
gathered  and  analyzed.  This  change  focused  on  the  coordinates  of
landmarks and the geometric information about their relative positions. As
a by-product of such an approach, results of multivariate analyses could be
visualized as configurations of landmarks back in the original space of the
organism rather than only as statistical scatter plots. (p. 5). 
Ten years  later,  Adams and collaborators  (2013)  restated  it  in  “A
field comes of age: geometric morphometrics in the 21st century”:
Twenty  years  ago,  Rohlf  and  Marcus  proclaimed  that  a  “revolution  in
morphometrics”  was  underway,  where classic  analyses  based on sets  of
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linear distances were being supplanted by geometric approaches making
use of the coordinates of anatomical landmarks. Since that time the field of
geometric morphometrics has matured into a rich and cohesive discipline
for the study of shape variation and covariation. (p. 7).
1.4.2) A REVIEW: GEOMETRIC SKULL SHAPE STUDIES OF 
SQUAMATES
The last review on geometric morphometrics applied to the study of
lizards and snakes was undertaken nearly a decade ago (Kaliontzopoulou,
2011). I largely updated that review in the following section. I subdivided it
into four sections: morphology, ecology, phylogeny, and development. They
correspond to sections in material/methods and results. 
1.4.2.1) MORPHOLOGY
Morphology is  an essential  component  of  the genotype-phenotype
map  (Alberch,  1991).  It  can be  described  by  multivariate  morphospaces
derived  from  morphometrics  (Mitteroecker  &  Huttegger,  2009).
Comparisons of morphospaces between studies are limited by differences in
sample size, landmarks, and used methods, so their individual description
bears  limited  interest  for  the  scope  of  this  dissertation.  The  following
studies have reported some type of morphospace for lizards:  Bruner and
Costantini (2009), Daza et al.  (2009), Huyghe et al. (2009), Leaché et al.
(2009), Bruner et al. (2005), Harmon et al. (2005), Lamborot et al. (2005),
Stayton (2005), Stayton (2006), Herrel et al. (2007), Kaliontzopoulou et al.
(2007), Costantini et al. (2010), Raia et al. (2010), Piras et al. (2011), Zuffi
et al. (2011), Kikukawa and Hikida (2012), Sanger et al. (2012), Urošević et
al. (2013), Fabre et al. (2014), Openshaw and Keogh (2014), Sagonas et al.
(2014), Urošević et al. (2014), McCurry et al. (2015), Hipsley et al. (2016),
Tayhan  et  al.  (2016),  Dollion  et  al.  (2017),  Hipsley  and  Müller  (2017),
‐Openshaw et al. (2017), Taylor et al. (2017), Aguilar Puntriano et al. (2018),
Gabelaia et al.  (2018), Hohl et  al. (2018), Imhoff  et  al.  (2018), Kazi and
Hipsley  (2018),  Chaplin  et  al.  (2019),  Gray  et  al.  (2019a,  2019b),  and
Urošević  et al. (2019); and snakes: Manier (2004), Gentilli  et al. (2009),
Polachowski  and  Werneburg  (2013),  Ruane  (2015),  Davis  et  al.  (2016),
Esquerré  and  Keogh  (2016),  Fabre  et  al.  (2016),  Klaczko  et  al.  (2016),
Murta-Fonseca and Fernandes (2016),  Silva et al. (2017),  Esquerré et  al.
(2017), dos Santos et al. (2017), Silva et al. (2018), Tamagnini et al. (2018),
Moshtaghie et al. (2018), Keates et al.  (2019), and Sherratt et al. (2019b).
Palci  et  al.  2016  was  the  only  study  that  generated  a  morphospace
combining snakes and lizards but included a very limited number of species
that ultimately hampered the major conclusions that were achieved here
with a larger sample size.  Moreover,  integrative studies between families
are the most informative for macroevolutionary discussions and relevant
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for this dissertation. Regarding that, Stayton (2005, 2006) generated the
first  large-scale  morphospaces  for  lizards,  finding  strong  phylogenetic
structure and evidence  of  convergence.  For snakes,  Esquerré  and Keogh
(2016) compared several families of pythons and boas, which often overlap
in the morphospace that generates ecomorphological patterns. 
Allometry  is  another  aspect  that  is  relevant  when  investigating
morphological patterns. D'Arcy Thompson (1917) compiled the importance
of changes in size for changes in shape in biology. Thompson dealt  more
with the mechanical and physical factors underlying shape transformations
but stressed the importance of rates of growth. The relationship between
size  and  shape  was  further  elucidated  by  empirical,  theoretical,  and
mathematical  investigations  compiled  in  the book "Problems of  Relative
Growth" (Huxley, 1932). The term allometry was later coined to define the
linear  relationship  between  shape  and  size  or  the  correlation  between
dimensions  of  a  given  structure  with  the  body  dimensions  (Huxley  &
Teissier, 1936). Gayon (2000), after reviewing the history of this concept,
suggested  that  Huxley  did  not  fully  acknowledge  previous  researcher's
contributions and downplayed the role of allometry in the modern synthesis
of  evolution.  The  types  of  allometry  were  later  clarified  and  their
relationship to natural selection was proposed - a non-adaptive source of
evolutionary change that is the consequence of the adaptive increase in size
(Gould, 1966). Three types of allometry were defined: static – quantified
often between adults within a species; evolutionary – among species; and
ontogenetic  -  among  developmental  stages  within  species  (Gould,  1966;
Cheverud,  1982;  Klingenberg,  2016).  Over  time,  it  became  clear  that
allometry is of major relevance in evolutionary and developmental biology
(Gayon, 2000). In geometric morphometrics, allometry is the study of the
relationship  between  the  centroid  size  and  geometric  shape  in  a
multivariate  sense,  and  it  is  thought  to  be  subject  to  natural  selection
(Klingenberg, 2010). 
Most studies in Squamata have reported significant allometry, the
exception are five studies with lizards: Dollion et al.  (2017), Băncilă  et al.
(2010), Stayton (2006), Vidal et al. (2006), Lamborot et al. (2005); and one
with snakes: Gentilli et al. (2009). It is not the scope here to describe the
allometric  variation  for  each  study,  which  is  also  quite  extensive  and
intricated, but, most importantly, because they are not directly comparable
due to differences in sample size and landmark configurations. Their value
is relative to each study and so bears limited relevance for our studies and
discussion but to show the importance to address the correlation between
shape and size in evolutionary studies of skull shape. Of general note, the
following  studies  have  quantified  allometry  for  lizards:  Chaplin  et  al.
(2019),  Gray et  al.   (2019a,b),  Urošević  et  al. (2019),  Hohl et al. (2018),
Imhoff et al. (2018), Kazi and Hipsley (2018), Hipsley and Müller (2017),
Lazić  et  al.,  (2017),  Openshaw et  al.  (2017),  Powell  (2017),  Taylor  et  al.
(2017), Hipsley et al. (2016), Lazić et al. (2016), Tayhan et al. (2016), Lazić
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et  al.  (2015),  McCurry  et  al.  (2015),  Fabre  et  al.  (2014),  Openshaw and
Keogh (2014), Urošević et al. (2014), Bütikofer et al.  (2013), Sanger et al.
(2013), Urošević et al. (2013), Kaliontzopoulou et al. (2012), Kikukawa and
Hikida (2012), Sanger et al. (2012), Hollenshead (2011), Ljubisavljević et al.
(2011),  Piras  et  al.  (2011),  Zuffi  et  al.  (2011),  Costantini  et  al.  (2010),
Ljubisavljević  et  al.  (2010),  Bruner  and  Costantini  (2009),  Daza  et  al.
(2009), Huyghe et al. (2009), Kaliontzopoulou et al. (2008), Costantini and
Bruner  (2007),  Bruner  et  al.  (2005),  Harmon  et  al.  (2005),  Monteiro
(1999),  Monteiro  and  Abe  (1997);  snakes:  Murta-Fonseca  et  al.  (2019),
Sherratt  et  al.(2019),  Tamagnini  et  al.  (2018),  Andjelković et  al.  (2017),
Silva et al. (2017), Esquerré et al. (2017), Davis et al. (2016), Esquerré and
Keogh (2016), Murta-Fonseca and Fernandes (2016), Segall et al. (2016),
Mangiacotti et al. (2014), Henao-Duque and Ceballos (2013), Polachowski
and Werneburg (2013),  Manier  (2004);  and them combined: Palci et  al.
(2016). On the other hand, in the context of ontogenetic allometry, which is
detailed in section 1.4.2.4, the description of studies has more relevance to
this dissertation.  
Previous to the first publication included in this dissertation (Da
Silva et al., 2018), a combined morphospace of the skull shapes of snakes
and  lizards  with  the  inclusion  of  most  of  their  families,  had  not  been
quantified, so their relative shape-space occupation was unknown. Also,
was not understood the relative importance of allometry between snakes
and lizards, or if it had relevance for the origin of snakes. 
1.4.2.2) ECOLOGY 
Ecology  can  be  summarized  as  the  cause  and  consequence  of
biological diversity as well as its distribution in the ecosystems (biotic and
abiotic  elements  that  interact  with  organisms  and  emerge  from  them)
(Losos, 2009). 
Adaptations are understood to be commonplace,  meaning features
that  have been shaped by natural  selection in  an ecological  context  that
maximizes function with an increase of fitness (Ridley, 2003; Losos, 2009).
Yet, morphological features do not have to follow an adaptive explanation.
Adaptationism  should  be  seen  with  caution  and  as  an  alternative
explanation. For example, features that enhance fitness now might not have
been selected for their current role (exaptation) (Gould & Vrba, 1982), they
can be neutral, and be a product of different types of constraints (Gould &
Lewontin, 1979). Additionally, phylogenetic inertia can lead to similarities
due to the potential limitation of a lineage to respond morphologically to an
existent  selective  pressure  (Blomberg  &  Garland,  2002).  Comparative
methods  make  use  of  phylogenetic  adjusted  data  to  help  distinguish
between patterns created by selection, drift, and development (Klingenberg
et al., 2011; Revell, 2012; Monteiro, 2013). 
Despite  nowadays  caution,  the  relationship  between  form (shape)
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and function (ecology) has been extensively investigated and demonstrated
(e.g., Thompson, 1917; Abzhanov, 2017; Moon et al., 2019). For example,
the interaction between morphology and ecology can be seen in the light of
the concept of evolutionary novelty (Moczek, 2008; Pigliucci, 2008; Erwin,
2015),  meaning  diagnostic  features  (Peterson  and  Müller  2013)  and
evolutionary processes (Hallgrímsson et al., 2012; Alberch et al., 1979) that
largely  distinguish  taxonomic  levels  by  new  morphological  patterns
associated with new functions (Zimm, 2019). Novelties can foster ecological
radiations,  the  rapid  diversification  from  an  ancestral  population  with
descendants  using  variable  ecological  opportunities  (Osborn,  1902;
Harmon  et  al.,  2003;  Stroud  &  Losos,  2016).  Adaptive  radiations  are
thought  to  be  commonly  associated  with  the origin  of  clades  (Simpson,
1944,  1953).  However,  directional  evolutionary  paths  might  be  more
common  due  to  selection  and  constraints  rather  than  rapid  evolution
followed by stasis (Harmon et al., 2010). Radiations can also be fostered by
ecological  opportunities  such  as  the  origin  of  new  resources  (e.g.,  food
items), vacant habitats (e.g., island), and the reduction of competitors (e.g.,
mass  extinction)  (Simpson,  1953;  Raup,  1994;  Schluter,  2000).
Interestingly,  a  recent  study  using  machine  learning  to  analyze  a  large
database  of  fossils  did  not  find  clear  correspondence  between  mass
extinction and subsequent radiation, raising further insights that radiation
is linked with key innovations (Cuthill et al., 2020). Finally, radiation in one
group  can  also  prompt  radiation  in  another  ("ecosystem  engineering")
(Losos, 2010) or then extinction (destructive creation) (Cuthill et al., 2020).
The  environment  is  one  of  the  major  drivers  of  morphological
evolution  and  is  often  paralleled  with  natural  selection  (Darwin,  1859;
Ridley, 2003; Barton et al., 2007). In agreement, geometric morphometrics
studies  of  lizards  and  snakes  showed  that  skull  shape  is  often  found
correlated with ecologies. Considering the association between skull shape
and habitat for lizards, Anolis species have undergone repeated skull shape
and ecological radiations upon island colonization (Harmon et al., 2005).
Liolaemus tenuis  (Vidal et  al.,  2005) and  Liolaemus pictus  (Vidal et  al.,
2006)  have  different  skull  shapes  in  the  oceanic  region  (islands)  in
comparison to the mainland. Kaliontzopoulou et al. (2010) discovered that
the head shape of  Podarcis lizards varies substantially between a gradient
of  saxicolous  to ground-dwelling  habitats.  Hollenshead (2011)  compared
Egernia depressa, E. cygnitos, and E. epsisolus, concluding that the lateral
aspect of the cranium of the rock-inhabiting species differs from the log-
inhabiting  species  (E.  depressa).  Sanger  et  al.  (2012)  found  a  partial
association  between  the  skull  shape  and  ecomorphological  categories  of
Anolis lizards in the Caribbean islands. Urošević et al. (2013) also detected
a partial association between ecomorphologies and skull shapes for lacertid
lizards. Openshaw & Keogh (2014) obtained that habitat use is predictive of
shape  disparity  within  phylogenetic  lineages  of  varanids,  especially  for
terrestrial forms. Sagonas et al. (2014) found that the head shape of Balkan
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green  lizard  Lacerta  trilineata differed  between  mainland  and  island
populations.  Hipsley  &  Müller  (2017)  found  that  the  cranial  shape  of
lacertid  lizards  varied  significantly  among most  biome comparisons  and
semi-arid species were particularly distinct. Gray et al. (2019a) observed a
significant association between cranial shapes and life habits for Australian
agamid lizards in connection to adaptive radiation on a continental scale.
Watanabe et al. (2019) retrieved a strong correlation between skull shape
and habitat,  including  convergent  fossoriality.  Conversely,  Amphisbaena
might respond little regarding new environments in terms of cranial shape,
being suggested that stabilizing selection maintains a conservative  shape
perhaps linked with conserved diets (Hipsley et al., 2016; Kazi & Hipsley,
2018). Kaliontzopoulou et al. (2018) found out that  Podarcis bocagei  and
P. vaucheri head differences  do not  have a clear geographic,  genetic,  or
environmental pattern.  No association was also observed in the Moorish
gecko Tarentola mauritanica (Massetti et al., 2019). 
Considering  the  same  form-and-function  association  for  snakes,
Fabre et al. (2016) found that homalopsid snakes that used burrows had
different  head  shapes.  Segall  et  al.  (2016)  also  found  that  the  aquatic
environment  drives  the  evolution  of  partially  specialized  head  shapes.
Esquerré and Keogh (2016) found that the skull  of  pythons and boas fit
fairly within six ecomorphs. 
The association between skull-head shape and habitat can also lead
to  a  phenomenon  known  as  morphological  convergence  (Stayton  et  al.,
2006; Wiens et al., 2006; Losos, 2009; Losos, 2011). Convergence is one of
the most important concepts in evolutionary biology and is understood to
be ubiquitous in the history of life on this planet (Conway Morris, 2003).
Darwin  (1859)  highlighted  the  importance  of  convergence  as  strong
evidence  for  natural  selection.  Convergence  has  been  identified  even
between multiple events of radiation (Mahler et al., 2013). It can occur also
due  to  constraints  (genetic,  functional,  or  developmental)  that  bias  the
number of possible phenotypes (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Maynard Smith
et al.,  1985; Brakefield, 2006) and evolutionary drift (Gould & Lewontin,
1979;  Stayton,  2008).  In  geometric  morphometrics,  it  can  be  identified
when  distantly  related  lineages  overlap  or  are  closely  located  in  the
(phylo)morphospace (Stayton, 2008; Wiens et al., 2006). Confirmation of
convergent  patterns requires  the use of  formal approaches,  for  example,
distance-based metrics C1-C4 (Stayton, 2015). 
Considering  the  convergence  of  shapes  linked  with  habitats  in
lizards, Anolis species inhabiting similar vegetation stratus showed multiple
convergence  cases  in  their  head  shape  (although  individual  traits  are
variably convergent) (Harmon et al.,  2005), and partially in skull shapes
(Sanger et al., 2012). Urošević et al., (2013) investigated lacertid lizards and
observed  that  shrub-climbing  species  were  clustered  while  saxicolous
species were highly dispersed in the morphospace. Openshaw and Keogh
(2014) found that there is convergence in head shape among rock-dwelling
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species  and  arboreal  species  of  Varanids.  Hipsley  and  Müller  (2017)
observed  that  desserts  can  promote  convergence  in  the  skull  shape  of
lacertid  lizards.  Similarly,  skull  convergence  is  seen  in  desert-dwelling
species of  Liolaemus with the distantly related  Ctenoblepharys adspersa
‐(Aguilar Puntriano, 2018).
Considering  the convergence of  skull shapes to similar  habitat  for
snakes, Esquerré and Keogh (2016) showed that pythons and boas display
strong and widespread convergence of skull shapes in equivalent “niches”
and that the history of phenotypic evolution strongly matches the history of
ecological diversification; representing, as they pointed out, a strong case of
parallel between ancient radiations and multiple cases of convergence. 
Previous to the first publication included in this dissertation (Da
Silva et al., 2018), it was unknown the level of association between skull
shape  and  habitat  for  most  lineages  of  lizards  and  snakes  as  well  as
between  these  two  groups.  Formal  convergence  metrics  had  not  been
applied  before  the  quantification  of  potential  skull  shape  convergences
between those two groups. Finally, nobody had envisioned the use of skull
shape to address the problem of the ecological origin of snakes.
1.4.2.3) PHYLOGENY 
Phylogeny  is  a  bifurcated  representation  of  the  historical
relationships  between  biological  organisms  to  their  ancestors.  As  of
curiosity, a diagram of a phylogenetic tree was the only image included in
"On The Origin of Species" by Charles Darwin (1859).
A central concept in comparative studies is the phylogenetic signal
(Blomberg & Garland, 2002; Revell et al., 2008), which is “the tendency for
closely related species to display similar trait values due to their common
ancestry” (Adams, 2014, p. 685). Detecting the phylogenetic signal is crucial
for  functional  and  ecological  studies.  Not  surprising,  as  modification  by
inheritance is  a  pillar of  evolution,  so organisms are  structured by their
ancestral relationships (Darwin, 1859). 
On  the  other  hand,  comparative  analyses  require  independence
among samples, and methods such as Independent Contrast (Felsenstein,
1985) and Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares (PGLS) (Blomberg et al.,
2012) have provided statistical  power to adjust for inherent  phylogenetic
structure  (Monteiro,  2013).  In  geometric  morphometrics  studies,  two
methods have been commonly employed to estimate phylogenetic signals.
Klingenberg and Gidaszewski (2010) proposed fitting the phenotypic data
to  a  phylogeny  using  algorithms  of  squared-change  parsimony  and
estimating the sum of squared changes (SSC) of the trait across all branches
of the phylogeny. Smaller values of SSC correspond to a better fit of the data
to the phylogeny and thus represent a higher degree of phylogenetic signal.
Adams (2014) developed a multivariate generalization of the K statistic of
Blomberg et al. (2003) that can be applied to quantify phylogenetic signals
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in multidimensional multivariate traits without ancestral estimation.  
Comparative  analyses  also  require  a  backbone  phylogenetic
hypothesis  (phylogenetic  tree).  Evolutionary  relationships  among  lizards
and  snakes  are  partially  contentious  but  are  expected  to  become  more
robust  with larger  molecular  phylogenetic  hypotheses  (e.g.,  Pyron et  al.,
2013; Zheng & Wiens, 2016), revisited large-scale morphological data (e.g.,
Simões  et  al.,  2017),  and  integration  of  large-scale  molecular  and
morphological data (e.g., Burbrink et al.,  2020; Garberoglio et al., 2019a;
Reeder et al., 2015; Hsiang et al., 2015; Pyron, 2016; Harrington & Reeder,
2017; Koch & Gauthier, 2018; Simões et al., 2018; Zaher et al., 2019). 
Well-supported branches in phylogenies are also important for the
projection  of  the  phylomorphospace  (Sidlauskas,  2008).  A  plotted
phylogenetic  tree  on  the  morphospace  allows  for  the  identification  of
patterns of shape evolution (e.g., evolutionary trajectory of shape change,
convergence,  and  shape  space  occupation  by  different  lineages)  and
estimation of ancestral shapes (Rohlf, 2002). Phylomorphospaces can also
aid in the identification of areas  of  the morphospace that have adaptive
attractors  and  in  the  identification  of  skull  types  prone  to  homoplasy
(Hipsley & Müller, 2017). Ancestral-state estimation is commonly done by
Square-Change  Parsimony  (Maddison,  1991).  For  instance,
phylomorphospaces showed the direction of the evolutionary transitions of
the skull and head shape in the radiation of monitor lizards (Openshaw &
Keogh, 2014; Openshaw et al., 2017), convergence among lizards (Hipsley &
Müller, 2017) and in snakes (Esquerré & Keogh, 2016; Esquerré et al., 2017;
Fabre et al.,  2016; Klaczko et  al.,  2016); and skull  shape conservation in
Caribbean  amphisbaena  lizards  (Kazi  &  Hipsley,  2018).  It  aided  in  the
identification  of  sexual  dimorphism  in  tegu  lizards  (Fabre  et  al.,  2014),
casque-headed lizards (Taylor et al., 2017), and chameleons (Dollion et al.,
2017). 
Previous to the first publication included in this dissertation (Da
Silva et al., 2018), an estimation of the phylogenetic signal for lizards and
snakes  together  had  not  been  performed.  The  integration  of  a
phylomorphospace between lizards and snakes also remained undone. No
formalized estimation of ancestral skull shapes had been performed. Skull
shape disparity and evolutionary paths were unknown. 
1.4.2.4) DEVELOPMENT 
Development is  the biological  phenomena that culminate with the
growth, differentiation, and maturation of multicellular organisms utilizing
molecular  mechanisms  and cellular  processes  (Barresi  & Gilbert,  2020).
Evolution and development intersect in the research field of Evolutionary
Developmental  Biology  (Gould,  1977;  Goodwin,  1982;  Raff,  1996;  Hall,
1999; Carroll, 2005). 
The  rate  of  embryonic  development  in  lizards  and  snakes  is
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temperature dependent (Köhler & Haecky,  2005), and is thought to have
influenced the diversity  of  snakes  in the Oligocene (Lynch et al.,  2009).
Furthermore,  snakes  and  lizards  keep  growing  after  sexual  maturity,
making  them  excellent  models  for  ontogenetic  comparisons  as  aging  is
correlated with an increase in size (Piras et al., 2011). Additionally, the total
length  of  the  embryonic  development  of  snakes  and  lizards  has  been
extensively compiled (Köhler & Haecky, 2005). 
Skull  shape  development  can  be  investigated  through ontogenetic
allometry, which is commonly seen as a constraint to variation (directing
the evolution of morphology) (Maynard Smith et al., 1985) or as a plastic
trait that contributes to the rise of ecological specializations (Klingenberg,
2010).  However,  previous  to  the  research  included  as  part  of  this
dissertation,  only  one  study  had  applied  geometric  morphometrics  to
quantify the embryonic skull shapes of snakes and used it for producing a
staging  table  for  Bothrops  jararaca  (Polachowski  &  Werneburg,  2013).
Instead, the postnatal development of the skull has been the major focus for
lizards (Hipsley & Müller, 2017; Lazić et al., 2016; Lazić et al., 2017; Hipsley
et al., 2016; Palci et al., 2016; McCurry et al., 2015; Urošević et al., 2013;
Piras et al.,  2011; Hollenshead,  2011; Raia et  al.,  2010; Monteiro & Abe,
1997) and snakes (Esquerré et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2018; Murta-Fonseca &
Fernandes, 2016; Palci et al., 2016). 
Among lizards,  Monteiro and Abe (1997) identified shape changes
throughout  the  post-natal  ontogeny  of  Tupinambis  that  is  paralleled  by
dietary  shifts  from carnivore  to  omnivore.  Hollenshead (2011)  identified
skull  shape  differences  of  juveniles  and  adults  of  Egernia  cygnitos,  E.
epsisolus with E. depressa, but skull views differed in their patterns for the
angle  of  ontogenetic  trajectories.  Urošević  et  al.  (2013)  investigated  the
cranial shapes of twelve species of lacertid lizard, finding an increase in the
morphological  disparity  throughout  their  ontogeny,  and  allometric
trajectories of the shrub-climbing species were clustered while saxicolous
species  were  highly  dispersed.  McCurry  et  al.  (2015)  included sub-adult
specimens of  Varanus komodoensis and V.  gouldii that exhibited higher
magnitudes  of  a  strain  than  most  other  specimens,  indicating  that
allometric  differences  between juveniles  and adults  may be of  particular
importance to trade-offs in cranial  structural  performance.  Hipsley et al.
(2016) found variation in skull shape to be allometric and conservative in
the  development  of  Cynisca  leucura  (Amphisbaenidae)  from juvenile  to
adult,  which  was  discussed  to  reflect  dietary  conservation  in  burrowing
worm lizards. Hipsley and Müller (2017) showed that the cranial shape of
lacertid lizards varied significantly among biomes and showed substantial
convergence among the ontogenetic trajectories of arid-dwelling lineages.
Conversely,  Piras  et  al.  (2011)  discussed  that  despite  differences  in  diet
among Podarcis lizards, the conserved ontogenetic trajectories are linked to
phylogenetic signal. 
Among snakes, Murta-Fonseca and Fernandes (2016) discussed the
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importance  of  studies  of  ontogenetic  allometry  to  diet  in  snakes  by
inspecting the skull shape of Hydrodynastes gigas. Among snakes, Silva et
al. (2018) showed that the skull shape changes in the snake Bothrops atrox
from neonate  to  adult  in  correspondence  with  shifts  in  their  diet  (from
lizards to large mammals). Esquerré et al. (2017) showed that allometric
coefficients are highly evolvable and that there is an association between
ontogenetic allometry and habitat ecology among species of pythons and
boas for similar ecology. 
Ontogenetic  allometry  also  allows  for  the  investigation  of
heterochrony  (Bhullar  et  al.,  2012)  and  with  large  relevance  for  the
understanding  of  macroevolution  (McNamara  &  McKinney,  2005).
Heterochrony can be defined as changes in the timing of onset and offset
but  also  the  rate  of  development  relative  to  multivariate  parameters
(multivariate  shape  and  centroid  size)  in  ancestors  (Klingenberg,  1998).
Indeed,  heterochrony is  considered one of  the most important biological
phenomena  that  can  generate  evolutionary  novelty  (McKinney  &
McNamara, 1991; Hall, 1999). However, heterochrony does not provide the
molecular  mechanisms  that  explain  time-regulated  patterns,  heterotopy,
and other non-time regulated developmental processes (Zelditch, 2001). In
this regard,  knowledge of  the molecular mechanisms and developmental
processes of skull bone and shape development is limited for squamates, so
one must first detangle the overall ontogenetic patterns.
 Heterochrony was renewed as a research topic after an extensive
and eloquent treatment of it by Stephen Jay Gould (1977) in his seminal
book  “Ontogeny  and  Phylogeny”.  Gould  reviewed  in  depth  the  parallel
between  ontogeny  and  phylogeny  in  the  history  of  science,  making  it
evident that it had long been acknowledged by scientists. Historically, the
term heterochrony was introduced by Ernst  Haeckel  (1866) to recognize
and explain a class of exception to his recapitulation theory. Heterochrony
explained only phenotypic reversals (or, for him, return to primitive stages).
Haeckel (1866)'s recapitulation theory, also known as the "biogenetic law",
posited that the development of "derived" groups unfolded by added steps
to  "primitive"  ones.  The  infamous  sentence  "ontogeny  recapitulates
phylogeny"  is  derived  from  this  misleading  understanding  of  the
relationship between development and evolution.  That view implied that
every  "advanced"  organism  would  have  gradually  passed  through  its
"primitive" phases  throughout its lifetime (ontogeny).  In other words,  in
their  embryonic  development,  humans  would  have  fish,  amphibian,
reptilian, and mammalian phases. The presence of pharyngeal slits would
characterize the fish stage (gills) in our early embryos. 
On the other hand, Von Baer's law of development (1828) opposed
the notion of terminal addition and proposed that embryos within lineages
diverged  from  a  general  morphological  configuration  to  specialized
outcomes  towards  their  late  development.  The  putative  conserved  stage
became known as the phylotypic stage (Duboule, 1994; Richardson et al.,
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1995;  Galis  &  Metz,  2001),  which  is  an  oversimplification  of  the  actual
observed morphological variation (Hall, 1997; Richardson, 1997; Bininda-
Emonds  et  al.,  2003),  and  so  should  be  seen  as  the  phylotypic  period
instead  (Richardson,  1997).  The  presence  of  a  phylotypic  period  for
amniotes  has  been  shown  based  on  the  analyses  of  the  shape  of  facial
prominences, which also suggested that, instead of constrained, this phase
is under the regime of negative selection that opposes the rise of facial clefts
(Young  et  al.,  2014).  The  conservation  of  gene  expression  at  this
developmental interval also supports the “developmental hourglass” model
of phenotypic change throughout development (Kalinka et al., 2010; Irie &
Kuratani, 2014). This model states that intermediate developmental periods
(stages) are more conserved (phenotypic and molecular) than early or late
developmental  periods  (stages)  (Salvador-Martínez,  2016).  Gould  (1977)
connected Von Baer's law of development with Darwin's theory of evolution
by natural selection. The relevance of Von Baer's ideas has been recently re-
stated to contemporary science (Abzhanov, 2013). 
Gould  (1977)  rejected  recapitulation  in  the  Haeckelian  sense  but
reiterated  that  there  is  a  ubiquitous  parallel  between  ontogeny  and
phylogeny,  reframing  heterochrony  to  a  process-based  approach  linked
with allometry and rates of development. A processual view of heterochrony
had been, in fact, for example, anticipated by Gavin de Beer (1930, 1951)
who  considered  both  acceleration  and  retardation  of  development
concerning  sexual  maturation  as  well  as  rates  of  growth.  Gould's  (1977)
major innovation was the proposition of the "Clock Model",  which could
objectively  describe  and  test  different  patterns  of  heterochrony  through
dissociated  parameters:  size,  shape,  and  age.  This  model  was  later
formalized to include the onset/offset of  development, growth rates, and
initial  size  (Alberch  et  al.,  1979).  This  updated  model  provided  clear
graphical  expectations of  expected patterns of  heterochrony in biological
data when comparing descendent lineages to putative ancestral ones and
clarified its terminology to dissociate it from Haeckelian definitions.
Heterochrony was classified into paedomorphosis (Figure 7: a, c, and
e) and peramorphosis (Figure 7: b, d, and f) (Gould, 1977; Alberch et al.,
1979). Paedomorphosis would occur due to truncation in the development
time that could take place by a lower rate of development (neoteny), earlier
maturation  of  adults  (early  offset)  (progenesis),  or  late  onset  of
development  (post-displacement)  in  descendant  lineages.  Peramorphosis
underlies  the  rise  of  new  morphologies  (novelty)  due  to  an  extended
developmental period (delayed offset or hypermorphosis), an earlier onset
of  development  (predisplacement),  or  an  increased  rate  of  development
(acceleration) (Alberch et al., 1979; McNamara, 1986).
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Figure 7  Heterochrony  charts  based  on  the  regression  of  shape  as  a  proxy  for
development onto centroid size as a proxy for developmental time. Solid line with
a square tip depicts an ancestral adult and dashed line with a round tip the same
stage  but  in  the  descendant  lineage.  Paedomorphosis:  a  (neoteny),  c
(progenesis),  and  e  (postdisplacement).  Peramorphosis:  b  (acceleration),  d
(hypermorphosis), and f (predisplacement). 
These  heterochony  approaches  were  initially  designed  from  a
univariate  notion of shape (ratios).  Analyses  and graphical  outputs  were
expanded  considering  multivariate  shape  to  distinguish  patterns  of
undissociated-dissociated, trait-size relationships linked with heterochrony
(Klingenberg & Spence, 1993). To evaluate heterochrony with multivariate
data, the first stage is to inspect if ontogenetic trajectories are parallel in the
ontogenetic  morphospace (Mitteroecker  et  al.,  2004).  Mitteroecker  et  al.
(2005) extrapolated that heterochrony would hardly be found for complex
structures as parallel ontogenetic trajectories was a hard requirement.
If  parallelism  of  trajectories  was  found,  parameters  of  geometric
shape (a proxy for a developmental change) could be regressed onto values
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of centroid size (a proxy for developmental time), so generating regression
plots with phenotypic trajectories (Mitteroecker et al., 2004; Mitteroecker
et  al.,  2005).  This  is  analogous  to  Alberch’s  approach  (Figure  7),  but
conclusions  of  patterns  of  heterochrony  should  be  cautious  due  to  the
multiple axes of variation that must be preferably integrated (Mitteroecker
et al., 2004). Modern methods of comparisons of ontogenetic trajectories
automatically  quantify  the  shape  of  ontogenetic  trajectories  (direction,
angle,  and  magnitude)  and  test  their  parallelism and  heterochrony  in  a
multivariate sense (Collyer & Adams, 2007; Collyer & Adams, 2013; Bhullar
et al., 2012). 
Considering the study of heterochrony in lizards, Raia et al. (2010)
found  parallel  ontogenetic  trajectories  between  populations  of  Podarcis
sicula in insular and mainland environments, but young individuals in the
inland population had a more advanced level of morphogenesis of the skull.
Piras et al. (2011) verified that the developmental rates did not differ among
four  species  of  Podarcis but  pointed  out  hypermorphosis.  Hipsley  and
Müller  (2017)  found  post-displacement  in  the  development  of  desert
lacertids,  so  they  begin  their  development  later  than  the  time  their
ancestors  would  have  done  (the  ancestral  state  was  inferred  based  on
biogeography and dispersion patterns). Gray et al. (2019b) did not find a
clear  pattern  of  heterochrony  for  most  species  of  agamid  lizards  but
divergence  from juvenile  skulls  (similar  shapes  among species)  to  adult
skulls  (different  shapes  among  species).  The  authors  explained  that
divergent patterns of ontogenetic trajectories in agamid lizards are at least
partially associated with habitat shifts.
Among snakes, peramorphosis and paedomorphosis were suggested
based  on  the  post-natal  ontogenetic  trajectories  of  only  five  species  in
comparison with two outgroup lizard species (Palci et al., 2016). This low
number  of  samples  would  barely  provide  any  resolution  for  such  large
claims and lacked a formal mathematical approach. Esquerré et al. (2017)
identified hypermorphosis in the post-natal head development of a large
dataset  of  pythons  and boas  in  comparison  to  their  estimated  ancestral
state (reconstructed from the slope values of allometric equations). Sherratt
et  al.  (2019)  found  paedomorphosis  (progenesis)  in  the  postnatal
development of the skull in burrowing sea snakes (Hydrophiinae) that prey
on eels. 
Previous to the first publication included in this dissertation (Da
Silva  et  al.,  2018),  there  was  little  knowledge  of  the  quantitative
development of the skull of lizards and snakes, particularly for prenatal
development.  A  combined  analysis  of  the  ontogenetic  trajectories  had
never  been  done,  neither  their  connection  to  ecology on  a large  scale.
Finally, the role of heterochrony was unclear. 
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2) AIMS
This  doctoral  research,  detailed  in  this  dissertation,  aimed  at
producing the first large-scale macro-evolutionary study of the skull shape
evolution of  snakes  and lizards  (Squamata).  This  was achieved by using
state-of-the-art  technologies  (High-Resolution  Computed  Tomography)
and analytical approaches such as Geometric Morphometrics, cutting-edge
methods  of  multivariate  statistics  and  methods  for  ancestral  state
estimation.  The  analytical  approach  was  interdisciplinary  by  integrating
data from morphology, paleontology, ecology, phylogeny, and development.
2.1) MAIN RESEARCH GOALS
Quantifying  and  comparing  skull  shape  disparity  to  describe
patterns  of  convergence  and  divergence  potentially  linked  with
natural  selection,  like  expected  convergences  between  fossorial
lizards and snakes. Publications I and II.
Analyzing  the  functional  relationship  between skull  shapes  and
habitat  ecologies  in  lizards  and  snakes  in  the  hope  to  find  a
correlation  that  enables  us  to  estimate  the  ancestral  ecology  of
snakes from skull shape parameters. Publication I. 
Estimating  the ancestral  skull  shape and size  of  snakes  to shed
light  on  the  ongoing  debate  of  the  ecological  origin  of  snakes.
Publications I and II. 
Dissecting  the  relationship  between  natural  selection  and
ontogeny in the rise and diversification of skull shapes of lizards and
snakes,  expanding  our  understanding  of  this  relationship  for
amniote skull evolution. Publications I and II.
3) MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1) MATERIAL: BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
The  number  of  skulls  and  species  for  two-dimensional  (2D)  and
three-dimensional  (3D)  analyses  are  shown  in  Table  1  (Supplementary
Tables  1  and  2  in  Publication  I,  Additional  file  2  in  Publication  II).
Highlighting, sampling covered all major extant and extinct lineages of
lizards  and snakes,  a  number never  achieved before the study (I).  The
skull  shape  of  fossils  had  never  been  analyzed  with  geometric
morphometrics.
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Table 1 Information about samples.
Analyses Samples Lizards Snakes Outgroup Total
2D (I) Skulls (all samples) 233 171 4 408
Species (adults) 173 131 1 304
Fossils 19 7 1 27
Fossil species 17 5 1 23
Adult skulls 176 134 1 311
Juvenile skulls 6 6 1 13
Embryonic skulls 53 31 2 86
3D (I) Skulls (all samples) 52 73 - 125
Species (adults) 36 55 - 91
Fossil skulls - - - -
Fossil species - - - -
Adult skulls 37 55 - 92
Juvenile skulls 1 3 - 4
Embryonic skulls 14 15 - 29
3D (II) Skulls (all samples) 59 52 1 112
Species (adults) 59 52 1 112
Embryonic heads 27 - - 8
Lateral view images of the skulls were mined from the literature and
photographed  at  the  host  institute  (Institute  of  Biotechnology)  and  the
Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin. The types of 2D data included published
accurate drawings of skulls as well as high-resolution photographs of dry,
cleared-and-stained (alcian blue and alizarin red), and scanned samples by
high-resolution computed tomography (CT). CT is a process that extracts
anatomical information from bones by projecting a laser bin on a rotating
sample inside of a CT-scan machine, so generating a stack of photos used
for  3D  reconstruction  of  the  skull  surfaces  (Broeckhoven  &  du  Plessis,
2018). This combination of sources of data had been successfully employed
for geometric morphometrics (Bhullar et al., 2012). Sources of 3D skull data
were obtained from the Digital Morphology Database (DigiMorph) and new
CT scanned samples were generated at the University of Eastern Finland
(Skyscan  1172  microCT),  Museum  für  Naturkunde  Berlin  (Phoenix
nanotom CT), and the University of Helsinki (Skyscan 1272 microCT and
Phoenix Nanotom 180). The new samples were from the Tropicario Zoo in
Helsinki,  the  Animal  Facility  of  the  Institute  of  Biotechnology  in  the
University  of  Helsinki,  Finnish  Museum of  Natural  History  (LUOMUS),
Museum für Naturkunde Berlin (MZB), Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard (MCZ), and the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). 
A  main  composite  phylogenetic  topology  was  used  for  the
comparative  analyses  by  combining  the  most  recent  and  inclusive
molecular  (Pyron,  2013)  (I  and  II)  and  combined  molecular  and
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morphological topologies (Reeder et al., 2015; Hsiang et al., 2015) (I). This
approach  had  been  previously  employed  for  geometric  morphometric
studies (Bhullar et al., 2012).
3.2) METHODS
Table 2 Main references for theory and applications of employed methods.
Methods References
2D and 3D Landmarking Zelditch et al., 2004
Procrustes Superimposition Zelditch et al., 2004
Principal Component Analysis Zelditch et al., 2004
Thin-Plate Spline Klingenberg, 2013a
Squared-Change Parsimony Sidlauskas, 2008
Multivariate Regression Analysis Klingenberg 2016
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) Zelditch et al., 2004
Comparative methods Monteiro, 2013
Phylogenetic signal Adams, 2010
Estimation of Convergence Stayton, 2015
Discriminant Function Analysis Yi and Norell, 2015
Phenotypic Trajectory Analysis Collyer and Adams, 2007
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Zelditch et al., 2004
3.2.1) MORPHOLOGY: PROCRUSTES AND PCA (I/II) 
In  the  2D  data,  skull  shape  configurations  were  described  by  20
landmarks and all skulls were scaled by pixel size based on a reference scale
for each image in the software tpsDig v2.17 (Rohlf, 2013) (Publication I).
Three-dimensional skull shape was described by the digitization of 61 and
65  landmarks  (Publication  I  and  II,  respectively)  on  the  rendered  and
segmented  skull  surfaces  that  were  scaled  by voxel  size  in  the software
Amira 5.5.0 (Stalling et al., 2005). The anatomical description of landmarks
use terminologies described  in Evans (2008),  Cundall  and Irish (2008),
Olori  and Bell  (2012),  Maisano and Rieppel  (2007),  and Gauthier  et  al.
(2012). For more details, see Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 (Publication I)
as well as Additional file 6 (Publication II). Highlighting, study (I) was the
first to apply this formal mathematical approach to quantify skull shape
differences and similarities between snakes and lizards.
The following geometric morphometric analyses were done in  the
package MorphoJ v1.06 (Klingenberg, 2010) unless otherwise stated. The
Procrustes Generalized Least-Square method, here employed, became the
norm for superimposition of landmark configurations (Rohlf & Slice, 1990).
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It eliminates non-shape variation: scaling, translation, and rotation.
The procedure follows three steps (Zelditch et al., 2004). A) Centers
each configuration of landmarks at the origin (subtracting coordinates of
the centroid from the corresponding coordinates of each landmark).  This
translates the centroid of each configuration to the origin. The coordinates
of the landmarks now reflect their deviation from the centroid. The centroid
point is calculated as the mean of coordinates of all landmarks. B) Scale the
landmarked configurations to unit centroid size by dividing each coordinate
of each landmark by the centroid size. The centroid size is calculated as the
square root of the sum of squared distances among all the landmarks to the
centroid.  C)  Select  one  configuration  to  be  the  reference,  then  rotate
subsequent  configurations  to  minimize  the  sum  of  square  distances
between configurations of landmarks. It minimizes the partial Procrustes
Distance,  calculated  by  the  square  root  of  the  sum  of  the  squared
differences between the coordinates of landmarks. This is done iteratively
until full superimposition.
The interpretation of the shape space remains mathematically  and
visually complex after the superimposition procedure (Kendall et al., 1999),
offering downstream analytical  and interpretation challenges (Zelditch et
al.,  2004).  Circumventing it,  a  projection of the original  Kendall's  shape
space onto a Euclidean tangent space has become the norm (Rohlf, 1999).
This approximation is a reasonable choice for biological variations, unlikely
to result in significant distortions (Zelditch et al., 2004). To confirm, the
deformation was checked by performing a regression through the origin for
distance  in  tangent  space  onto  Procrustes  distance  (in  radians)  in  the
software tpsSmall  ver.1.29 (Rohlf,  2014).  Finally,  shape variables  can be
interpreted as axes for the linear tangent space and their scores treated in
multivariate analyses (Adams et al., 2004).
The  skull  shape  distribution  was  visualized  using  Principal
Component Analysis of shape variation (PCA), an ordination method that
depicts a low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data such as
landmark-based shape (Zelditch et al., 2004). Principal Components (PCs)
are  orthogonal  and  independent  from  each  other.  The  first  principal
component (PC1) describes most of the skull shape variation in the data and
other  axes  in  progressively  lesser  proportions  (Zelditch  et  al.,  2004).
Quantified samples are distributed in comparison to the mean shape in a
PC1-PC2 plot and other combinations (Klingenberg, 2013a). This approach
to visualize the distribution of shapes generates one type of morphospace
(Mitteroecker & Huttegger, 2009).
PCA shows the distribution of shapes  but does not describe them
visually.  Direct  visualization  of  shape  variation  is  considered  a  core
advantage of geometric morphometrics (Klingenberg, 2013a). Indeed, the
Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) Interpolation method generates partial warps that
can  be  used  as  shape  variables  that  are  especially  useful  for  graphical
visualization of shape deformation by bending energy (Bookstein,  1989).
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They formalized Thompson (1917)'s “Theory of Deformation”. Wireframes
show  vectors  departing  from  each  landmark,  depicting  the  direction
(arrowhead)  and  magnitude  (vector  length)  of  shape  changes  from  the
mean  shape.  Landmarks  can  be  connected  by  straight  lines,  curved
outlines, or warped three-dimensional surfaces for better interpretation of
biological shapes (Klingenberg, 2013a).
Evolutionary Allometry was quantified by the multivariate regression
analysis  of  shape  (Procrustes  Coordinates)  onto  size  (Log-centroid  size)
under 10.000 permutations for evaluation of statistical significance against
the  null  hypothesis  of  total  independence  between  the  two  variables
(Monteiro,  1999).  The  residual  score  was  used  to  calculate  a  new
morphospace  that  was  adjusted  by  size-correlated  shape  (Drake  &
Klingenberg,  2008).  Large  differences  between  the  two  morphospaces
would indicate that evolutionary allometry is an important factor in skull
evolution (Klingenberg et al., 2016).
3.2.2) ECOLOGY: COMPARATIVE METHODS AND CONVERGENCE (I) 
The  simplified  habitat  where  each  species  locomotes  and  forages
most  frequently  was  mined  from  the  literature:  aquatic  (includes
freshwater,  marine,  and  semi-aquatic  species),  terrestrial  (surface
locomotion  and  foraging,  including  saxicolous  species),  leaf-litter
(terrestrial but living under vegetation layers or surface debris),  fossorial
(living  and  foraging  mostly  underground);  and  arboreal  (adapted  for
locomotion  between  tree  branches  or  bushes,  including  semi-arboreal
species).  References  are  available  in  Supplementary  Tables  1  and  2
(Publication I).
A potential  association between habitat  and skull  shapes (11  PCs)
was tested using Phylogenetic Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
(Garland et al., 1993) under a Brownian-motion model of evolution in the
R-package geiger v2.0.667 (Harmon et al.,  2008). The test shows if skull
shapes are grouped by ecology, for instance, see also a previous application
of  the  method  that  is  relevant  for  our  studies:  Fabre  et  al.  (2016).  A
significant  association  between shape and ecology allows ecologies to  be
predicted by shape parameters,  including fossils,  for instance,  see also a
previous application of the method that is relevant for our studies: Yi and
Norell (2015).
Quantification  of  skull  shape  convergence  was  performed  with  a
distance-based method known as C1–C4 and its statistical significance was
assessed by 1000 evolutionary simulations according to a Brownian-motion
model in the R-package convevol v1.1 (Stayton, 2015). C1 value is the most
relevant proportion and is calculated from Equation (1), where Dtip is the
distance  (Euclidean  or  Procrustes)  between  the  convergent  species  in
phenotypic  space  and  Dmax is  the  maximum  distance  between  members
(extant, estimated ancestor) of each lineage that led to the tip specimens
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that are being compared. C1 can have values of 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no
convergence  and  1  that  the  lineages  became  indistinguishable.
Highlighting,  study  (I)  was  the  first  to  apply  this  formal  approach  to
evaluate skull shape convergence between snakes and lizards.
Equation 1 C1 = 1– Dtip/Dmax
3.2.3) PHYLOGENY: SIGNAL AND ANCESTRAL ESTIMATIONS (I /II)
The  multivariate  scores  of  the  Most  Recent  Common  Ancestors
(MRCAs)  were  estimated  using  the  unweighted  algorithm  of  Squared-
Change  Parsimony  (SCP)  (Maddison,  1991).  SCP  minimizes  the  sum  of
squared changes along each branch of the phylogenetic tree. The ancestral
value at each node is the mean of  the three values  around it  (two child
nodes + one parent node). Associated with PCA, the graphical outcome is
known as a phylomorphospace, where Operational Taxonomic Units (OTU
- tip specimens) are connected by lines to their estimated ancestral nodes
(Sidlauskas, 2008).  Lines depict evolutionary branches and so evolutionary
trajectories as described by PCs (Sidlauskas,  2008). Ancestral  skull  sizes
were reconstructed in the same way and visualized by mapping the centroid
sizes onto phylogeny. (Publications I and II).
The  phylogenetic  signal  was  calculated  using  a  multivariate
generalized K-statistics in the R-package geomorph v3.0.565 (Publications I
and  II)  (Adams  &  Otárola-Castillo,  2013).  Adams  (2010)  developed  a
multivariate generalization of the K statistic of Blomberg et al. (2003) that
is  useful  for  quantifying  and  evaluating  phylogenetic  signals  without
ancestral estimation. Values of  K →range from 0 ∞, with an expected value
of  1.0  under  Brownian  motion  or  neutral  evolution.  Values  of  K<1.0
describe  data  with  less  phylogenetic  signal  than expected,  meaning  that
grouping of species does not follow their taxonomic relationship - an initial
indication  of  convergent  trends;  and values of  K>1.0 describe  data  with
greater  phylogenetic  signal  than expected  under  the Brownian  model  of
evolution and speciation. 
Finally,  Discriminant  Function  Analysis  (DFA)  is  an  ordination
method used to find the shape that separates two groups and to classify
unknown samples into an ecological group based on a training set of shape
parameters where the group membership is known a priori (Fisher, 1936).
For instance, see previous application of the method that is relevant for our
studies  in  Yi  and  Norell  (2015).  Discriminant  Function  Analysis  for  the
prediction  of  the  ancestors  was  done  in  the  R-package  MASS  v7.3-47
(Venables & Ripley, 2002).  Highlighting, study (I) was the first to apply
this  formal  approach  to  estimate  the  ancestral  ecology of  snakes  from
their skull shape parameters.
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2012).  PTA  was  used  again  to  quantify  the  slope,  length,  and  angle  of
vectors of ontogenetic skull shape change between a pool of evolutionary
descendant  trajectories  (snakes)  against  a  pool  of  evolutionary  ancestral
trajectories  (lizards)  (Collyer & Adams,  2013).  This time,  the Regression
Scores were used as shape parameters (Bhullar et al., 2012). Highlighting,
study  (I)  was  the  first  to  apply  this  formal  approach  to  evaluate
ontogenetic skull  shape changes and heterochrony between snakes and
lizards.
The total duration of embryonic development was compared among
126 squamate species through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Table 3). The
incubation  temperature  and  gestation  periods  had  been  previously
compiled  by  Köhler  and Haecky  (2005).  ANOVA  tested  if  the
developmental  time of lizards  and snakes was equivalent or significantly
different.
In complement, the degree of ossification of both parietal and frontal
bones was coded and compared among 35 different snake and lizard species
at  a  pre-hatchling  embryonic  stage  (stage  10  of  Boaedon  fuliginosus),
serving as a marker of the offset of skull development. The parietal and the
frontal bones are the last ones to complete ossification (Maisano, 2001), so
are excellent  markers of  the completion of skull  bone development.  (See
also Supplementary Table 14 in Publication I). Finally, I coded head traits
for early embryos at 0-1 dpo (days post-oviposition). More information on
samples,  comparisons,  and coding  systems  in  Figure  2C/Datasheet  9  in
Publication II.
Table 3: List  of  species  and  their  respective  length  of  embryonic  development
measured in a controlled temperature of incubation (30+/-1 Celsius). This table
was not added to Publication I. All the other tables are shown in the original
publications. 




Lizard Acanthocercus atricollis Agamidae 30 75
Lizard Agama impalearis Agamidae 30 54
Lizard Calotes versicolor Agamidae 30 37
Lizard Chlamydosaurus kingii Agamidae 29.5 62.5
Lizard Ctenophorus decresii Agamidae 30.5 59
Lizard Draco spilopterus Agamidae 29 36
Lizard Hydrosaurus amboinensis Agamidae 30 78.5
Lizard Paralaudakia caucasia Agamidae 30 72
Lizard Leiolepis guttata Agamidae 30 64
Lizard Phrynocephalus mystaceus Agamidae 30 61
Lizard Physignathus cocincinus Agamidae 30 101
Lizard Pogona minor Agamidae 30 54
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Lizard Trapelus mutabilis Agamidae 30 61
Lizard Tympanocryptis tetraporophora Agamidae 30 48
Lizard Uromastyx acanthinura Agamidae 30 99.5
Lizard Pseudopus apodus Anguidae 30 52
Lizard Chamaeleo africanus Chamaeleonidae 30 183
Lizard Furcifer antimena Chamaeleonidae 30 360
Lizard Basiliscus basiliscus Corytophanidae 30 98
Lizard Laemanctus longipes Corytophanidae 30 64
Lizard Crotaphytus collaris Crotaphytidae 30 86
Lizard Gambelia wislizenii Crotaphytidae 30 60
Lizard Anolis bimaculatus Dactyloidae 30 43
Lizard Coleonyx brevis Eublepharidae 30 70
Lizard Hemidactylus mabouia Eublepharidae 30 60
Lizard Chondrodactylus angulifer Gekkonidae 30 85
Lizard Geckolepis typica Gekkonidae 30 45
Lizard Hemidactylus brookii Gekkonidae 30 55
Lizard Homopholis mulleri Gekkonidae 30 80
Lizard Lepidodactylus lugubris Gekkonidae 30 100
Lizard Lygodactylus pictus Gekkonidae 30 78
Lizard Pachydactylus tsodiloensis Gekkonidae 30 49
Lizard Phelsuma borbonica Gekkonidae 30 64
Lizard Stenodactylus sthenodactylus Gekkonidae 30 80
Lizard Uroplatus phantasticus Gekkonidae 30 61
Lizard Broadleysaurus major Gerrhosauridae 30 77
Lizard Neusticurus bicarinatus Gymnophthalmidae 30 86
Lizard Heloderma horridum Helodermatidae 30 170
Lizard Conolophus subcristatus Iguanidae 30 105
Lizard Ctenosaura bakeri Iguanidae 29.5 90.5
Lizard Cyclura collei Iguanidae 29.5 85
Lizard Iguana delicatissima Iguanidae 30 119.5
Lizard Sauromalus ater Iguanidae 29.5 83.5
Lizard Gallotia galloti Lacertidae 30 90
Lizard Lacerta agilis Lacertidae 29.5 34
Lizard Darevskia armeniaca Lacertidae 30 55
Lizard Archaeolacerta bedriagae Lacertidae 30 40
Lizard Dinarolacerta mosorensis Lacertidae 30 19
Lizard Dalmatolacerta oxycephala Lacertidae 30 49
Lizard Parvilacerta parva Lacertidae 30 33
Lizard Omanosaura jayakari Lacertidae 30 94
Lizard Podarcis muralis Lacertidae 30 27
Lizard Teira dugesii Lacertidae 30.5 51
Lizard Timon lepidus Lacertidae 30 88
Lizard Petrosaurus thalassinus Phrynosomatidae 29.5 56
Lizard Phrynosoma asio Phrynosomatidae 30 80.5
Lizard Sceloporus scalaris Phrynosomatidae 30 44
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Lizard Uta stansburiana Phrynosomatidae 30 47
Lizard Asaccus platyrhynchus Phyllodactylidae 30 48
Lizard Ptyodactylus hasselquistii Phyllodactylidae 30 85.5
Lizard Tarentola angustimentalis Phyllodactylidae 30 87
Lizard Polychrus marmoratus Polychrotidae 30 133
Lizard Ctenotus taeniolatus Scincidae 30 40
Lizard Bassiana duperreyi Scincidae 30 29
Lizard Eumeces algeriensis Scincidae 30 47
Lizard Lampropholis guichenoti Scincidae 30 27.5
Lizard Morethia adelaidensis Scincidae 30 29
Lizard Scincus scincus Scincidae 29.4 64
Lizard Gonatodes albogularis Sphaerodactylidae 30 72
Lizard Saurodactylus mauritanicus Sphaerodactylidae 30 60
Lizard Teratoscincus microlepis Sphaerodactylidae 30 75
Lizard Tupinambis teguixin Teiidae 30 171
Lizard Varanus bengalensis Varanidae 30 170
Snake Calabaria reinhardtii Calabariidae 30.5 37.5
Snake Boiga dendrophila Colubridae 30 92
Snake Hemorrhois hippocrepis Colubridae 30 66
Snake Coniophanes fissidens Colubridae 30 53
Snake Coronella girondica Colubridae 30 51
Snake Dasypeltis scabra Colubridae 30 90
Snake Dipsas articulata Colubridae 30 85
Snake Orthriophis cantoris Colubridae 30 102
Snake Elaphe quatuorlineata Colubridae 30 58
Snake Farancia abacura Colubridae 30 57
Snake Gonyosoma oxycephalum Colubridae 30 115
Snake Heterodon nasicus Colubridae 30 59
Snake Lampropeltis getula Colubridae 30 75
Snake Erythrolamprus poecilogyrus Colubridae 30 93
Snake Liopholidophis dolicocercus Colubridae 30 59
Snake Coluber flagellum Colubridae 30 79
Snake Natrix matrix Colubridae 30 63
Snake Philodryas patagoniensis Colubridae 30 59
Snake Pituophis lineaticollis Colubridae 30 68
Snake Ptyas mucosa Colubridae 30 60
Snake Rhabdophis tigrinus Colubridae 30 47
Snake Rhinocheilus lecontei Colubridae 30 68
Snake Sonora semiannulata Colubridae 30 56
Snake Spalerosophis diadema Colubridae 30 84
Snake Spilotes pullatus Colubridae 30 56
Snake Telescopus fallax Colubridae 30 71
Snake Thrasops jacksonii Colubridae 30 84.5
Snake Aspidelaps scutatus Elapidae 30 67
Snake Bungarus caeruleus Elapidae 29.5 60
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Snake Cacophis squamulosus Elapidae 30 74
Snake Demansia vestigiata Elapidae 30 67
Snake Dendroaspis angusticeps Elapidae 30 107
Snake Naja haje Elapidae 30 77
Snake Oxyuranus scutellatus Elapidae 30 71.5
Snake Pseudechis australis Elapidae 30 68
Snake Pseudonaja modesta Elapidae 30 61
Snake Vermicella intermedia Elapidae 30 59
Snake Boaedon fuliginosus Lamprophiidae 30 60
Snake Malpolon monspessulanus Lamprophiidae 30 60
Snake Xenocalamus transvaalensis Lamprophiidae 30 55
Snake Pareas carinatus Pareatidae 30 62
Snake Aspidites melanocephalus Pythonidae 30 58
Snake Bothrochilus albertisii Pythonidae 30 68
Snake Leiopython albertisii Pythonidae 30 60
Snake Simalia boeleni Pythonidae 30 71
Snake Liasis fuscus Pythonidae 30 52
Snake Morelia amethistina Pythonidae 30.5 85
Snake Python curtus Pythonidae 30.5 65.5
Snake Malayopython reticulatus Pythonidae 30 87.5
Snake Anilios australis Typhlopidae 29.5 58
Snake Cerastes cerastes Viperidae 30 48
Snake Lachesis muta Viperidae 30 61
Snake Macrovipera lebetina Viperidae 30 42
Snake Pseudocerastes fieldi Viperidae 30 17
Snake Xenopeltis unicolor Xenopeltidae 30 76
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4) RESULTS
Figure 8 summarizes the results obtained in this dissertation.  
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Figure 8  Summary of analyses and results by sections 4.1-4.4 divided by boxes colored in
shades of gray. Lines with an arrowhead and circular tip show the workflow of the
2D and 3D data, respectively, in the publication I. Lines with a square tip show the
workflow for 3D data in the publication II. Lines without a shaped tip represent the
workflow for qualitative  (coded)  data in  the publication I  whereas  lines  with  a
diamond tip indicate coded data for publication II. The type of data (quantitative
and  qualitative)  and  their  respective  analyses  (e.g.,  PCA)  are  delimited  by
rectangles with dark borders. Section 4.4 was divided into two: quantitative and
qualitative. 
4.1) MORPHOLOGY: DISPARITY IN THE 
MORPHOSPACE. (I/II)
This doctoral  research departs  from this first question: "Can skull
shape  converge  between  lizards  and  snakes?",  and  the  first  hypothesis:
"Skull  shape  convergence evolved  between fossorial  lizards  and  snakes."
Previous  qualitative studies  of  the  snake and lizard skulls  had indicated
morphological similarities between the skull and body of fossorial lizards
(e.g.,  amphisbaenians  and  Dibamus)  with  fossorial  snakes  (e.g.,
scolecophidians and Cylindrophis) (Rieppel, 1993; Evans, 2008; McDowell,
2008; Cundall & Irish, 2008; Gans & Montero, 2008). Examples of skull
shape  convergence  within  snakes  and  lizards,  including  the  underlying
theory, are available in the sections 1.2.2 (general) as well  as  1.4.2.1 and
1.4.2.2 (detailed). Moreover, convergence of skull traits had been already
suggested to be a major source of phylogenetic uncertainty between lizards
and snakes, affecting the interpretation of the ecological and phylogenetic
origin  of  snakes  (see  section  1.3.3).  Taking  all  those  information  into
account, I analyzed the skull shape disparity of snakes and lizards by using
two-dimensional geometric morphometrics (I). 
The  deformation  of  the  skull  shape  space  was  not  significant
(P<0.0001)  after  projection  onto  the  Euclidean  tangent  space,  granting
subsequent macroevolutionary interpretation and analyses. 
PC1 and PC2 represents for more than 60% of the total skull shape
variation  in  both  2D  and  3D  skull  shape  analyses.  The  morphospace
occupation differed between lizards and snakes along with values of PC1 but
for one region between (+) PC1 and (-)  PC2, where species from distant
lineages of both groups were found near each other (Figure 9). This is not
expected under the assumption of neutral evolution. I implied that grouped
skull  shapes  were  likely  convergent.  Natural  selection  would  have  likely
directed  their  similarities  due to  common ecological  requirements.  Most
lizards  were  distributed  along  with  values  of  PC2  and  (+)  PC1.
Scolecophidian  snakes  were  restricted  to  the  putative  convergent  area.
Alethinophidian snakes occupy a new area of the morphospace towards (-)
PC1.  Noticed  that  all  snake  fossils  are  near  the  other  alethinophidian
snakes. All fossil lizards were limited to the lizard area of the morphospace. 
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Figure 9 Morphospace  shows  the  skull  shape  distribution  of  lizards  (black  dots),
scolecophidians  (green  dots),  alethinophidians  (pink  dots),  snake  fossils  (light
blue dots), lizard fossils (dark blue dots), and tuatara (outgroup, orange dot) from
2D analysis (Publication I). The shape wireframes shown at each extreme were
estimated from extant adults. The orange arrows are the vectors of shape change
(the arrowhead indicates its direction and the vector length its intensity from the
mean  shape).  The  large  red  circle  shows  the  convergent  area  occupied  by
fossorial species. 
(+)  PC1  values  represent  skulls  with  variable  shapes,  but  at  the
extreme  values  are  located  skulls  with  a  tall  skull  rooftop  due  to  an
elongated  parietal  crest  (e.g.,  Chamaeleonidae  and  Phrynosomatidae),
triangular snout, prominent ocular region, and the ventral articular surface
of the quadrate bone is projected towards the snout. This area is occupied
mostly  by  lizards,  but  also  some  of  the  fossorial  snakes  towards  lower
values. 
(-) PC1 values represent skulls with an elongated profile, and at its
extreme lower values, the parietal recovers the lateral side of the braincase,
the snout is more rounded, the ocular region is not as prominent, and the
quadrate has its ventral articular surface projected towards the body and
has  an  extremely  elongated  shaft.  This  area  is  exclusively  occupied  by
alethinophidian  snakes  and  snake  fossils  (Dinilysia,  Wonambi,
Yurlunggur,  Pachyrhachis,  and  Haasiophis)  towards  “lower”  values.
Highlighting,  the  study  (I)  was  the  first  to  employ  geometric
morphometrics to study squamate skull fossils. 
(+)  PC2  values  represent  skulls  of  lizards  and snakes,  but  at  the
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extreme values  where only  lizards  are  present,  the  skull  has  a  tall  skull
rooftop with reduced parietal, the snout has a triangular profile but with an
expanded maxillary bone, the ocular region is extremely prominent, and the
quadrate bone is slightly anteroposteriorly projected and has a long shaft.
This area is occupied by mosasauroids and Iguanidae. Other lizards occupy
lower values.
(-)  PC2 values represent  skull  of  lizards  and snakes,  that  extreme
levels show a dorso-ventrally compressed skull (giving them a cylindrical
profile)  with  an  expanded  parietal  bone,  the  snout  is  compressed
concerning the rest of the skull, the ocular region is highly reduced, and the
quadrate bone is slightly posteroanterior projected and has a short shaft.
This  area  is  occupied  by  lizards  of  the  families  Rhineuridae,  Bipedidae,
Trogonophiidae,  Amphisbaenidae,  Scincidae,  Gymnopthalmidae,
Dibamidae,  Pygopodidae,  Anguidae,  two  rhineurid  fossils  -
Spathorhynchus natronicus and Plesiorhineura hatcherii, the paraphyletic
group “Scolecophidia”,  and some  alethinophidian  snakes  of  the  families
Anomochilidae and Uropeltidae.
Two-dimensional  analysis  of  shape  has  limitations:  landmarks  do
not cover the entire skull and gathering of images can introduce error. The
3D data largely circumvents them due to its digital nature. I then expanded
analyses  with  three-dimensional  configurations  of  landmarks  (I  and II).
Patterns  of  skull  shape disparity  were found similar  between data  types
(compare  Figure  9  and  Figure  10).  Highlighting,  studies  (I  and  II)
pioneered 3D skull shape comparison between lizards and snakes.
Finally, I found significant correlations between size and shape (p-
   values<0.0001)  (I),  but  evolutionary  allometry  had  small  effects  on the
total  pattern (described 5%-15% of total  shape variation)  (I and II).  The
adjusted  morphospace  showed similar  patterns,  but  for  scolecophidians,
now relocated near to non-fossorial lizards (or towards positive values of
PC2).
Altogether,  these  findings  indicated  that  similar  skull  shape
solutions can be recurrently achieved, regardless of allometry. It is less
likely  that  skulls  of  distantly related  lineages  would  group so often by
neutral evolution. Convergent evolution due to natural selection is more
plausible,  supporting  the  posed  hypothesis,  but  subsequent  formal
analyses would be required.
4.2) ECOLOGY: SKULL FORM AND FUNCTION (I)
Next,  I  investigated  the  second  question:  "Is  there  a  correlation
between  skull  shape  and  habitat  ecology?",  and  the  second  hypothesis:
"Distinct skull shapes are associated with respective ecological functions so
that  ecologies  could  be  estimated  from skull  shape  parameters.",  which
partially  derived  from  the  above  findings  of  putative  convergence.
Moreover,  this  hypothesis  stems  from  the  published  literature,  which
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previously showed for limited groups, thus not squamate altogether, that
ecology can influence and be influenced by skull shape in an association, or
even,  in  some  cases,  in  a  determinist  fashion  (section  1.4.2.2).  Thus,
observed shape-ecology  association  at  more  inclusive  evolutionary  levels
could  be  strong  enough  to  have  given  risen  to  more  comprehensive
macroevolutionary patterns.
I  plotted  the ecologies  of  tip specimens onto  the morphospace  to
further understand the relationship between skull  shape and the habitat
where  each  species  most-frequently  locomotes  (categories  and  their
definition  are  described  in  the  material  and  methods)  (I).  I  found  that
several fossorial lizards and snakes were grouped (Figure 10). 
 
Figure  10  Morphospace  shows  the  skull  shape  distribution  and  their  respective  habitat
ecologies  (Publication  I).  Ecologies  are  coded by  different  colors.  Notice  that
several fossorial lizards and snakes are grouped between values of (+) PC1 and
(-)PC2. 
Among lizards, one can notice a partial gradient of ecologies fossorial
- leaf litter - terrestrial - arboreal. Aquatic species are more scattered. For
snakes, one can see clear differences between most fossorial species and the
other ecologies. Multiple ecologies are represented among alethinophidians
whereas scolecophidians are fossorial.
These patterns indicated that convergence was most likely presented
between  fossorial  species  of  lizards  and  snakes  and  that  ecology  was
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associated  with  differences  in  skull  shapes.  Indeed,  the  measure  of
convergence C1 showed that macroevolution has closed (neared) 94% of the
distance between fossorial species than would be expected by chance under
a  Brownian  Motion  model  of  evolution  (I).  Moreover,  I  observed  a
significant correlation between habitat on skull shapes (nsim=1000, F=7.5,
p-value=0.001)  by conducting a MANOVA test  that was adjusted by the
phylogenetic structure (I).
These  findings  demonstrated  that  shape  parameters  could  be
confidently  used  to  estimate  ancestral  ecologies,  supporting  our
hypothesis.
4.3) PHYLOGENY: ANCESTRAL ECOMORPHOLOGIES. 
(I /II)
The above ecological results provided the foundation to evaluate the
third  question:  “What  are  the  ancestral  skull  shapes  and  ecologies  of
snakes?” and current main ecological hypotheses: “snakes evolved from a
fossorial  ancestor”,  “snakes evolved from a marine ancestor”,  or  “snakes
evolved from a terrestrial ancestor”. Those hypotheses were based on the
vast  literature,  mostly  focused  on  qualitative  traits  and  phylogenetic
inferences, although some had used geometric shapes of other structures,
as presented in detail in the section 1.3 and underlying subsections.  
I generated a phylomorphospace to estimate the shape of the MRCA
of  Toxicofera,  the  MRCA  of  crown  snakes,  and  the  MRCA  of
Alethinophidian snakes (I and II). This time, I describe the results for the
3D data, because it has fewer species and that facilitates the visualization of
the evolutionary patterns. I found that the ancestor of crown snakes was
recovered near the putative convergent region. The Toxicofera ancestor was
found among other lizards (Figure 11). None of the snake and lizard fossils
were positioned near the estimated ancestors of snakes.  Highlighting, the
geometric skull shape of snake ancestors had never been estimated before
the study (I).
I found a significant phylogenetic signal (I: K-value = 0.53; p-value =
0.001  and  II:  K-value  =  0.63;  p-value  =  0.001).  Importantly,  the
intermediate  values of  K were  indicative  of  large deviations  of  observed
patterns  from  neutral  evolution.  This  is  compatible  with  confirmed
convergent results in previous sections. 
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Figure 11   This Phylomorphospace was created by projecting the squamate phylogeny onto
the  morphospace  delimited  by  the  first  two  PC  axes  from  the  3D  analyses
(Publication II). Major lineages and ancestral nodes are colored. The estimated
lizard-to-snake transition took place between MRCA of  Toxicofera (grey node)
and MRCA of Crown Snakes (yellow node), as indicated by a black arrow. The
red circle indicates the convergent shape space of fossorial species of lizards and
snakes.  3D-rendered  skulls  show  the  extreme  species  for  each  axis  in  the
phylomorphospace.  The  blue  arrow  shows  the  skull  shape  radiation  among
Caenophidian  snakes  that  are  most  likely  linked  with  increased  macrostomy
underlined  by  shape  changes  in  the  quadrate  bone:  elongation  and
anteroposterior projection of its ventral articular surface. 
I employed a linear DFA with a cross-validation procedure to predict
the ancestral  ecologies  of  the estimated ancestral  skull  shapes,  following
previous results of a strong association between skull shape and habitat (I).
I  retrieved  a  fossorial  ecology  with  82%  of  likelihood  for  the  MRCA of
crown snakes and a terrestrial ecology for the MRCA of Toxicofera with 55%
of  correct  assignment.  In  pairwise  comparisons,  fossorial  forms  were
significantly different  from all  the other  ecologies  (p-value <0.001),  also
terrestrial  from marine (p-value <0.001). Thereafter,  a marine origin for
snakes can be refuted, particularly for the crown snake ancestor, while a
terrestrial-to-fossorial  evolutionary  change  is  favored.  Highlighting,  this
approach had never been employed for the skull regarding snake origin.
There  is  a  clear  association  between  shape  evolution  and  skull
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innovation and radiation among snakes that occupy values of (-) PC1 and
(+) PC2, particularly Caenophidian snakes, but multiple reversals of skull
shape  also  did  take  place  (e.g.,  Cylindrophis).  Among  other  complex
features  of  the  skull,  this  trend  is  best  represented  by  an  increased
elongation of the shaft of the quadrate bone as well as an anteroposterior
projection of its ventral articular surface. This phenotype reached extreme
shapes among caenophidian snakes, pythons, and boas (Figure 9 and 11).
Finally,  I  estimated  the  ancestral  skull  sizes  (I).  I  found that  the
MRCA of  crown snakes  was smaller  than the MRCA of  Alethinophidian
snakes  (2D  or  3D)  and  the  Toxicofera  (3D)  (Figure  11).  Moreover,
Alethinophidian  snakes  diversified  into  a  broad  range  of  sizes  -  from
miniaturized species  such as  Rhinophis (total  skull  size in mm) to large
pythons  (total  skull  size  in  cm)  (Figure  12).  This  is  best  explained  by
reversals linked with fossoriality.
Figure 12  The centroid size variation (mm) of skulls for both extant and fossil species were
traced  onto  the  phylogeny,  and  ancestral  estimation  was  done  with  squared-
change  parsimony  (Publication  I).  The  centroid  size  range  of  lizards,
scolecophidians, and alethinophidians are shown as colored bars. The name of
the smallest and largest species is shown for each group in the size distribution.
The skull size of fossils and ancestors are indicated by lines with their names and
colored  circles,  respectively.   3D-rendered  skulls  of  Rena  and Varanus  show
shapes for extreme sizes. * Indicates that for the 2D data the skull size of the
MRCA of crown snakes and Toxicofera was only slightly distinct. 
These findings demonstrated a new scenario for the early evolution
of  snakes  from  lizards:  terrestrial  to  fossorial.  This  was  a  surprising
finding,  rejecting  a  marine-to-marine,  fossorial-to-fossorial,  or
terrestrial-to-terrestrial  scenario.  They also  indicated that  the  skulls  of
Alethinophidian snakes can be considered an evolutionary novelty.  
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4.4) DEVELOPMENT: HETEROCHRONY AND NOVELTY 
(I/II)
Alethinophidian skulls seem to represent a key innovation in terms
of shape based on results shown above. I then sought potential underlying
developmental  processes  and  mechanisms.  My  fourth  question  was:  "Is
there a relationship between development and ecology in the evolution of
snake  skulls?",  and  the  fourth  hypothesis  emerged:  "Heterochrony
underlies  skull  shape  innovation".  As  shown  in  section  1.4.2.4,
heterochrony is a common phenomenon involved in skull innovation and
had  been  suggested  for  the  snake  skull  evolution  (e.g.,  Irish,  1989;
Werneburg & Sánchez-Villagra,  2015)  but never tested in comparison to
lizards using skull shape and formal analyses. 
I  quantified  and  compared  the  geometric  properties  (length,
direction,  and  angle)  of  phenotypic  trajectories  that  were  generated  by
vectors of  shape changes between embryos and adults in the ontogenetic
morphospace  (I).  I  found  that  the  phenotypic  trajectories  were  largely
conserved  in  length  (Lizards:  0.109,  Snakes:  0.11;  p-value=0.94),  angle
(pairwise angle: 43.683; p-value=0.65), and direction between lizards and
snakes. Thus, they are statistically parallel  and unidirectional.  These are
prerequisites for subsequent heterochrony tests. Highlighting, the study (I)
provided the first comparison of ontogenetic trajectories between lizards
and snakes.
I quantified and compared the regression slopes as well as angles of
the ontogenetic trajectories between lizards and snakes. This is a type of
heterochrony test. I found that the ontogenetic trajectories of snakes had a
significantly higher angle (Snakes: 10.58 +/- 3.65, Lizards: Mean=3.24 +/-
2.56; p-value < 0.01) and slope (Lizards: 0.06 +/- 0.05, Snakes: 0.19 +/-
0.07; p-value=< 0.01) (I) (Figure 13). This pattern fits the expectation of
peramorphosis  and  the  developmental  mechanism  of  acceleration.  This
developmental  process  and  mechanism  would  have  allowed  snakes  to
occupy  novel  skull  shapes  areas  in  the  morphospace,  which  seemly
conferred them new ecological functions. Highlighting, peramorphosis due
to acceleration had never been reported for snakes before the study (I). 
The  shape  transition  from  embryos  to  adults  is  complex,  but  a
particularly  striking  modification  is  the  elongation  of  the  shaft  of  the
quadrate  bone  and  an  anteroposterior  projection  of  its  ventral  articular
surface  as  the  embryo  ages.  The  same  trends  are  seen  in  postnatal
development.  This  ontogenetic  transition  is  more  pronounced  among
Alethinophidian  snakes  than  in  blind  snakes  and  lizards.  Those
transformations  reach  novel  shapes  for  Pythonidade,  Boidae,  Viperidae,
Elapidae, Colubridae, and Lamprophiidae (Figure 11 – Bitis). 
I compared the total length of the embryonic development of a large
sample of oviparous squamates incubated in the same temperature range
(~30 Celsius). ANOVA was not significant (p-value= 0.22), indicating that
ontogenetic changes between lizards and snakes were due to rate instead.
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Figure 13 Evolutionary  allometry,  ontogenetic  trajectories,  and  heterochrony.  The
Regression analysis of  2D skull shapes (regression score) onto developmental
time (log-centroid size) for lizards (black squares), scolecophidian (green circles),
and alethinophidian (pink  circles)  (Publication I).  Embryos  are  shown as open
circles (for snakes) or squares (for lizards). Arrows indicate the direction of skull
shape  development.  Note  the  steeper  trajectories  of  snakes,  particularly
expressive among Alethinophidia. This was indicative of peramorphosis through
acceleration.  Lateral  views  of  3D-rendered  skulls  show  the  difference  of  the
quadrate bone shape (outlined in black), an important marker of the level of skull
shape development. 
I  investigated  the  earliest  and  the  latest  limits  of  head/skull
embryonic  development  as  they  are  more  comparable  at  a
macroevolutionary scale. First, I compared the offset of ossification of both
frontal and parietal bones at the latest embryonic stage (pre-hatchling or
stage 10 as  defined for  Boaedon fuliginosus).  Advanced ossification was
consistently  found  in  Alethinophidians  than  in  most  lizards  and
scolecophidians (Figure 14). 
Finally, a comparative analysis of five head traits coded for embryos
at  0-1  days  post-oviposition  (dpo)  further  confirmed  that  snakes  have
already a more-developed external skull phenotype than lizards (II) (Figure
14).  Highlighting,  these  comparisons  between  lizards  and  snakes  were
first done in studies (I) and (II).
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Summing  up,  heterochrony  by  the  process  of  peramorphosis
through the mechanism of acceleration of the skull shape development is
most  likely  underlying  the  overall  skull  shape  innovation  seen  in
alethinophidian snakes and the radiation of Caenophidian snakes.
Figure 14 Comparison between embryonic traits between a lizard (Pogona vitticeps) and an
Alethinophidian snake (Boaedon fuliginosus) at the same embryonic stage for two
species with an equal number of days post-oviposition (dpo) (Publications I and
II).  a)  and  b):  the  lateral  view  of  the  head  of  the  snake  embryo  shows  two
pharyngeal slits (I and II) while three are observed in the lizard embryo (I, II, and
III).  a1)  and  a2)  show  a  cross-section  of  the  PTA-stained  head  of  embryos,
confirming the pattern  of  3  to 2 pharyngeal  slits.  The snake  eye,  Frontonasal
prominence (FNP),  Maxillary prominence (Maxp),  and Mandible (Md) are more
developed in snakes. c) and d): the parietal bone is considerably more ossified in
the  snake  embryo  than  in  the  lizard  embryo.  Thus,  the  snake  skull/head
development proceeds faster than in lizards. 
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5) DISCUSSION
5.1) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SKULL FORM AND 
FUNCTION 
Gould & Lewontin (1979) wrote:
Too often, the adaptationist programme gave us an evolutionary biology of
parts and genes, but not of organisms. It assumed that all transitions could
occur  step  by  step  and  underrated  the  importance  of  integrated
developmental  blocks  and  pervasive  constraints  of  history  and
architecture.  A  pluralist  view  could  put  organisms,  with  all  their
recalcitrant, yet intelligible, complexity, back into evolutionary theory. (p.
163). 
I  embraced  the  scientific  spirit  described  above,  expanding  the
discussion of the origin of snakes from coded characters for phylogenies to
shape of the skull as a whole regarding its  development, phylogeny,  and
ecology all integrated to understand the evolutionary history of snakes. The
snake skull morphologies are diverse and complex (Cundall & Irish, 2008).
Initially, it was not clear to me, based on previous studies, if there was a
strong relationship between skull shapes and habitats. Most focus had been
given to the relationship between skull morphology and diet because snakes
are  gape-limited (Moon et  al.,  2019).  However,  the skull  is  a  composite
structure  with  a  diverse  range  of  bone  sizes  and  shapes,  complex
developmental  basis,  and executes potentially  competing functional roles
beyond diet, including locomotion, protection, sensing, among others. It is
truly  a  challenging  model  for  evolutionary  studies  (Hallgrímsson  et  al.,
2009). 
Thus, it was a brave scientific move to attempt to detangle neutral
evolution, phylogenetic structure, developmental processes, and ecological
associations in the skull of snakes in comparison to lizards in terms of use
and  locomotion  in  different  habitats.  Making  it  more  challenging,  the
literature in the field of snake and lizard skull evolution has a long history,
which is vast and patchy (Cundall & Irish, 2008). Throughout the research,
it became evident that that field was lacking a unifying understanding that
would  connect  anatomy and phylogeny  with  functional  morphology and
development.  Furthermore,  the  problem  of  the  snake  origin,  with  its
intricacy and overturns, had been mostly investigated considering discrete
adult body features. Only recently has more skull fossils become available,
but they had never been compared in quantitative terms. If we are talking
about  the  early  ecology  of  snakes,  we  also  need  to  understand  the
relationship  between  form  and  function,  so  a  quantitative  type  of
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investigation. Geometric morphometrics of the skull shape turned out to be
an informative  method to  shed  new  light  on  the patterns  of  early  skull
evolution  and  ecologies  of  snakes,  but  it  is  subjective  to  statistical
approaches and so should continuously expanded and challenged. Finally,
this  dissertation  and  included  publications  is  the  fruit  of  embracing
complexity with curiosity and determination.
In terms of  the  morphospace  occupation,  the  separation  between
lizards  and  snakes,  as  well  as  the  unification  of  convergent  fossorial
lineages, has also been recently supported by another large-scale study with
a semi-landmark/landmark approach to quantify skull shape (Watanabe et
al., 2019) and also by traditional morphological approaches (Simões et al.,
2020). 
Furthermore,  the  significant  association  between  skull  shape  and
ecology, or form and function, are compatible with most previous studies
that looked at lizards and snakes individually (see introduction). Uniquely,
it  was  shown  in  this  dissertation  and  included  publications  that  the
association between skull shape and habitat is a widespread phenomenon
among  squamates.  This  new  notion  has  been  also  supported  by  recent
geometric morphometrics studies of lizards and/or snakes (Watanabe et al.,
2019; Gray et al., 2019a; Gray et al., 2019b). Additionally, previous studies
have shown that the geometric skull shapes of lizards and snakes are also
correlated with diet (Monteiro & Abe, 1997; Stayton, 2005, 2006; Daza et
al.,  2009;  Sagonas et  al.,  2014;  Klaczko  et  al.,  2016;  Fabre  et  al.,  2016;
Dollion et al., 2017; dos Santos et al., 2017; Watanabe et al., 2019; Sherratt
et al., 2019b). 
The identification of adaptations relies heavily on the comparative
method,  which  in  essence  searches  for  correlated  evolution  between
characters and environments  (Harvey & Pagel,  1991). This is challenging
because correlation does not imply causation, as functional studies need to
be  performed.  For  Squamates,  previous  functional  studies  showed  the
importance of habitat in the skull shape evolution of lizards (Barros et al.,
2011) and diet for snakes (Forsman, 1996; Moon et al.,  2019). One could
expect  that  different  functions  would  be anatomically  partitioned  in  the
skull, so that the signal would be specific for some ecology in one part of it
whereas  for  another  in  other  parts.  Modularity  would  be  expected.
However,  the  skull  of  squamates  was  found  integrated  at  a
macroevolutionary level (Watanabe et al., 2019).
In biology, integration refers to the tendency for the developmental
system to produce covariation at the phenotypic level or, in other words, we
find  a  correlation  between  traits  (Hallgrímsson  et  al.,  2009;  Cheverud,
1982; Pigliucci, 2003). The analysis of morphological integration was first
formalized by Olson and Miller (1958). They stated that different levels of
integration would be expressed by different degrees of correlation among
measurable characters. Integrated parts would then evolve along the same
evolutionary  trajectory.  Fitting  to  that  expectation,  in  the
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phylomorphospace  estimated  here,  a  directional  trend  is  seen  for  most
alethinophidian lineages and fossils between values of (-) PC1 and (+) PC2,
except for the repeated evolution of fossorial lineages. 
It is plausible that functions such as locomotion, sensing, defense,
and feeding are not necessarily strongly competing with one another so that
one overwrites the others in terms of morphological  signature in certain
regions of the skull.  The skull is multifunctional.  In an integrated skull,
multiple  ecological  functions  are  co-shaping  morphology,  perhaps
indicating that emergent trade-offs are in balance and that they might be
minimized between functions. Development can limit evolution to reach a
maximum fitness when one looks solely at the phenotype (Salazar-Ciudad &
Marín-Riera, 2013), but when looking at its function, maximum fitness can
be  achieved  by  the  many-to-one  relationship  of  phenotype  to  function
(Polly,  2013;  Salazar-Ciudad  &  Marín-Riera,  2013).  Moreover,  a  recent
study  has  shown  that  trade-offs  might  instead  benefit  evolutionary
transitions  instead of constraining them (Polly,  2020).  Functional trade-
offs could carry evolution across lower performance valleys, as maximum
performance for a specific  demand might not be achieved,  but they may
represent the optimal solution in any environment in which an organism
experiences competing for functional demands (Polly, 2020). An integrated
skull, in this regard, maintains a shape balance even when strong selection
would  be expected  to  favor  certain  shapes  linked mostly  with a  specific
functional demand.  An exception to this reasoning might be fossoriality,
which leads to dramatic functional changes in all other aspects of ecology in
favor of habitat locomotion. This must be further studied. 
On the other hand, it is well-known that modularity is a widespread
phenomenon  in  biology  that  has  been  associated  with  evolutionary
diversification, novelty, and disparity between body parts (Wagner, 2007).
Modules  are  expected  to  represent  evolutionary  building  blocks,  and  so
evolution could generate different outcomes between them. In other words,
modularity  refers  to  the  partitioning  of  variation  in  a  structure  among
correlated traits  in  association to function,  phylogeny,  development, and
genetic networks (Wagner, 2007; Klingenberg, 2013b).  For instance, think
of  the  forelimbs  and  hindlimbs  in  snakes,  which  have  long  lost  their
forelimbs but hindlimbs persisted in some extant and extinct lineages (or
they might as well have reversed) (Leal & Cohn, 2016). In extant snakes, the
vestigial  hindlimbs  were  co-opted  as  clasps  that  aid  mating  and  in  the
formation of the hemipenis - an exaptation (Tschopp et al., 2014). 
Modularity has also been investigated regarding the skull shape of
lizards and snakes. Monteiro and Abe (1997) identified modularity in the
skull  of  the  lizard  Tupinambis  merianae  with a  clear  interplay  between
ecology (dietary shifts) and bone development. Sanger et al. (2012, 2013)
found  that  skull  modularity  is  not  conserved  among  lineages  of  Anolis
lizards, for instance,  A. sagrei  and  A. cybotes  have convergent integrated
skulls,  whereas  the  long-faced  species  -  A.  carolinensis  and  A.
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bahorucoensis - have both evolved a novel, rostrum-specific module. Lazić
et  al.  (2015)  identified  modularity  in  Podarcis  muralis  associated  with
developmental  modules  based  on the investigation  of  the  offset  of  skull
ossification (anterior bones ossify faster than posterior ones). Powell et al.
(2017)  interpreted  modularity  in  the  dermatocranium  of  Phrynosoma
hernandesi. Conversely, Taylor et al. (2017) did not find modularity in the
skull of casque-headed lizards by comparing the crest against the rest of the
skull,  but  they  did  not  find  significant  integration  in  males  either,  only
among  females.  Urošević  et  al.  (2019)  identified  different  levels  of
modularity by analyzing 14 species and 8 genera of Lacertidae lizards. At
the  static  level,  they  found  separation  between  anterior  and  posterior
functional regions of the skull. At the ontogenetic and evolutionary levels,
modularity was detected for the ventral cranium. Andjelković et al. (2017)
found that there is a high level of morphological integration between the
braincase and elements of  the  feeding apparatus  in snakes of  the genus
Natrix, but the snout elements (premaxilla and nasals) express the lowest
degree of correlation with the rest of the skull. This is compatible with their
delayed  onset  of  ossification  (Werneburg  &  Sánchez-Villagra,  2015).
Another  exception  to  the  integration  pattern  in  squamates,  even  at  the
macroevolutionary scale, might be the shape of the quadrate (section 5.3).
From these studies, it seems that modularity can be present within
and among closely related species, but that pattern might be obscured or
less common across distantly related lineages. Modularity within lineages is
highly  variable  due  to  differences  in  the  way  covariation  is  partitioned.
Comparing all  lineages might obscure nuanced patterns of modularity in
favor of  integration.  Conversely,  skull  integration might  indeed be more
common  in  a  large  scale,  so  largely  overwriting  the  signal  of  the  few
lineages that have modular skulls. Modularity in lower levels might not be
expressed in the adult phenotype. 
5.2) THE ECOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF SNAKES
“The  origin  of  snakes  has  recently  become  a  paleontological  'hot
potato'” (Rieppel & Kearney, 2001, p. 110). This research program provided
a  new  and  integrative  ecological  hypothesis  as  well  as  an  evolutionary
scenario for the origin and radiation of snakes. A terrestrial early-ancestor
of snakes, meaning a population of lizards that likely inhabited Gondwana
in the Jurassic, was most-likely the precourse of the crown-snake lineage of
fossorial snakes in the Lower Cretaceous. This unites the hypotheses of a
terrestrial  ancestor  with  that  of  a  fossorial  ancestor,  while  rejecting  the
marine  hypothesis.  The  exclusion  of  a  marine  origin  has  also  been
supported by a complementary approach to study skull shape and rates of
evolution (Watanabe et al., 2019) and nanometric diversity of scales (Arrigo
et al., 2019). I suggest that future studies direct attention to understanding
in  more  detail  the  likely  terrestrial/fossorial  ecology  of  the  early  snake
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ancestor.  
A  terrestrial  to  fossorial  change  in  the  ecology  of  early  snake
ancestors had not been previously presented. This is surprising given that
this same ecological change was recovered as the most likely scenario in the
evolution of other elongated, limb-reduced lizards such as amphisbaenians
(Müller et al., 2011) and Gymnophthalmidae (Barros et al.,  2011). Likely,
this  proposition  was  mostly  delayed  for  snakes  because  most  previous
studies  were  focused  on  the  evaluation  of  the  phylogenetic  position  of
fossils  and  did  not  pay  the  necessary  attention  to  the  tree  nodes  that
connect stem lineages. The conceptual shift of looking at the evolutionary
change between internodes allowed us to evaluate the mode and time of the
ecological  transitions  in  the  early  snakes  in  a  unique  fashion.  This  is
dramatically different from looking for the sister-group lineage of snakes,
which  offered  little  resolution  and  is,  at  least  partially,  based  on
misconceptions of morphological evolution. 
Furthermore, a terrestrial to fossorial transition is more likely based
also  on  independent  studies.  Fossoriality  has  evolved  multiple  times  in
lizards  and  snakes,  and  in  most  cases,  from  a  four-legged,  terrestrial
ancestor, so it is an expected evolutionary path (Wiens & Slingluff, 2001;
Wiens et al.,  2006). Importantly,  a  burrowing lifestyle is  not necessarily
correlated  with  total  limb  loss  but  is  with  elongated  bodies  (Wiens  &
Slingluff, 2001). 
The proposed ecological scenario also seemly rejects the hypotheses
of head-first (Caldwell et al., 2015) and body-first evolution (Longrich et al.,
2012). The view supported here is of an integrated evolution of the snake
bauplan, although limbs follow a more specific trajectory. This is treated in
terms of developmental processes and its mechanisms in the section 5.3.
However, further studies should be pursued to integrate the skull and body
shapes with geometric morphometrics. 
A fossorial ecology for crown snakes is also compatible with most-
recent  scientific  findings  based  on  the  fossil  record  and  ancestral-state
estimations (Apesteguía & Zaher, 2006; Wiens et al., 2006; Cundall & Irish,
2008; Brandley et al., 2008; Longrich et al., 2012; Martill et al., 2015; but
for an opposite view, see the review by Caldwell et al., 2019). Furthermore,
terrestriality for the early  ancestor of  stem snakes fits  well  with late 19th
century  and  early  20th century  hypotheses,  although  they  lacked
phylogenetic and comparative methods for formal evaluation (Cope, 1869;
Janensch, 1906; Camp, 1923). Finally, Vidal and Hedges (2004) discussed
that an evolutionary change of a specialized marine group into a terrestrial
one has never been documented, not at least since the origin of tetrapods
(Dickson et al., 2020). 
Why does the marine hypothesis remain as an acceptable alternative
in contemporary discussions of the early ecology of snakes in light of a large
and variable number of contrary evidence to that hypothesis? I believe that
is still the case because no other study before the ones included and further
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presented in this dissertation had approached the problem of the origin of
snakes  with  an  integrative  experimental  design.  This  time  around,
statements like "but you did not look at this type of data" or "but you did
not include this important taxon" are not valid. By combining a variety of
large-scale sources of data (extant and fossil, adult and embryos, phylogeny
and  ecology,  mathematical  and  statistical  approaches),  a  terrestrial-to-
fossorial  change  in  the  early  evolution  of  snakes  is  strongly  and
convergently supported. Additionally,  several  researchers were looking at
the  problem  not  only  with  restricted  data  (morphological  traits  and
phylogeny)  but  also  with  a  linear,  static,  and,  at  times,  misleading
conceptual framework of seeking only to recover the sister-group/taxon to
be  “able”  to  deduce  the  ancestral  ecology.  Evolution  is  instead  mostly
dynamic, and one must focus attention at evolutionary differences between
ancestral  nodes,  which  can  be  holistically  estimated.  Looking  at  the
phylogenetic position of single fossils is prompt to generate confusion. A
few fossils are limited in describing with confidence the shape and size of
ancestors. Fossils are tip specimens on their rights and might not represent
ancestral  traits or populations (Crisp & Cook, 2005). Fossil lineages also
undergo evolutionary changes since their common ancestor split with living
lineages (Prothero & Buell, 2007). They might have a combination of traits
that  were  present  in  the ancestor  too,  but  that  cannot  be  granted  from
deduction and so that approach has reduced scientific  value. Fossils  can
confirm  that  certain  traits  and  groups  were  already  present  at  certain
geological periods, but they cannot be necessarily equated to ancestors or
be seen as “missing links” (Prothero & Buell, 2007). 
More interestingly, fossils that were not included in the analyses, are
an excellent  material  to  contrast  with  ancestral  estimations.  The crown-
snake ancestor has likely evolved in  the Lower Cretaceous.  However,  no
other snake with a preserved skull than Tetrapodophis (Martill et al., 2015),
which has its taxonomical status under disputes (Lee et al., 2016), has been
found that is dated from the Lower Cretaceous. On the other end, Jurassic
fossils  are  represented  by  skull  fragments  (Caldwell  et  al.,  2015).  The
discovery  of  new  snake  skulls  from  the  Lower  Cretaceous  and  better-
preserved ones in the Jurassic will allow for comparisons with estimated
ancestors. Additionally, a recent study has grouped several fossil snakes in a
parallel radiation to the alethinophidian clade, but this hypothesis has not
yet been evaluated in the context of skull shape evolution (Garberolio et al.,
2019a).
The crown snake ancestor was also estimated to be a small fossorial,
but not as miniaturized as seen among extant blind snakes. These findings
match well with the small skull size and fossorial ecology of early-branching
lineages represented by the Upper Cretaceous  Coniophis (Longrich et al.,
2012), Upper Cretaceous Najash (Apesteguía & Zaher, 2006; Garberoglio et
al.,  2019a), and with the Lower Cretaceous  Tetrapodophis (Martill  et al.,
2015). In functional terms, small head size is already compatible with the
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force requirements for a head-first burrowing behavior (Laduke et al., 2010
and references therein). A long body (2 m) might be seen as incompatible
with fossorial behavior as seen in Coniophis (Longrich et al., 2012; Palci et
al., 2018), but even long and large snakes can still burrow (Bruton, 2013).
Interestingly,  a  new  blind  snake  fossil  (Boipeba  tayasuensis)  from  the
Upper  Cretaceous  supports  our  size-evolution  model  of  increased
miniaturization among blind snakes (Fachini et al., 2020). Miniaturization
within the scolecophidian  lineage  had been  also  suggested  before  (Kley,
2006;  Kley  &  Brainerd,  1999).  The  findings  described  here  oppose  the
ongoing discussion of large versus miniaturized snake ancestors (Scanlon &
Lee, 2000; Scanlon, 2006; Hsiang et al., 2015; Caldwell, 2019), reframing it
as a smaller  ancestor than the one of  alethinophidian snakes and larger
than the one of scolecophidian snakes. Of course, fossil  comparisons are
contentious  because  one  would  have  to  assume  that  those  fossils  are
representative of the early size of their most-recent common ancestor (poor
species clades offer little information on that).
Finally, the evolutionary change in size was correlated with changes
in shape, particularly in the early evolution of snakes. Allometry might have
facilitated the evolution of a fossorial behavior in a microevolutionary scale.
However, allometry is not a requirement for the evolution of fossorial forms
in lizards, for example, amphisbaenians. The association between allometry
and the origin of fossoriality will require more investigations.
5.3) THE MORPHOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL 
RADIATION OF SNAKES 
“It  is  useful  to regard evolution as  the control  of  development by
ecology (...) The emphasis is therefore on the phenotype, on the level where
adaptation occurs. And the phenotype is development." (Van Valen, 1974, p.
115).  This  dissertation  and  accompanying  publications  showed  that  the
snake skull develops faster than those of lizards. Fast development would
have generated novel skull shapes and functions through peramorphosis in
balance with natural selection. 
Evolutionary  novelty  can  be  simply  defined  as  any  biological
structure that creates conditions for an organism to exert  new functions
that were not present in its ancestor (Mayr, 1960) or “Novelty reflects the
formation of newly individuated characters, features of the organism which
were not present in ancestral species” (Erwin, 2017, p. 2).
Novelties can be divided into three morphological  categories:  new
body plans, new structures with no homology within deep ancestors, and
structures  that  have  undergone  substantial  departure  from the  ancestor
condition (Müller, 2010). Furthermore, Hallgrímson et al., (2012) proposed
that novelty is associated with changes in the evolutionary trajectories of
organisms  in  close  association  to  fitness  landscapes.  Gould  (1977)  and
Alberch  et  al.  (1979)  instead  associated  novelty  with  changes  in  the
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ontogenetic trajectories of descendant lineages in comparisons to ancestors
by  heterochrony  in  association  with  natural  selection.  They  described
evolutionary  novelty  as  a  result  of  prolonged  developmental  time
(hypermorphosis)  or  then increased  rates  of  development  (acceleration).
The two former definitions are focused on traits, so prone to subjectivity,
and anything could be potentially considered novelty (Pigliucci, 2008). The
last  two  definition  are  focused  on  processes  and  based  on  a  formal
analytical treatment that have expected patterns, thus, more ideal. Alberch
´s approach also does not neglect development and see it as a crucial step
between  the  genotype  and the  phenotype.  As  Alberch  (1980) stated  "In
evolution,  selection  may  decide  the  winner  of  a  given  game  but
development non-randomly defines the players” (p. 665).
The  observed  unique  morphospace  occupation  of  alethinophidian
snakes fit well to notion of novelty. It is interesting to notice that the same
habitats in lizards are linked with different skull morphologies in snakes,
but for fossorial lineages, which are mostly convergent. I hypothesize that
snakes broke evolutionary and developmental constraints (Maynard Smith
et al., 1985; Alberch, 1989) that “kept” fossoriality in a specialized "dead-
end”. From a fossorial ancestor, snakes radiated into a variety of ecologies. 
Gould (1977) linked heterochrony with ecological strategies. Snakes
evolved  from  lizards,  and  so  we  can  assume  that  today´s  ontogenetic
trajectories  observed  among  lizards  are  also  representative  of  their
ancestral  ones.  To improve the strength of  that assumption,  ontogenetic
trajectories from all major lineages of lizards were included. The pattern of
morphospace occupation by snakes signaled that it could be an evolutionary
outcome of peramorphosis (Gould, 1977; Alberch et al., 1979). However, the
distinction between its mechanisms (hypermorphosis or acceleration) is not
possible  from  the  morphospace.  The  regression  approach  showed  that
acceleration in skull development was most likely the mechanism in place.
Interestingly,  Watanabe  et  al.  (2019)  also  found  snakes,  iguanians  with
cranial ornamentation, and fossorial lizards show the highest rates of skull
evolution.  Simões  et  al.  (2020)  reinforced  that  the  origin  of  snakes  is
marked by  the  highest  rates  of  phenotypic  evolution  in  diapsid  history,
which is largely explained by skull features. 
To explain the radiation of snake skulls from a fossorial ancestor, I
presented here (in this dissertation, not in the publications) an evolutionary
model  that  is  based  on  a  feedback-loop  mechanism  between  ecology
(natural selection) and ontogeny (rates of development). The evolution of
snake skulls would represent an example of the balance between ecology
and development considering what the theories that have been laid down by
Van  Valen  (1974)  and  Gould  (1977).  In  accord  with  my  new  model,
complementary to descriptions presented in the publications, ontogenetic
changes  in  the  skull  shape  would  have  been  reinforced  by  selective
pressures linked with habitat, but, most importantly, diet. The presence of
larger prey in a new geographic region could be exploited by snakes with a
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larger  gape  size.  In  a  feedback  response,  new  phenotypes  would  have
emerged by increased rates of skull development affecting skull shape that
was  likely  linked  with  the  rise  of  wider  gapes  (see  discussion  on  the
quadrate bone below). Some of these new phenotypes would have allowed
snakes to ingest even larger prey. Ultimately, this dietary shift would have
fostered radiation (Cundall, 1995; Greene, 1983; Cundall & Greene, 2000). 
The evolution of gape size is a disputed topic. Gape size might have
increased one or multiple times from limited-gape ancestors in snakes (e.g.,
Cundall  &  Irish,  2008;  Pyron  et  al.,  2013;  Harrington  & Reeder,  2007;
Miralles et al., 2018; Burbrink et al., 2020) or from an ancestor that already
had  a  large  gape  size  (Rage  &  Escuillié,  2000;  Caldwell  et  al.,  2007;
Scanferla & Bhullar, 2014; Hsiang et al.,  2015; Garberoglio et al.,  2019b;
Strong et al., 2020). Fortunately, the debate can be simplified as of distinct
claims about the level of macrostomy, which has increased within several
lineages of alethinophidian snakes (Harrington & Reeder, 2007; Miralles et
al., 2018; Moon et al., 2019). Reversals also took place, so bear in mind that
my complementary skull evolution model does not aim to be representative
of linear evolution. My skull evolution model presented firstly here fits well
with a scenario of  increased macrostomy. Moreover,  our snake ancestral
estimation, as described in the publication I,  supports an early ancestral
gape-size (Figure 4b, Publication I) - if one considers that gape-size can be
estimated  from the shape  and  rotation of  the  quadrate-bone (Scanferla,
2016; Moon et al., 2019). 
The prenatal  ontogenetic changes in the quadrate bone had major
relevance  to  establish  the  observed  evolutionary  patterns  in  the  adult
morphospace and ontogenetic morphospace linked with macrostomy. The
anteroposterior elongation of the quadrate bone and the antero-posterior
projection of  its  ventral  articular  surface  (towards  the body)  throughout
ontogeny is compatible with other sources of quantification such as linear
metrics and angles (Scanferla, 2016; Silva et al., 2018). These observations
are also compatible with earlier embryonic studies based on a few samples
that had shown that the snake’s quadrate changes from an anteroventral
inclined position in early embryos, passing through a vertical position and,
finally, a posteroventral inclined orientation in late embryos (Kamal, 1996).
This quadrate rotation is paralleled by the elongation of the supratemporal
throughout development (Peyer, 1912). The description of embryos of the
snake  Thamnophis  radix has recently  also  reinforced  the importance of
ontogenetic changes in the morphology of the quadrate bone for the adult
morphology (Strong et al., 2019). Moreover, postnatal skull shape changes,
particularly in the quadrate,  have been shown to parallel  increased gape
size and dietary shifts in the evolution of snakes (Scanferla, 2016; Silva et
al.,  2018).  Diet  would  have  been  a  major  selective  force  that  led  to
directional increase in the rate of skull shape development. In turn, it led to
skulls that could ingest larger prey. Conversely,  fossorial habitat opposes
that trend. 
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Unfortunately,  the  underlying  molecular  mechanisms  leading  to
observed shape changes in the quadrate of snakes are unknown. It is known
that, at the molecular level, rapid genomic reorganizations were observed in
snakes (Di-Poï et al., 2009; Castoe et al., 2014), but their relevance for the
evolutionary  model  described  remains  elusive. Molecular mechanisms of
quadrate development are better known for mammals, but it is there highly
modified  into  an  ossicle  of  the  middle  ear  (Tucker,  2017),  thus  bearing
limited  information  for  snakes.  On  the  other  hand,  the  shape  changes
observed  here  for  the  quadrate  can  be  explained  by  the  developmental
mechanism  of  acceleration  in  the  rate  of  skull  development.  The  fossil
record  corroborates  the  presented  model.  Scanferla  and  Bhullar  et  al.
(2014), by comparing the postnatal ontogeny of the fossil snake  Dinilysia
with published information for lizards and snakes, found a higher level of
skull ossification and great posterior elongation of the supratemporal. They
suggested, "that accelerated maturity of the head skeleton since perinatal
stages is an apomorphic trend shared by  Dinilysia  and extant snakes” (p.
566). 
The labile response of skull rate development to new environments
and diets was likely paramount in the early phases of occupation of new
regions. Phenotypic plasticity is also common in snake skulls (Moon et al.,
2019). Thus, the great departure of snake skull shapes from their ancestral
condition is seen here  to have allowed for new functions  to emerge like
preying on large mammals and birds. This would have fostered species and
ecological  radiation  among  boas,  pythons,  and,  most  remarkably,
caenophidian  snakes  (Cundall,  1995;  Greene,  1983;  Cundall  &  Greene,
2000). 
In support,  a  model  of  non-random speciation–extinction process
found that the alethinophidians underwent species radiation (Ricklefs et al.,
2007). Of note, patterns of species richness and radiations were also found
to be influenced by mass extinction events, and snakes would have taken a
long  time  to  recover  their  diversity  from  such  catastrophic  moments
(Longrich et al., 2012; Hsiang et al., 2015). This tells us that evolution is a
combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Mass extinctions remain to
be combined with skull shape evolution in squamates.
On the other hand, scolecophidians show a different pattern. They
have shorter ontogenetic trajectories in the same range as those of fossorial
lizards, slower ossification rates, and head development like lizards. Most
lizards,  differently  from  alethinophidian  snakes,  remain  with  mostly
unossified  skull  rooftops  at  the  time  of  hatching.  Completion  of  skull
ossification in lizards takes place postnatally (Maisano, 2001). Similarities
between scolecophidians and lizards could represent either ancestral-state
conservation  or  then  paedomorphosis.  Paedomorphosis  had  been
previously suggested (Kley, 2006; Kley & Brainerd, 1999; Palci et al., 2016),
but  never  formally  tested  until  this  dissertation.  The  observed  trend  of
reduction in size and the fossil record (Fachini et al., 2020) also support the
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hypothesis of paedomorphosis as presented here. 
On  the  other  hand,  mosaic  or  dissociated  heterochrony  is  also  a
possibility for the skull of snakes, for example, paedomorphosis linked with
dissociation  of  snout  bones  that  generated  more  mobility  has  been
proposed based on comparisons of the onset of ossification and ancestral-
state  estimation  of  ontogenetic  series  (Werneburg  &  Sánchez-Villagra,
2015).  Such  dissociation  of  bones  has  been  hypothesized  to  play  an
important  role  in  the  evolution  of  feeding  in  snakes  (Irish,  1989).
Heterochrony patterns also were found to vary depending on the taxonomic
level supported by formalized mathematical approaches. This is expected
because  comparisons  are  between  descendants  and  ancestral  states
(Sherratt et al., 2019b; Gray et al., 2019b). 
Recently, Simões et al. (2020) discussed that “we predict that future
findings  will  soon  be  able  to  reveal  fundamental  clues  on the  potential
factors  enabling  phenotypic  innovation  decoupled  from  taxonomic
radiation during early snake evolution.” (p. 8). However, one must reaffirm
that the early fossil record is poor for snakes. It remains unclear if snakes
had already ecologically  radiated early  on in their evolution between the
Jurassic  and  the  Lower  Cretaceous.  Snakes  had  already  radiated  in  the
Upper  Cretaceous  (Longrich  et  al.,  2012).  The  available  fossils  were
interpreted  to  reflect  variable  ecologies  in  the  Jurassic  (Caldwell  et  al.,
2015),  but  that  remains  elusive  before  the  discovery  of  better-preserved
specimens. 
From the phylomorphospace recovered here, the first phase of the
evolution of snakes was most likely conservative in terms of morphological,
taxonomical, and ecological diversification. It is more likely that snakes at
this  early  phase  diversified  in  skull  shapes  mostly  linked  with  different
requirements  for  terrestrial  life  with  fossorial  behavior.  Morphological,
taxonomical, and ecological radiation would only take place much later in
the evolution of the group: first in the Upper Cretaceous and again after the
Cretaceous  mass  extinction  event.  These  reasoning  is  compatible  with a
proposition that early adaptive radiations are less common than had been
anticipated  (Harmon et  al.,  2010),  meaning  that  early  bursts  of  species
followed  by  stasis  would  be  rare.  Instead,  selection  (fitness  peaks)  and
developmental constraints would be relevant throughout the diversification
of  a  clade  by  directing  morphological  changes.  In  accord  with  my skull
evolution  model,  as  development  and  selection  began  to  interact  more
closely through a feedback-loop mechanism, tightly regulated by alterations
in the rate of development, snakes have found the evolutionary conditions
to  radiate  (boas,  pythons,  and  caenophidians).  Early  radiation  in  the
Jurassic, if confirmed, will be likely explained by other processes than those
in my skull model.
On the other hand,  the combined phylogeny of Garberoblio  et  al.
(2019a) and discussions by Caldwell et al. (2015) have suggested the snake
had much earlier morphological  and ecological  radiations.  Garberoglio et
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al. (2019a) are vague about the ancestral snake ecology. Najash was maybe
a terrestrial, fossorial,  or even a semi-fossorial organism; or just because
the topology presented by Garberoglio et al. (2019a) seems to reinforce the
notion  of  an  early  ecological  radiation  for  snakes.  Interestingly,  the
phylogeny described in Garberoglio et al. (2019a) leans towards supporting
Caldwell et al., (2015)’s views of an early ecological radiation for snakes but
less so Garberoglio et al., (2019b). One could be led to interpret that if the
Cretaceous  and other  relevant  fossils  are  together in  a  sister  group  and
represent multiple ecologies then the ancestral ecology of snakes would be
harder to know because all those ecologies are equally “sister ecologies” and
so  “ancestral  ecologies”.  That  is  a  limited  assumption,  one  or  multiple
fossils as the sister lineage is not enough to state the ancestral ecology of
snakes. This is discussed in the next section as the “sister-group fallacy”. If
we continue to state the snake ecology based on this conceptual framework,
confusions will just increase, and we will be walking in circles where new
data just leads us to assimilation not accommodation of ideas.
The alternative that was presented elsewhere (Caldwell, 2019), which
is hardly testable, is that the snake ancestor was then an intermediate and
so  a  complex  chimera  in  morphological  and  ecological  terms  -  a  semi
terrestrial organism that swam in saline waters near mangroves and that
preyed on big animals while climbing on mangrove trees with its four tiny
legs (as illustrated in the cover of Caldwell (2019)’s book). Again, further
analysis with complementary methods should be performed to confirm this
hypothesis. 
Of final note, the ecological and morphological radiation of snakes is
most likely also linked with body features, which were not studied in this
doctoral project. An integration of body and skull shape remains to be done
in future studies. Of note, the elongated body of snakes has been shown to
have evolved by the acceleration of the rate of somitogenesis (Gomez et al.,
2008), leading to a larger counting of vertebrae than in lizards (Müller et
al.,  2010).  Seemingly,  the  head and  body of  snakes  evolved  in  synergy,
rejecting  a  head-first  hypothesis  (Caldwell  et  al.,  2015)  and a  body-first
hypothesis  (Longrich et  al.,  2012).  This is  also compatible with previous
findings based on linear morphometrics of the body shape that showed that
the  selective  pressure  of  digging  under  soil  deeply  influences  the
morphology of lizards and reached extremes among snakes (Wiens et al.,
2006). 
5.4) THE ECOLOGY OF A SNAKE ANCESTOR: A 
CONCEPTUAL ISSUE?
On  the  ecological  origin  of  snakes,  the  prominent  evolutionary
biologist Olivier Rieppel (1988) wrote: 
Although the riddle appears to be rather easily solved if looked at from a
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somewhat superficial perspective, it must be admitted that an acceptable
solution is no closer than at the beginning of this century, and while faith
in the promise for progress of a purely observational approach vanishes,
conceptual issues are more and more thrown into focus. (p. 37). 
Our data  and understanding about the ecological  origin  of  snakes
improved.  This dissertation and its  included publications  are  thought  to
have largely contributed. Yet, conceptual issues do persist.
The morphological,  ecological,  and developmental scenario for the
origin of  snakes presented in  this  dissertation has  been well-received by
independent studies with complementary approaches (e.g., Roscito et al.,
2018; Miralles et al., 2018; Broeckhoven &  DuPlessis,  2018; Palci & Lee,
2018; Tamagnini et al., 2018; Watanabe et al., 2019; Bardua et al., 2019;
Eymann et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2019; Sherratt et al., 2019b; Macrì et al.,
2019; Čerňanský & Stanley, 2019; Camacho et al., 2019; Arrigo et al., 2019;
Souto et al., 2019; Macaluso et al., 2019; Feijó et al., 2020; Bon et al., 2020;
Strong et al., 2020; Nicula, 2020; Khannoon et al., 2020; Inoue & Saitou,
2020; etc).
In a review on feeding evolution in snakes, Moon et al. (2019) wrote: 
In a recent integrative study of skull evolution in snakes, Da Silva et al.,
(2018)  concluded that  all  snakes  and their  sister  group evolved from a
surface-dwelling terrestrial  ancestor with non-fossorial  behavior.  Yet the
Crown-snake ancestor had a skull shape adapted for fossoriality. Although
the debate on the origin of snakes is far from resolved, a consensus is now
emerging that the earliest snakes, or at least the stem snakes leading to the
crown group of snakes, were fossorial or semi-fossorial animals that had a
functional intramandibular joint and ate relatively large prey. (p. 528).
One author, who resurfaced the marine origin of snakes, criticized
the studies included in this dissertation as having a mythical foundation, a
teleological  mindset,  and  would  have  used  pseudo-citations  to  back  up
claims  (Caldwell,  2019).  By  constructing  a  heated  and  personal
argumentation,  Caldwell  (2019)  contradicts  our  current  appreciation  of
processes  linked  with  the  growth  of  the  scientific  thought  (Kuhn,  1970;
Mayr, 1982).
Before addressing his criticism, I presented three general conceptual
issues in the field of snake evolution that need to be addressed before it and
will help in the rebuttal: misunderstanding of tree topologies and deduction
of ancestors based on single fossils (according to Krell & Cranston, 2004;
Baum et al., 2005; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Omland, 2008), as well as ad hoc
hypotheses that are unfalsifiable (according to Popper, 1959). 
Several studies about the ancestral ecology of snakes have incorrectly
interpreted  outgroups  by  directly  equating  them  to  the  ancestral
morphology  and  ecology  of  ingroups  (Crisp  &  Cook,  2005).  This  is  not
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trivial. Misinterpretations of phylogenies have long been debated because
they  produce  misleading  ecological  and  evolutionary  scenarios  (Krell  &
Cranston, 2004; Baum et al., 2005; Crisp & Cook, 2005; Omland, 2008). 
Publications with that issue will describe morphological transitions
as  sequences  of  tip  specimens  from  the  top-left  to  the  top-right  of
topologies. That is conceptually rooted, even if implicitly and unaware, in
the "ladder of progress", in this case reframed to a horizontal axis instead of
a vertical line as seen in pre-revolutionary times (Omland, 2008). This way,
phylogenetic  trees ended up being an image  to  fit  minimal  evolutionary
standards but does not fully reframe the conceptual understanding about
morphological evolution.
Studies with that conceptual issue will describe species or clades as
being "more basal" (or "primitive") to the "more derived" (or "advanced")
ones. Phylogenetic trees are not meant to be described that way (Krell &
Cranston, 2004; Omland, 2008). The relative ordering of tree branches is
not the focus but the ancestral nodes (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15 Two approaches to  reading phylogenies:  linear  versus  bifurcated.  a)  shows a
hypothetical topology where nodes are differentially colored. Specimens of any
clade are neither primitive nor derived from each other, only is valid for adjacent
ancestral nodes. b) and c) show the same topology but rotated concerning each
other. b) has the species-poor group on the left-side and c) on the right side. This
change  does  not  alter  evolutionary  descriptions  based  on  the  bifurcated
approach. Thus, basal and derived clades make no sense in phylogenies and
evolution. It is a poor assumption to equate fossils with ancestors.
Misinterpretation of phylogenies in the field of squamate evolution is
an  old  problem  that  has  been  resilient  to  conceptual  change,  just  as
expected from Conceptual Change Theory as described in section 1.1. of this
dissertation (Posner et al., 1982; Duit et al., 2013).
Gauthier et al.  (2012) provided clues about the root of those issues:
Although the Cuvierian scheme of  classification portrayed  “affinities”  in
terms of a dichotomous hierarchy, the image of an underlying “series” of
forms  still  dominated  comparative  biology  well  into  the  19th  century
(Daudin 1926),  as  can  be  seen from Oppel’s  (1811)  concerns  about  the
continuity  of  the  “lizard”  with  the  snake  “series.”  Louis  Agassiz,  in  his
famous  Essay  on  Classification  (1857),  emphasized  continuity  of  limb
reduction in squamates, citing the graded series of intermediates between
“lizards” and snakes as evidence for the completeness (plenitude) of the
scheme of nature, which for him was ultimately rooted in Divine thought.
Such  views,  of  course,  were  famously  opposed  by  Charles  Darwin.
(Gauthier et al., 2012, p. 4).
That rationale described above is deeply rooted in Aristotle's “Great
Chain of  Beings” and Linnaeus's  Systema Naturae,  with connotations of
progress during change of life forms (Lovejoy, 1976). 
Those misconceptions largely contributed to the scientific  crisis  in
the field of snake early evolution, and, by extension, vertebrate evolution,
with endless overturns and disputes on the early ecology of snakes that are
largely the fruit of oversimplification. 
Cladistics seems to be at the heart of the problem:
provide support for a marine origin of snakes in the context of a cladistic
analysis  where  character  transformations  can  be  followed  through  a
cladogram (i.e.,  synapomorphies  are organized in a  hierarchical  pattern
from  more  inclusive  to  less  inclusive  clades;  Lee  1998,  2005a,  2005b,
2009; Palci and Caldwell, 2010). (Palci et al., 2013, p. 1329).
That is permissive to old-fashion statements avoided in most fields 
of evolutionary biology such as the notion of primitive like “If these fossil 
snakes are to be considered primitive, (...)” (Palci et al., 2013, p. 1329). 
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This conceptual crisis stems from the so-called "sister-group fallacy"
-  a  historical  issue  in  biology  that  is  fruit  of  misconceptions  about  the
topology of phylogenetic trees. For example, the discovery of  Pachyophis
led to its interpretation as a transitional form and a marine origin of snakes.
That  is  a  narrative  co-opted  and  re-employed  in  the
description/redescription of marine fossil snakes from the late 1990s and
from  thereon:  “The  recognition  that  the  most  primitive  snake
[Pachyrhachis  problematicus]  is  marine  does  not  support  the  fossorial
hypothesis and suggests that an aquatic ancestry for snakes merits serious
reconsideration." (Caldwell & Lee, 1997, p. 707). 
Other clear examples follow below here: 
If the sister-group of snakes is a group of aquatic squamates that show a
marked evolution towards highly modified limbs (Caldwell, 1996), then a
reasonable alternative exists for the conventional view of a fossorial origin
for snakes  and snake characters.  (...)  This  early  snake  shows numerous
adaptations  to  marine  environments  (Lee  &  Caldwell,  1998)  that  could
have been co-opted in later snake evolution for adaptations to terrestrial,
and specifically, fossorial habits. (Caldwell, 1999, p. 139).
Our  conclusions,  that  the  most  primitive  snake  is  the  marine
Pachyrhachis,  and  that  the  nearest  relatives  of  snakes  are  the  marine
mosasauroids,  are  therefore  unexpected.  Neither  Pachyrhachis nor
mosasauroids could have been fossorial. At the very least, this means that
fossoriality cannot be primitive in snakes, but rather must have evolved in
snakes more derived than Pachyrhachis. It suggests that an aquatic origin
for snakes, first proposed by Nopcsa (1908, 1923) but now largely ignored,
merits serious consideration. (Scanlon, 1999, p. 146).
Hypotheses regarding the adaptive origin of snakes, i.e., fossorial versus
marine, must be made in the context of phylogenetic patterns that find a
closest  snake  sister-group  relationship  with  either  an  aquatic  or  a
burrowing clade of squamates (see Caldwell 1999). Only then it is possible
to create process hypotheses regarding snake origins. (Caldwell & Albino,
2001, p. 212). 
Interestingly, the two limbed marine snakes do not form a clade, but rather
comprise  the  two  most  basal  snake  lineages;  this  is  consistent  with  a
marine origin for snakes (e.g., Nopcsa, 1923; Lee & Caldwell, 2000). The
large size  and absence of  burrowing  adaptations  in the next  two  snake
lineages  (madtsoiids  and  Dinilysia)  also  argue  against  a  subterranean
origin (Scanlon & Lee, 2000). (Lee & Scanlon, 2002a, p. 386).
Phylogenetic analysis  suggests that  Mesoleptos is  the nearest relative of
snakes; this phylogenetic position is consistent with its morphology being
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intermediate between typical marine squamates (e.g.  mosasauroids) and
primitive marine snakes (pachyophiids). (Lee & Scanlon, 2002b, p. 131).
the snakes may have originated in a marine environment. This hypothesis
is supported by the fact that the Mosasauroidea, Cretaceous lizards also
markedly adapted to marine life, are widely recognized as the group most
closely related to the snakes (e.g. Lee, 1997; Caldwell, 1999; Lee & Caldwell,
2000; see, however, the divergent views of Rieppel & Zaher, 2000). (Rage
& Escullié, 2003, p. 8).
Combined morphological  and molecular analyses  also still  unite  marine
lizards  with  snakes.  Thus,  the  molecular  data  do  not  refute  the
phylogenetic evidence for a marine origin of snakes. (Lee, 2005a, p. 227).
That rationale is present in the claims of other ecologies and fossils:
The  primitive,  fossorial  snake  genera  Leptotyphlops and  Typhlops  are
basal  to  the  other  snakes  and  provide  tentative  molecular  evidence  in
support  of  a  fossorial  or  subfossorial  origin  of  limblessness  for  the
suborder Serpentes. (Forstner, 1995, p. 93).
Nonetheless, the significant exclusion of snakes from varanoids is in itself
sufficient to support a terrestrial origin of snakes, because no other marine
connection has been suggested or is likely. (Vidal & Hedges, 2004, p. 226).
The stem snake  Najash is terrestrial, arguing against a marine origin, yet
the  animal’s  large  size  (~2m  in  length)  seems  inconsistent  with  the
hypothesis  that  snakes  evolved from burrowing forms.  (Longrich  et  al.,
2012, p. 205).
in  combination  with  the  recently  revised  phylogenetic  position  of  the
limbed  Tethyan  marine  snakes  (Simoliophiidae;  e.g.,  Haasiophis
terrasanctus [9],  Eupodophis  descouensis [10],  and  Pachyrachis
problematicus [11])  as  nested  within  Alethinophidia  (rather  than
representing  stem  snakes)  [4,8],  offers  compelling  evidence against  the
marine origin hypothesis for snakes. (Hsiang et al., 2015, p. 2). 
Nevertheless, our analyses do not support a marine origin for snakes, since
we  show  that  the  earliest  snake  lineages  are  the  burrowing
scolecophidians” (Reeder et al., 2015, p. 11).
combined with its [Najash] hypothesized basal position as the sister group
to  all  living  snakes,  has  made it  a  crucial  taxon  for  every  recent  study
dealing with the origin and early evolution of snakes. (Garberoglio et al.,
2019b, p. 1).
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Many studies  in  the field  of  the early  ecology and morphology of
snakes became almost  exclusively focused on finding the sister-group or
sister-taxon of all  other snakes, thereafter reducing, oversimplifying, and
confusing its evolutionary history. 
The second conceptual  issue is  assuming that  one can equate  the
combination  of  phenotypic  traits  in  fossils  with  those  expected  in  their
ancestors.  Traditionally,  changes  in  the  fossil  record  have  been  seen  as
mostly  gradual  and  so  perfect  transitional  forms  would  be  expected,  or
assumed, for most lineages through time - a classical example is the fossil
record of horses (Simpson, 1944, 1953). 
Such views on morphological evolution were shown to be simplistic
(Orlando, 2013; MacFadden, 2005). That kind of disregard of evolutionary
complexity  contributed to the expectation of  perfect  fossil  bridges (half-
something/half-something  else)  or  the  so-called  "missing  links".  The
misleading notion of “missing links” dates back at least to the 18th century,
being  then  co-opted  to  evolution (Olson,  1981).  That  happened  because
some combined their linear thinking about evolution with a gradual mode
of  phenotypic  and  evolutionary  change.  Reminiscences  of  this  limited
notion about morphological evolution can be unfortunately identified in the
recent  peer-reviewed  scientific  literature.  Coates  and  Ruta  (2000)  were
provocative in their review about the origin of snakes with the following
subtitles: "Fossils: perfect missing link...” (p. 503) and “but perhaps not as
primitive as their legs suggest?" (p. 504).
This  superficial  view  of  the  fossil  record  and  its  reductionist
connection with purely gradual phenotypic evolution have been insightfully
criticized based on the variable relationships existing between the tempo
and mode of evolution in the broader sense of the paleontological record
(Eldredge  &  Gould,  1972;  Gould  &  Eldredge,  1977;  Gould,  2002).  For
instance, the punctuated equilibrium model of evolution opened a venue for
discussions  on  assumptions  about  morphological  evolution  (Gould  &
Eldredge,  1993).  It  initially  combined allopatric  speciation  (Mayr,  1963),
stasis, and species selection to explain phenotypic changes between fossil
species.  In  small  populations, rapid evolutionary changes  can take place
whereas  in  large  populations,  stabilizing  selection  would  keep  species
evolving  around  a  mean  phenotypic  shape.  That  evolutionary  model
demonstrated that evolution could proceed by variable rates. Benton and
Pearson (2001) found that vertebrates commonly have punctuated patterns
of diversification, with periods of  rapid speciation followed by long-term
stasis of species lineages. That notion has been though partially challenged
(Harmon  et al., 2010). As a take-on message, phyletic gradualism should
not be used as a granted condition that would allow a researcher to deduce
ancestral  morphologies  from fossils  alone that were dated closely to the
estimated age of the most recent common ancestor of a group. Even within
a short period, the difference between descendant lineages and ancestral
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forms  can  be  dramatic  (Gould  &  Eldredge,  1977,  1993).  Thus,  equating
fossils to ancestors "reflects the persistent bias for gradualism still deeply
embedded  in  paleontological  thought"  (Gould  &  Eldredge,  1977).
Nowadays,  rates  of  evolution  are  commonly  investigated  in  phylogenies
regardless of evoking or not the punctuated equilibrium (Watanabe et al.,
2019, Simões et al., 2020).
Misconceptions  such as equating  fast  morphological  changes  with
saltationism (Goldschmidt, 1960) and quantum evolution (Simpson, 1944,
1953), in addition to public discussions against creationists, can often lead
to  simplistic  interpretations  by  evolutionists  of  the  tempo  and  mode  of
phenotypic  evolution  so  to  fit  a  strict  phyletic  process  (Sterelny,  2003;
Shubin,  2009; Coyne,  2010; Dawkins,  2009).  Furthermore,  disregarding
developmental  bias  (constraints,  modularity,  and  correlation  of  traits)
diminishes our current understanding that complex traits often show non-
random variation (Alberch, 1980; Gould, 2002; Salazar-Ciudad & Jervall,
2005). Variation in simple phenotypes fit to neo-Darwinian assumptions
but  complex  phenotypes  occupy  the  morphospace  like  islands  (Salazar-
Ciudad & Jervall, 2005). 
In  morphodynamic  mechanisms,  induction  and  morphogenetic
processes  act  in  synergy.  In morphostatic mechanisms,  induction events
happen  before  morphogenetic  mechanisms,  and  thus  growth  cannot
influence the induction of a pattern. In the former, small changes in a gene
product  can  result  in  highly  non-linear  effects  that  can  produce  new
morphological  structures  with  higher  disparity  (Salazar-Ciudad  et  al.,
2003).  More  continuous  phenotypic  variation  can  be  produced  by
morphostatic  mechanisms,  but  those  are  expected  in  simpler  univariate
traits (Salazar-Ciudad et al., 2003). Skull shape is intrinsically multivariate.
Sustained adaptation is seemingly only possible from simpler phenotypes
according to models of phenotype–fitness maps (Salazar-Ciudad & Marín-
Riera, 2013).
Classical  textbooks  and science magazines  have commonly spread
the notion of orthodoxical continuous rate of gradual evolution, including
tales  of  "missing  links"  linked  to  Archaeopteryx,  Australopithecus,  and
Tiktaalik. They are representatives of more complex phenotypic landscapes
of  poorly  represented  lineages  (Niedźwiedzki  et  al.,  2010;  Harari  2011;
Godefroit  et  al.,  2013; Balanoff  et  al.,  2013).  Their  once thought  unique
transitional  characters  are  now  known  to  be  shared  with  several  other
species from distantly related lineages. Taxa with a mix of plesiomorphic
and apomorphic traits do exist, but fossils cannot be directly equated to the
total ancestral morphology or shape.  
This reductionist gradualism was early noticed by Thompson (1917):
Mr. Heilmann tells me that he has tried, but without success, to obtain a
transitional  series  between  the  human  skull  and  some  prehuman,
anthropoid type, which series (as  in the case of the Equidae) should be
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found to contain other known types in direct linear sequence. It appears
impossible, however, to obtain such a series, or to pass by successive and
continuous  gradations  through  such  forms  as  Mesopithecus,
Pithecanthropus, Homo neanderthalensis, and the lower or higher races of
modern man. The failure is not the fault of our method. It merely indicates
that  no  one  straight  line  of  descent,  or  of  consecutive  transformation,
exists;  but  on  the  contrary,  that  among  human  and  anthropoid  types,
recent and extinct,  we have to do with a complex problem of divergent,
rather than of continuous, variation. And in like manner, easy as it is to
correlate the baboon’s and chimpanzee’s skulls severally with that of man,
and easy as it is to see that the chimpanzee’s skull is much nearer to the
human type than is the baboon’s, it is also not difficult to perceive that the
series is not, strictly speaking, continuous, and that neither of our two apes
lies precisely on the same direct line or sequence of deformation by which
we may hypothetically connect the other with man. (pp. 773-774).
This  debate  seems  to  have  had  limited  impact  on  conceptual
thinking, and assumptions on phenotypic evolution, but also in the lexicon
of  several  studies  about  the  early  ecological  origin  of  snakes,  as  are
exemplified below: 
no obvious  intermediate stages have been identified. Here we present
evidence that mosasaurs: large, extinct marine lizards related to snakes,
represent  a  crucial  intermediate  stage.  Thus,  intermediate
morphologies  in snake skull  evolution should perhaps be sought  not  in
small burrowing lizards, as commonly assumed, but in large marine forms.
(Lee et al., 1999a, p. 656).
For a long time, the nearest lizard relatives of snakes remained uncertain,
and  no  transitional  taxa  were  known.  Recently,  however,  several
independent studies have concluded that large marine mosasauroids are
the nearest  relatives  of  snakes  (Scanlon,  1996;  Lee,1991,1998;  Caldwell,
1998;  Rage,  1997),  and  a  well-preserved  transitional  taxon,
Pachyrhachis problematicus, has been identified (Caldwell and Lee, 1997).
Here,  we discuss  the ecology of  this  important intermediate and its
implications for the evolutionary biology of snake origins. (Scanlon, 1999,
p. 127).
Phylogenetic analysis  suggests that Mesoleptos is  the nearest  relative  of
snakes; this phylogenetic position is consistent with its morphology
being  intermediate  between typical  marine  squamates  (e.g.
mosasauroids)  and  primitive  marine  snakes  (pachyophiids).  (Lee  and
Scanlon 2002, p. 131).
[on the outgroup position of  Najash]  This is  an intriguing phylogenetic
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proposal considering that  Najash is  only slightly older than  Dinilysia
(Upper Turonian versus Santonian). (Caldwell &Calvo, 2008, p. 360).
Coniophis  therefore  represents  a  transitional  snake,  combining  a
snake-like body and a lizard-like head. (Longrich et al., 2012, p. 205).
These snakes [Pachyrhachis problematicus and  Eupodophis descouensi]
would represent  almost ideal intermediates between the body plan of
dolichosaurs  and that  of  more advanced snakes.  (Palci  et  al.,  2013b,  p.
1329).
Thus,  the  importance  of  fossil  intermediates for  illuminating
macroevolutionary processes cannot be understated.(...) Transitional
fossils are therefore invaluable. (Hsiang et al., 2015, p. 15).
This rationale of  assumed “perfect”  intermediate  fossils,  and their
immediate  connection  to  ancestral  ecologies,  is  partially  understandable
because fossils  are  factual and show morphological  change  in situ while
ancestral estimations are probabilistic.  However, it  is important to stress
that  fossils  should  neither  be  equated  to  ancestors  nor  being  used  to
directly  imply  the  ancestral  morphology  and  ecology,  particularly
considering the poor fossil record of snakes. Illustrating, the ancestral-state
estimations done in this dissertation found that the ecology of the ancestor
of  Pythonomorpha  (uniting  large  marine  lizards  with  snakes)  was
terrestrial. This is compatible with the earliest ecological hypothesis for the
ancestor of snakes (Cope, 1869). Cope did not imply that the relationship of
snakes  with  marine  mosasauroids  was  indicative  of  a  marine  origin  of
snakes. On the other hand, contemporary authors with robust phylogeentic
methods  did  so  (e.g.,  Caldwell  &  Lee,  1997).  It  is  not  necessarily
methodological; the issue is firstly conceptual. It is about how you see the
world,  as introduced in this  dissertation by Jacob (1977)'s  iconic  extract
from his publication “Evolution and Tinkering”. 
Thereafter, the problem of the ecological origin of snakes is also one
of  deduction and induction.  Extrapolating that the snake ancestor  has  a
certain ecology based on the ecology of the sister-group or a few fossils is
the same as saying "this swan is the oldest swan cousin found to date and it
is white, so the ancestor of all other swans must be white". That assertion is
not  necessarily  reasonable  because  it  assumes  that  ecological  and
morphological  changes  did  not  take place  in  the sister  lineage  since  the
separation from the common ancestor with the related lineage. Moreover,
that extrapolation reflects a static view of evolution. This is so problematic
that  one might  imply  that  because  scolecophidian  snakes  are  commonly
retrieved as the sister-group of alethinophidians, or shown on the left side
of  the topology,  the  ancestor  of  snakes  had to  look like  an extant  blind
snake. That is most likely not the case for blind snakes, as supported by the
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results shown here, previous anatomical studies, and recently also by the
fossil record (see section 5.2). 
On  the  other  hand,  induction  is  rational  thinking  commonly
associated with scientific  practices such as the probabilistic access of the
ancestral  states.  Ancestral  state  estimation  (being  parsimony,  maximum
likelihood, or Bayesian) provides probabilistic values that are based on the
entire data (Ronquist, 2004). Evidently, as with any probabilistic method, it
has important limitations and might not be reliable in certain cases (e.g.,
Losos, 1999; Oakley & Cunningham, 2000; Polly, 2001; Webster & Purvis,
2002). Yet, based on multiple cases in which it is convincing or the best-
possible  evidence,  it  has  long  become  a  powerful  analytical  resource  in
comparative biology (Cunningham et al., 1998). That is particularly the case
if  researchers  have  fossil  remains  available  to  contrast  with  estimations
(Polly, 2001). Future fossil snake findings can be further contrasted with
estimated skull shape ancestors and sizes. The expectation is that small and
fossorial-like forms will be mostly recovered in the Lower Cretaceous while
higher proportions of terrestrial-like forms in the Jurassic. Marine forms
are less likely to be found. Marine forms would have likely evolved between
the Lower and Upper Cretaceous. 
In  this  dissertation  and  accompanying  papers,  several  sources  of
evidence were sought in support of an ecological scenario for the origin and
radiation  of  snakes  -  which  is  known  as  eliminative  induction.  Just  to
illustrate,  the  probability  of  each  node  was  calculated  through  an
independent method - discriminant function analysis - while the ancestral
shape  was  estimated  by  squared-change  parsimony.  Ancestral-state
estimations produced likelihoods that supported a terrestrial  to  fossorial
transition  between  deep  and  crown  snake  ancestors.  These  estimations
matched patterns of morphospace occupation, fossils distribution and sizes,
and  skull  development.  Earlier  studies  that  employed  ancestral-state
estimation of qualitative traits did not find strong support for any of the
ecological hypotheses, that likely due to sampling issues, low phylogenetic
signal,  and the quantitative nature of  the form-and-function relationship
(Hsiang et al., 2015; Wenerburg et al., 2015). The skull shapes of lizards and
snakes were found here to have a significant phylogenetic signal but also
retained ecological signatures. So far, no other study has retrieved contrary
hypotheses from the ones presented here based on new data or analyses.
Instead,  studies  have  supported  our  findings  based  on  complementary
quantitative approaches (e.g., Watanabe et al., 2019).
The last issue is the misstatement of hypotheses that can make them
unfalsifiable. Pooper (1959) wrote on the issue of dysfunctional hypotheses
that “(Thus the statement, “It will rain or not rain here tomorrow” will not
be regarded as empirical, simply because it cannot be refuted; whereas the
statement, “it will rain here tomorrow” will be regarded as empirical.)” (p.
19). 
For instance, a marine and terrestrial ancestor (Caldwell et al., 2015). One
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could though code the data for semi-aquatic or semi-terrestrial. 
Redirecting  attention  to  criticism  raised  by  Caldwell  (2019),  he
claimed  that  other  studies  in  the  field  of  snake  evolution  have
systematically  ignored  his  proposed  terrestrial  hypothesis.  His  last
amended hypothesis is not testable because it cannot be falsified. On the
other hand, Scanlon et al. (1999), Lee et al. (1999), Scanlon and Lee (2000)
have  clearly  stated  that  the  snake  ancestor  could  have  been  marine  or
terrestrial,  thus  an  undefined  but  testable  state.  Furthermore,  this
dissertation opposes previous simplistic ecological scenarios like fossorial-
to-fossorial, terrestrial-to-terrestrial, and marine-to-marine. It also rejects
marine-to-fossorial  and  marine-to-terrestrial  hypotheses.  This  present
body of work favors the evolution of terrestrial-to-fossorial ancestors.
Finally, Caldwell (2019) claimed that my research was teleological by
stating  that  “The  outcomes  of  which [teleology]  still  burden  progress  if
progress is measured in proposing new paradigms and scenarios for snake
lizard  evolution (e.g.,  Da Silva  et  al.,  2018)."  (p.  197).  The adaptationist
program, generally known by the Panglossian paradigm, has long been re-
thought in evolution (Gould & Lewontin, 1979). Finding correlation of form
(shape) and function (ecology) is not the same as stating causation or that a
given  structure  evolved  for  a  certain  function.  My  results  showed  that
fossorial  forms  are  more  convergent  than  expected  under  a  neutral
evolution model, likely indicating selective demands associated with living
underground. The fossorial skull shape is particularly distinguishable from
all the other ecologies, and the crown snake ancestor was recovered to have
a  skull  shape  compatible  with  fossoriality.  The  overall  significant
association  between  form  and  function  allowed  us  to  estimate  function
based on form, but it does not tell us about how each association came into
existence. On the other hand, I did provide insights based on the feedback-
loop mechanism between natural selection and development as detailed in
this dissertation. All findings and the proposed model can be tested. Kuhn
(1970)  is  again  insightful  when  he  wrote  that  “As  has  repeatedly  been
emphasized before, no theory ever solves all the puzzles with which it  is
confronted at a given time; nor are the solutions already achieved often
perfect”. (p. 146).
Darwin (1959) had startlingly clarity:
I by no means expect to convince experienced naturalists whose minds are
stocked with a multitude of facts all viewed, during a long course of years,
from  a  point  of  view  directly  opposite  to  mine.  (...)  but  I  look  with
confidence to the future. (p. 482).
This dissertation is understood to have provided new insights into an
old scientific problem: the ecological origin and radiation of snakes. I tried
my best to acknowledge every major contribution to the field before my
efforts. I apologize to the authors of any study that might not have been
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cited. I would like to express my deep respect and admiration for the work
developed by other researchers  in the field of snake evolution, including
those I have criticized or replied to their criticism. This dissertation would
have  been  far  more  limited  without  their  extensive  prior  contributions.
Finally, this dissertation welcomes future studies to evaluate the results and
models presented here, seeking to the maximum to refute them. 
6) LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
As for scientific  research,  this  research program has limitations.  I
presented in the text that limitations such as differences between 2D and
3D were circumvented, and results were convergent. Another limitation of
landmark-based geometric morphometrics is that a considerable number of
anatomical  positions  might  not  be  reliably  asserted,  for  example,  along
curvatures  (Adams  et  al.,  2004).  In  this  case,  other  methods  can  be
employed such as semi-landmarks (Watanabe et al., 2019) and landmark-
free methods such as Particle-based models of shape such as ShapeWorks
(Oguz et al., 2016) and Procrustes Surface Analysis (Pomidor et al., 2016).
This dissertation did not consider sexual shape dimorphism, which
might be relevant even for macroevolutionary studies as it has been shown
for Anolis lizards (e.g., Butler et al., 2007). For example, new studies might
estimate that early snakes were sexually dimorphic and that morphospace
might differ between sexes. 
New fossil findings should be contrasted to our skull evolution model
and ecological origin of snakes (e.g.,  Najash: Garberoglio et al., 2019a,b),
but so far, the most relevant geological  period (Lower Cretaceous) offers
little opportunity for such comparisons as there are no snake skull fossils
described  yet.  Future  studies  should  also  focus  on  assembling  3D
reconstructions of known fossil snakes (e.g., Palci et al., 2018, Polcyn et al.,
2005), although I expect that results will fit patterns recovered here. 
Other ancestral-state estimation methods should be employed, for
example,  see  Hsiang  et  al.  (2015)  and  data  contrasted  with  new  fossil
findings,  including  the  presence/absence  of  vertebral  remains.  In  this
regard,  a  combination  of  the  skull  and  body  shape  evolution  should  be
sought in the future in more detail,  which was beyond the scope of  this
dissertation.
The causal relationship of form and function should also be further
investigated with other techniques such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
(e.g., Simões et al., 2016) that would allow for modeling of skull load and its
relationship with habitat  and diet.  Other  functional  studies  could  better
define the role of shape changes of the quadrate and the evolution of large
gape size. 
Finally,  the  relationship  between  cranial  and  brain  shape  might
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prove valuable in clarifying the early ecology of snakes (e.g., Fabbri et al.,
2017), as shape analysis of brain parts seem to indicate that (Macrì et al.,
2019).
7) CONCLUSIONS
In the tradition of S. J. Gould, a source of inspiration for me as a
scientist,  my  scientific  approach,  and  research  agenda,  I  conclude  this
dissertation with general remarks:
The correlation between skull shape and habitat allowed for
paleoecological  predictions of ancestors controlled by phylogenetic
structure.
Fossorial snakes and lizards represent a striking example of a
deep-evolutionary pattern of convergence between distantly related
and  geographically  separated  lineages  that  will  contribute  to
homoplasy in phylogenetic studies. 
The  earliest  snake  ancestor  was  likely  a  terrestrial  without
fossorial behavior and the crown snake ancestor was most likely a
fossorial, thus the marine origin of snakes can be excluded with high
levels of confidence. Allometry was crucial in the early phase.
Snake skulls develop faster than those of lizards, both shape
and ossification rates are higher, including in the fossil record (e.g.,
Dinilysia),  with  strong  implications  for  phenotypic  innovation,
species/ecological radiation in later phases. 
Evolutionary  innovations  in  the  shape  of  the  skull,
particularly  the quadrate bone,  shifted the relevance of  habitat  in
early  snake  evolution  to  diet  in  the  later  appearance  of  boas,
pythons,  and  caenophidian  snakes.  They  created  conditions  for
morphological, species, and ecological radiations. 
Misconceptions about phylogenies and fossils in relationship
to ancestral-state estimation and the mode of phenotypic evolution
are highly encouraged to be addressed. Future studies and the field
of snake evolution will benefit from a strong conceptual framework
aligned with modern scientific and biological thought. 
Mathematical formalization and large-scale data have arrived
to  stay.  Future  studies  should  make  full  use  of  such  scientific
advancements to test hypotheses and avoid narratives based on a few
sources of data or single species. 
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